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The photometric properties of asteroids and cometary nuclei, bodies important for
understanding the origin of the Solar System, are controlled by the physical properties
of their surfaces. Hapke’s theory is the most widely used theoretical model to describe
the reflectance of particulate surfaces, and has been applied to the disk-resolved photo-
metric analyses of asteroid 433 Eros, comet 19P/Borrelly, and asteroid 1 Ceres, in this
dissertation.
Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous returned disk-resolved images of Eros at seven
wavelengths from 450nm to 1050nm. The bidirectional reflectance of Eros’s surface
was measured from those images with its shape model and geometric data. Its single-
scattering albedo,w, was found to mimic its spectrum, with a value of 0.33±0.03 at
550nm. The asymmetry factor of the single-particle phase function,g, is -0.25±0.02, and
the roughness parameter,θ̄, is 28◦±3◦, both of which are independent of wavelength. The
V-band geometric albedo of Eros is 0.23, typical for an S-type asteroid.
From the disk-resolved images of Borrelly obtained by Deep Space 1 (DS1), the
maps of itsw, g, andθ̄ were constructed by modeling the reflectance of Borrelly terrain
by terrain.w varies by a factor of 2.5, with an average of 0.057±0.009.g changes from
-0.1 to -0.7, averaging -0.43±0.07. θ̄ is ≤35◦ for most of the surface, but up to 55◦ for
some areas, with an average of 22◦±5◦. The 1-D temperature measurement from DS1
can be well described by the standard thermal model assuming a dry surface, except for
one area, where the discrepancy can be explained by a sublimation rate that is consistent
with the observed water production rate.
HST images through three filters, covering more than one rotation of Ceres, were
acquired. Its V-band lightcurve agrees with earlier observations very well. A strong
absorption band centered at about 280nm is noticed, but cannot be identified.w of Ceres
was modeled to be 0.073±0.002, 0.046±0.002, and 0.032±0.003 at 555nm, 330nm, and
220nm, respectively. The maps ofw for Ceres at three wavelengths were constructed,
with eleven albedo features identified. Ceres’ surface was found to be very uniform.
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1.1 History of Solar System Small Bodies
In addition to the Sun, the nine planets, and their moons in our solar system, there are
many small bodies, such as asteroids, comets, and meteors, too small and too faint to
be discovered and tracked easily. It is believed that these small bodies are the leftovers
of the original building blocks that formed the nine planets and other large bodies in
the early solar system. A huge amount of energy was released during the accretion of
large bodies, speeding up the chemical reactions to change their compositions, produce
differentiations to have segregation at different places within their bodies, and change the
original physical states,e.g., the crystalline or amorphous. Therefore large bodies were
modified dramatically from the original planetesimals. However, small bodies did not
release much energy from accretion, nor were they able to trap much energy,e.g. from
radioactive decay, in their interiors, to change their properties physically or chemically.
Therefore they are better tracers of the original environment and processes in the proto-
planetary disk.
Asteroids are small interplanetary rocky bodies that formed and concentrated mainly
in the reservoir between Jupiter and Mars (e.g., McFadden, 1993). Many of them are in
dynamical groups, or asteroid families, identified by their orbital proper elements, spread-
ing from Earth-crossing asteroids to the Trojans (for current asteroid family identification,
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see Bendjoya and Zappalà, 2002; Zappal` et al., 2002, and references therein). While not
as visually spectacular as comets because they have no surface activity, it is relatively
much easier to measure their physical parameters such as size, rotational state, albedo,
etc. Therefore, many more studies have been carried out about the surface properties and
the evolution of asteroids than of comets. The term comet usually refers to small bodies
containing a large fraction of frozen volatile materials (Weissman et al., 2002), mainly
water but with moderate amounts of methanol and carbon dioxide. They orbit the Sun
on very eccentric orbits, and develop an unstable atmosphere when very close to the Sun,
forming comae and long tails composed of volatile gases and a large amount of dust. Be-
cause of their sudden appearance and short but spectacular stay in the inner solar system,
comets were a long-time mystery, until several decades ago people started to know more
about their nature.
Although visually very different, asteroids and comets are considered to have formed
through very similar processes during the formation of the Solar System. Because of the
differentiation of materials within the planet formation disk, different materials are con-
centrated at different heliocentric distances. Heavy materials, usually with higher melting
temperatures such as silicate-bearing minerals, have relatively higher fraction inside, and
light materials, such as carbonaceous and volatile materials mainly concentrate outside,
with their compositions changing gradually. The so-called planetesimals and cometesi-
mals, mainly distinguished by their compositions, formed by collisional sticking from tiny
particles that condensed from the gaseous disk in solar nebular. And due to their different
compositions, different physical environments and perturbations from large proto-planets,
the leftover planetesimals and cometesimals evolved following different paths thereafter
2
to form asteroids and comets.
Proto-asteroids mainly formed within Jupiter’s orbit. Within the ice line of about
3 AU from the Sun, where water or water ice is unstable to evaporation, asteroids either
contain little or have lost much of their volatile materials, and do not have a comet-like
atmosphere or outgassing. The origin of asteroids was summarized by Bell et al. (1989,
and references therein). The initial formation of asteroids, prior to the importance of
collisional evolution, was probably very similar to that of comets, although their compo-
sitional materials were very different. The planetesimals in the central plane of the solar
nebula, mainly at smaller heliocentric distances than the formation region of comets, and
between Mars and Jupiter, formed asteroids through gravitational and collisional accre-
tion. Because of the rapid formation of Jupiter, the formation of a single large body
at the position of the current asteroid belt was curtailed due to the strong gravitational
purterbations from the massive proto-Jupiter. We see many small bodies at this region
rather than one large planet. Intense metamorphic heating due to gravitational accretion
and radioactive decay (e.g., Urey, 1955; Grimm and McSween, 1993; MacPherson et
al., 1995; Huss et al., 2001,etc.) then produced differentiation in large asteroids of a
few hundred kilometers in radius, which might then break up into many small asteroids
during their complicated collisional evolution (e.g. Keil, 2002, and references therein).
The gravitational heating mainly depends on their sizes. The radioactive heating depends
on heliocentric distance in the sense that radioactive elements are more diluted by the
presence of water and organics at larger heliocentric distances so the energy density is
less. At the same time and thereafter, complex collisional evolution, controlled by the
orbital dynamics, internal strength gradients, and the distribution of metal, as well as the
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(sometimes chaotic) dynamical evolution, led to their current state.
Because they were mainly inside Jupiter’s orbit, asteroids were not scattered away
from their formation regions very strongly by Jupiter, and thus remained in relatively
circular orbits compared to comets, except at some resonant positions where substantial
mass loss occurred due to strong secular gravitational perturbations from Jupiter. Because
asteroids have remained within a relatively small region since they formed, dynamical and
collisional evolution keep playing a relatively important role among asteroids. Asteroidal
dynamical families are considered to be fragments from collisional destruction of pre-
cursor bodies (see,e.g., Richardson et al., 2002; Davis et al., 2002, for reviews). Their
number, size distribution, and shapes are determined by collisional and dynamical evolu-
tion. According to the differences and similarities of their spectra, asteroidal taxonomic
classes are defined (Gaffey and McCord, 1978; Tholen, 1984; Tholen and Barucci, 1989),
believed to indicate the internal correlation within each family, and the different compo-
sitions and surface physical properties, therefore different formation environments and
processes between families. The phase functions, defined as the brightness variation of
an object with respect to phase angle,i. ., the angle between the Sun and the observer
as seen from the object, of many asteroids have been obtained from ground-based obser-
vations, although the range of phase angle was limited by geometry (see,e.g., Bowell et
al., 1989; Helfenstein and Veverka, 1989, and references therein). The phase functions
of many asteroids can be modeled fairly well with both Hapke’s model and Lumme and
Bowell’s model. Phase functions also show similarities within each dynamical group. The
opposition effect is more prominent among bright asteroids like 44 Nysa (E), 133 Cyrene
(SR), and 1862 Apollo (Q). While dark asteroids like 24 Themis (C), 419 Aurelia (F), and
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253 Mathilde (C) usually do not show an obvious opposition surge, they have relatively
steep phase functions, and less surface albedo variation (Clark et al., 1999). The spatial
distribution of taxonomic classes shows that darker, redder, and more primitive objects
such as C- and D-type asteroids, become more frequent at larger heliocentric distances,
while brighter asteroids such as S-, E-, and M-types are found more frequently among
the planet-crossing population at smaller heliocentric distances (e.g. Zellner and Bow-
ell, 1977; Tholen, 1984; Tholen and Barucci, 1989,etc). As shown in Table 1 of Bell et
al. (1989), different asteroidal types represent various compositions and degrees of total
metamorphic heating. Thus the spatial distribution of asteroidal taxonomic types implies
the spatial distribution of physical environments and accretion processes in the early solar
system.
Oort (1950) initiated important steps in the study of the origin of comets. He sug-
gested a spherical cloud with a radius between radii 50,000 and 150,000 AU around the
solar system, whence all “new” long-period comets come. A year later, Kuiper (1951)
proposed a disk-like belt outside the orbit of Neptune, the so-called Kuiper Belt, which
serves as the reservoir of short-period comets (Fernández, 1980). At the same time, Whip-
ple (1950) argued that, rather than a cloud of interstellar dust (Lyttleton, 1948), every
comet has a solidified core called the nucleus. He proposed his famous “dirty snowball”
model for cometary nuclei, which was later augmented by the “rubble pile” model of
Weissman (1986) and Weidenschilling (1994). Other models include the “fractal model”
by Donn (1990) and the “icy-glue model” by Gombosi and Houpis (1986). However, the
latter two have not been as widely accepted as the first two.
The origin of comets has been studied intensively from both observations and nu-
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merical simulations since then, and summarized by Weidenschilling (1994, 1997). Comets
are thought to form from the condensation and collisional coagulation of cometesimals
in the central plane of the solar nebula outside proto-Jupiter, and the ice line, throughout
the region of the giant planets to the radius of Kuiper Belt. At about kilometer size, grav-
itational accretion was responsible for the growth of bodies. The effect of this scenario
on the structure of cometary nuclei is that nuclei would be composed of structural ele-
ments having a variety of scales with sizes ranging from about 10 to 100 m, and bodies
would have low mechanical strength and macroscopic voids, both of which are consis-
tent with the existence of active areas and the fragility of nuclei. The long-period and
parabolic comets from the Oort Cloud also originated at small heliocentric distances in-
side proto-Neptune in the solar nebula, and then were scattered outward to very eccentric
and distant orbits by the perturbations of giant planets (Safronov, 1969; Fernández and
Ip, 1981). Due to the perturbations of passing stars and giant molecular clouds, comets
scattered into the outer region were stirred from a flattened disk into a spherical cloud
(Chakrabarti, 1992), to form the so-called Oort Cloud. When they are perturbed by the
galactic tidal forces and/or passing stars or other massive stellar systems, and re-enter
the inner solar system, they are discovered as “new” comets. Comets originally formed
outside proto-Neptune’s orbit probably stay where they formed because there are not big
perturbers out there. These might be the progenitors of today’s short period comets and
Kuiper Belt Objects (KBO’s). Since comets spend most of their life in the outer solar sys-
tem, and because they are very small, the properties of their nuclei remain almost pristine,
except for the outermost layers of nuclei that probably have been heated during infrequent
passages through small perihelion distances. The above scenario of the formation and
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evolution of comets was supported by both numerical simulations of the dynamical evo-
lution of a large number of test cometesimals in the giant planet cross region (Levison et
al., 2001; Kŕolikowska, 2001; Ferńandez and Gallardo, 1994; Chakrabarti, 1992; Duncan
et al., 1988), and the observations that confirmed the existence of the Kuiper Belt (Jewitt
and Luu, 1995). More detailed physical properties of comets, especially their nuclei, still
need to be understood to evaluate these ideas.
However, because cometary nuclei are usually hidden in thick comae at small he-
liocentric distance where we can most readily observe, only a few cometary nuclei have
been studied from ground-based or earth-orbiting telescopic observations in either opti-
cal or the IR (see,e.g., Jewitt and Meech (1985); Brooke and Knacke (1986); Veeder et
al. (1987); Birkett et al. (1987); Millis et al. (1988) for 49P/Arend-Rigaux, Jewitt and
Meech (1985); Meech et al. (1986) for 1P/Halley, Jewitt and Meech (1987); Fernández
et al. (2000) for 2P/Encke, Campins et al. (1987); Birkett et al. (1987); Jewitt and Meech
(1988); Delahodde et al. (2001) for 28P/Neujmin 1, Jewitt and Meech (1988); A’Hearn et
al. (1989) for 10P/Tempel 2, Lamy et al. (1998) for 19P/Borrelly, Lamy et al. (2001) for
9P/Tempel 1, and Lisse et al. (1999) for C/Hyakutake). None of these observations was
able to resolve the nucleus (nuclear radius about 10 km, telescope resolution about 50
km), and these studies relied on models of coma to extract the nuclear brightness. So they
are limited in accuracy and in providing us detailed information about the nuclear sur-
face scattering properties. The only threein situ observations were performed for comet
1P/Halley by ESA’s Giotto spacecraft (Reinhard, 1986; Keller et al., 1986) and the Soviet
Union’s Vega 1 and 2 spacecraft (Sagdeev et al., 1986a,b) during its 1986 apparition, for
comet 19P/Borrelly by NASA’s Deep Space 1 (DS1) spacecraft (Soderblom et al., 2004a)
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in 2001, and for comet 81P/Wild 2 by NASA’s Stardust spacecraft (Brownlee et al., 2003).
Thesein situ observations were able to tell us much more concerning cometary nuclei
than the sum of all ground-based observations, yielding detailed spectra, shape, surface
features, active areas, and direct measurements of the chemical composition of the inner
coma, and the nucleus itself.
Dynamical and physical properties of asteroids and comets show a strong correla-
tion between these two kinds of small bodies in many aspects. Both of them have small
sizes, irregular shapes, and low albedos (for C- and D-type asteroids). Sometimes it is
hard to give unambiguous definitions to them (Hartmann et al., 1987; McFadden, 1993;
Weissman et al., 2002), or to distinguish a dormant or an extinct comet from an asteroid. It
was suggested that some asteroids might be the end state of comets, especially some near
Earth asteroids (NEAs) (Wetherill, 1988; Coradini et al., 1997a,b). The transition between
comets and asteroids has been discussed for some objects (see,e.g., Silva and Cellone,
2001; Bus et al., 2001; Chamberlin et al., 1996; Fernández et al., 1997, 2001; McFad-
den et al., 1993,etc.), with the direct evidence of cometary activity observed for some of
them, such as (2060) Chiron, (4015) Wilson-Harrington (107P/Wilson-Harrington), and
(7968) Elst-Pizarro (133P/Elst-Pizarro). A good review of the transition from comets to
asteroids was given by Weissman et al. (2002). It was also suggested that comets and C-
or D-type asteroids might have a common origin (Ziolkowski, 1995), or at least might
have formed in similar conditions (Hartmann et al., 1987) and have undergone similar
physical evolution (Weidenschilling, 1997; Weissman et al., 2002).
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1.2 Motivation
Because of the close relationship between the properties of small bodies and the origin of
the Solar System, it is important to understand asteroids and comets. What are they like,
why are they so, and how did they form?
1.2.1 Asteroidal photometry
Since von Seeliger (1887) and Müller (1893) started to study the photometry of the Sat-
urnian system, asteroidal photometry has become an important method to study the physi-
cal properties of asteroids. With the distance of an asteroid usually determined from astro-
metric measurements and calculations of its orbit, the brightness usually tells us the com-
bined information about its size and reflectance. If the brightnesses in both the infrared
and visible for an asteroid are obtained, then the standard thermal model (STM) (Brown,
1985; Lebofsky et al., 1986) will yield the size and albedo. The brightness change with
respect to time, or lightcurve, is usually interpreted as the effect of varying apparent illu-
minated cross-section of a rotating non-spherical body. Some information about the shape
of the asteroid can be obtained (See Chapter 3). The phase function contains important
information about the physical properties of its surface.
To interpret asteroidal photometric data such as phase functions in general, Hapke
(1981, 1984, 1986) and Lumme and Bowell (1981a,b) developed independent models to
describe the photometric behaviors of actual regolith, by including effects of microstruc-
ture, multiple scattering and large-scale roughness. A good review about the photom-
etry of solar system small bodies done prior to 1989 was given by Bowell et al. (1989).
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Hapke’s and Lumme and Bowell’s models have been applied successfully to analyze disk-
integrated and disk-resolved phase functions of many inner planets, moons and asteroids.
The applications include the estimates of a variety of regolith optical properties, such as
the average particle single-scattering albedo, particle transparency, and structural proper-
ties, such as particle size, shape distribution, soil compaction and large-scale roughness
(Bowell et al., 1989; Helfenstein and Veverka, 1989), which are impossible to measure
directly.
On the other hand, any photometric model can also be used in the opposite direction,
that is, to use photometric theories to interpolate and extrapolate available photometric
data to the geometries for which observations are not available or not possible, and thence
to go further to combine with other data to infer some other physical properties of the
body. For example, an accurate thermal model usually requires information about the
whole phase function to calculate the Bond albedo (see Chapter 2). But even if only part
of the phase function is observed, as long as photometric parameters can be modeled well,
there will be no problem to calculate the Bond albedo.
Among those models used to interpret photometric data of asteroids, Hapke’s the-
ory is the most widely used approximate theory that correlates the physical properties
of an asteroidal surface with its reflectance behavior and phase function, and it has been
applied to almost all observed asteroids since it was developed (e.g. Helfenstein and
Veverka, 1987, 1989; Simonelli et al., 1998; Clark et al., 2002,etc.). It interprets the
reflectance of particles as being determined by their size, shape, composition, and purity.
The reflectance of a surface is modeled with the reflectance behavior of single particles,
as well as the macroscopic roughness of the surface, compaction status,e c, all of which
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hide important information about the evolutionary history of a surface. Hapke’s theory
has been summarized in his book (Hapke, 1993) that is often referred to in the planetary
photometry communities as “Hapke’s bible”, although it is still an approximate model,
and being continuously improved by new observations and laboratory experiments.
Despite the powerful theoretical tools available, it is sometimes very difficult to in-
terpret a whole-disk phase curve unambiguously because of the irregular shape, unknown
rotational state, and the limitation of Earth-based observations to a small range of phase
angles (a few to about 20◦ for main belt asteroids, and smaller for more distant objects).
One important property of the phase curves of most asteroids is the opposition effect,
which provides porosity of surface texture, and the properties of amorphous or crystalline
structure. (For observations of the opposition effect, seee.g., Belskaya and Shevchenko
(2000); for theories, seee.g., Hapke (1986); Shkuratov and Helfenstein (2001)). However,
the lack of photometric data at small phase angles makes the study of the opposition effect
difficult. Another example is that a disk-integrated phase function observed over only a
small range of phase can be fitted equally well with very different photometric parame-
ter sets (see Fig. 2.7 and relevant text). Therefore, to constrain the physical parameters
of an asteroidal surface better, we need observations from space to obtain a large range
of phase angle and/or disk-resolved images. Experimental studies of meteoritic powders
also provide important clues to constrain the physical properties of asteroids.
1.2.2 Cometary photometry
For comets, it is usually very hard to measure the brightness of bare nuclei because they
are usually very faint when far from the Sun, and hidden in thick comae when close to
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the Sun. Cometary nuclei are usually smaller than a hundred kilometers, and the smallest
pixel scale at a comet ever reached from the ground when they are close to the Earth is
only about 50 km, with only a few observations of IRAS-Araki-Alcock reaching 20 km.
Thus the aperture-integrated brightness contains much signal from the coma. Aperture
photometry of comets, through various broadband or narrowband filters, measures their
activities and compositions within comae, indicating nuclear compositional properties
(e.g. A’Hearn et al., 1995; Farnham and Cochran, 2002; Schleicher et al., 2003; Farnham
and Schleicher, 2005,etc.). Direct photometry of cometary nuclei is obtained only when
they are far from the Sun without much coma contamination except for very inactive
comets with very little coma (such as Neujmin 1 and Arend-Rigaux, and Encke in its
post-perihelion phase). But for those cases comets are usually very faint (≥ 20 mag),
and the phase angles reached from the ground are very limited. A method has been
developed to separate the signal from the nucleus from that of the coma when they have
well developed comae (Lamy and Toth, 1995). In this method, the brightness of coma is
modeled by a canonicalf(θ)/rn profile with respect to the cometocentric distance with
an azimuthal angle parameterf(θ) and a power law indexn (could be a function of the
azimuthal angle,θ, too). Then it is extrapolated into the optocentric region that contains
signal from both coma and nucleus. The signal from the coma in the central region can
be estimated from the model, and the residual brightness in the central region is then
a point spread function (PSF) formed by a point source, considered to be the nucleus.
An example is shown in Fig. 1.1 for comet Hyakutake from Lisse et al. (1999). This
method has been applied to several comets successfully (Lamy et al., 1998; Lisse et al.,
1999; Lamy et al., 1999, 2001), although in some earlier attempts a simplified version
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that did not take into account the azimuthal variation of the1/r profile was used (e.g., for
Neujmin 1 and Arend-Rigaux). However, it is obviously model-dependent. If there is any
fine structure that deviates from the power law model, the uncertainty in the estimated
nuclear brightness will be large.
Due to the difficulty in obtaining the brightness of cometary nuclei, observations
over a large range of phase angles have been made for just a few comets, such as comet
Encke (Ferńandez, 1999) and comet Neujmin 1 (Delahodde et al., 2001). In addition,
the phase functions of both comets were interpreted by some semi- or entirely empirical
phase laws such as a linear law, the IAU-adopted (H, G) system (Bowell et al., 1989),
the phase law of Lumme and Bowell (1981a,b), and Shevchenko’s law (Belskaya and
Shevchenko, 2000) (for Neujmin 1). None of them was interpreted physically, but some
comparisons with asteroids were made. The phase-range of Encke was from 2◦ t about
117◦. It was found that Encke’s phase behavior was comparable with C-type asteroids.
The phase range of Neujmin 1 in Delahodde et al. (2001) was fairly small, 0.6◦ to 15◦,
but the similarity of Neujmin 1 to D-type asteroids in terms of color was noticed. Its steep
opposition surge might indicate a very porous surface. These studies were very important
in understanding the physics occurring on the surface of nuclei, but limited in providing
detailed, spatially resolved information about the surface of cometary nuclei, and the
physical interpretation. A large scatter in the measurements of disk-averaged results was
found.
Again, space missions are able to do a much more advanced job in obtaining the
photometry of cometary nuclei as for asteroidal photometry. First of all, spacecraft can
go deep inside coma, and observe nuclei directly. Second, disk-resolved images are made
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Figure 1.1 The nucleus extraction method applied to comet Hyakutake. By modeling (top
right) and subtracting the coma from the original image (top left), the residual (bottom
left) will only contain signal from the nucleus, with a PSF brightness profile (bottom
right) (Lisse et al., 1999).
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possible fromin situ observations. And third, photometry at phase angles that are impos-
sible to be reached from the ground can be obtained from spacecraft.
1.2.3 Down to my work
During recent years, many photometric and spectral observations have been made avail-
able from successful space missions to comets and asteroids. Galileo successfully en-
countered asteroids 951 Gaspra (Veverka et al., 1994) and 243 Ida and its moon Dactyl
(Belton et al., 1996)en route to Jupiter. NEAR flew by a C-type asteroid 253 Mathilde
(Veverka et al., 1999), and successfully rendezvoused with asteroid 433 Eros for a year
(Cheng, 2002). Several comets have been visited by spacecraft, too. Comet 1P/Halley
was visited by spacecraft at its last return to perihelion in 1986 (Reinhard, 1986; Keller
et al., 1986; Sagdeev et al., 1986a,b). Comet 19P/Borrelly was imaged by Deep Space
1 (Soderblom et al., 2004a). Comet 81P/Wild 2 showed its dramatic and complicated
surface to Stardust, which is returning to Earth the samples of dust collected in the coma
(Brownlee et al., 2003). All of those space missions provided excellent photometric data
that are otherwise impossible to be obtained from the ground, and helped to constrain
the photometric properties of those targets dramatically. Once the well interpreted phase
curves and detailed surface properties of a few cometary nuclei are available, it will pro-
vide better understanding for other cometary nuclei, and be valuable for the planning of
future space missions to solar system small bodies.
Looking forward, many other missions are either going to comets or asteroids, or in
preparation. Deep Impact, successfully launched on January 12, 2005, is heading to comet
9P/Tempel 1 to excavate a crater and see what is inside a comet (A’Hearn et al., 2005).
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ESA’s Rosetta is on its way to comet 67P/Churyumov-Gerasimenko and will rendezvous
with it and put a lander on its surface (Wilson and Gimenez, 2004). Rosetta will also
fly by two asteroids, (2867) Steins and (21) Lutetia, on its way to comet Churyumov-
Gerasimenko. Dawn is in preparation, with its objective of orbiting asteroids 4 Vesta and
1 Ceres for about a year each (Russell et al., 2004).
Keeping all these in mind, I aimed my thesis work towards the photometric studies
of asteroids and comets, with Hapke’s theory as the primary theoretical tool to carry out
all analyses, and spacecraft data as the primary input, including disk-resolved data of Eros
from NEAR, disk-resolved images of Borrelly from DS1, and the HST images of Ceres.
1.3 Overview of Chapters
As the fundamental theory used throughout the dissertation, Hapke’s theory of reflectance
will be introduced in the next chapter. The problem of the disk-integrated phase function
for irregular shapes will be studied numerically in Chapter 3 with forward modeling sim-
ulations. Then the photometric properties of three objects, asteroid (433) Eros, comet
19P/Borrelly, and asteroid (1) Ceres, will be studied, each in a chapter. Chapter 4 uses the
excellent dataset of Eros returned from NASA’s Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR)
mission, coupled with the shape model determined by Thomas et al. (2002), to study the
photometric properties of Eros. Its Hapke’s parameters are determined, and the further
implications of the photometric properties are discussed. All my software tools developed
to perform disk-resolved photometric analysis are tested and confirmed with this excellent
dataset. Chapter 5 describes an attempt to apply Hapke’s theory to a cometary nucleus
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with its shape model. I utilized about ten images from NASA’s Deep Space 1 (DS1)
spacecraft taken during its Borrelly flyby, and performed Hapke’s analysis for the large
photometrically distinguished terrains on Borrelly’s surface one by one. Large photomet-
ric heterogeneity, unlike the uniformity of Eros, was observed, which is then correlated
to its cometary activity through disk-resolved thermal modeling of Borrelly’s surface.
Chapter 6 takes the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) images of Ceres, with the resolution
of about 60 km, to model the surface albedo maps of Ceres at three wavelengths. A uni-
form surface of Ceres is revealed, and the implication of the similarity of Ceres to icy
satellites of giant planets is discussed. The last chapter, Chapter 7, is a summary of the




2.1 Basic Concepts and Theoretical Preparation
As a fundamental unit of the interaction between particulate medium and electromagnetic
radiation, single-particle scattering is a starting point in understanding the properties of
the light diffusely reflected from a particulate surface. A physically idealized and simplest
particle is spherical with a uniform complex index of refraction interior, through which
some important physical concepts are defined. In this section these basic concepts and
physical quantities are reviewed, following the definitions in Hapke (1993).
2.1.1 Irradiance and radiance
The amount of radiative power at positionr crossing unit area perpendicular to the direc-
tion of propagationΩ, traveling into unit solid angle aboutΩ, is calledradiance, denoted
by I(r,Ω), or specific intensity.
On the other hand, if the radiation is collimated to directionΩ, then the radiative
power crossing unit area perpendicular to the direction of propagation is calledirradiance,
denoted byJ . Ideally, the radiative energy from a collimated light beam has zero solid
angle width. In reality, since the distance between light source (e.g., the Sun, stars) and
most light scattering bodies (e.g., planets, asteroids) are extremely large compared to the
sizes of celestial bodies, this is always a good approximation. Irradiance has the same
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unit as flux (W m−2), but it only refers to the flux of a collimated source.
2.1.2 Cross sections
The extinction cross section is defined as the ratio of the removed powerPE from an
incident collimated beam to the irradianceJ of the incident beam.
σE = PE/J (2.1)
It has a unit of area, and can be understood as an equivalent area of the medium that
intercepts and removes all incident energy it receives.
Let the part of the removed powerPE that is scattered bePS, and the part that is
absorbed bePA, then thescattering cross section andabsorption cross section are defined
as, respectively,
σS = PS/J (2.2)
σA = PA/J (2.3)
SincePS + PA = PE, we haveσS + σA = σE. We can think that in the total extinction
cross sectionσE, σS is responsible for scattering only, andσA is responsible for absorption
only.
2.1.3 Particle single-scattering albedo
The fraction of the total amount of power scattered by a single particle into all directions
in the total amount of power that is removed from the incident irradiationJ is called
particle single-scattering albedo, denoted byw. From the definition of cross sections, the
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single-scattering albedo is defined as
w = PS/PE = σS/σE (2.4)
If a collimated beam with irradianceJ(Ω0) travels along directionΩ0 onto a par-
ticle, and let the scattered radiance beI(r,Ω; Ω0), as a function of distancer from the
particle, and along directionΩ, then at the surface of the scattering particle, the total
scattered flux,F , or I(Ω) integrated over all directions, can be related to the incident




I(Ω)dΩ = wJ (2.5)
The SSA is never larger than unity, and usually is a function of wavelength. It
is directly determined by the physical properties of particles, such as composition, size,
shape,etc. It is also affected by the packing status for particulate surfaces or particle
aggregates, such as porosity, internal strength,etc.
2.1.4 Single-particle phase function
Thesingle-particle phase function p(α) describes the angular distribution of the scattered
radiance,I(Ω,Ω0), as a function ofphase angle α, the angle between the direction of in-






In this definition,p(α) = 1 if particle scatters isotropically, and the4π is a normalization
factor so that Eq. 2.5 holds. For spherical particles, the scattered power is independent
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p(α) sinαdα = 1 (2.7)
Sometimes people may put the4π factor into the single-particle phase function, and the
normalization constant is therefore 1 in that case.
2.1.5 Incidence angle and emission angle
Now consider the condition of a semi-infinite medium with particulate surface. There
are two geometrical concepts correlated to this condition, theincidence angle and the
emission angle. For the geometry illustrated schematically in Fig. 2.1, the normal to the
surfaceN is along thez axis, and the angle between the surface normalN nd incident
light is calledincidence angle, i. After scattered by the surface, some rays emerge from
the surface traveling towards the direction that makes an anglee with N, this is called
emission angle. The common plane of incident ray andN is theplane of incidence; the
common plane of emerging ray andN is theplane of emergence; and the common plane
of incident and emerging rays is thescattering plane. The angle between the plane of
incidence and the plane of emergence is denoted byψ. And as defined before, thephase
angle α is the angle between incident ray and emergent ray. These four angles are related
by geometry,
cosα = cos i cos e+ sin i sin e cosψ (2.8)
As a common notation, and used in this dissertation, the cosines ofi ande are usually
denoted byµ0 = cos i, andµ = cos e, respectively.
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Figure 2.1 Schematic representation of the scattering geometry (From Hapke (1993) Fig.
8.4). The nominal surface of the medium is thex-y plane.
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2.1.6 Reflectance
As defined in Hapke (1993), the termreflectance refers to the fraction of incident light
diffusively scattered or reflected by a rough surface. A similar term,reflectivity, refers to
the fraction that is specularly reflected from a smooth surface. Depending on geometry,
there exist many kinds of reflectance. As initialized by Nicodemus (1970); Nicodemus et
al. (1977), and summarized in Hapke (1993), people usually use two adjectives preceding
the word reflectance to specify the geometry, the first describing the degree of collimation
of the source, and the second that of the detector. The most commonly used adjectives
includedirectional, conical, andhemispherical. If both adjectives are the same, a pre-
fix bi- is used. Therefore, thedirectional-hemispherical reflectance refers to the total
fraction of light reflected into the upper hemisphere when the surface is illuminated by a
collimated source from above. This quantity determines the total reflected energy, there-
fore determines the temperature of the surface. The most commonly used reflectance, the
bidirectional reflectance, r(i, e, α), refers to the fraction of light scattered into direction
e when the surface is illuminated by collimated incident light in directioni. However,
it must be noted that the bidirectional reflectance is a physically idealized concept. In
reality, the solid angles for both collimated source and detector are finite, and what we
can measure is actually biconical reflectance. But in most cases of remote sensing, the
angular sizes of both source and detector are very small as seen from the object. The bidi-
rectional reflectance is therefore a good approximation, and an important simplification
in theoretical analysis.
Reflectance is a quantity that can be measured in observations or experiments.
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Therefore to study the behavior of reflectance as a function of geometry and properties
of incident light, and to study the correlation between reflectance and the basic physi-
cal quantities of particles such as the SSA are of great importance in understanding the
physical properties, the evolutionary history, and the chemical composition, of surfaces
of solid bodies.
2.2 Empirical Expressions of Reflectance
At a given phase angle, the reflectance of a surface is usually a function of phase angleα,
incidence anglei, and emission angle. For a spherical body, thei ande on its surface
with respect to a fixed light source, and a fixed detector, change systematically from
projected limb to terminator. The reflectance at one particular phase angle as a function
of i ande determines the brightness change of the disk, and thus it is sometimes called
limb darkening profile.
2.2.1 Lambert’s law
The simplest empirical expression of bidirectional reflectance function is Lambert’s law,
in which reflectance is proportional to the cosine of incidence anglei,




whereAL is a constant called Lambert albedo of the surface. If one calculates the total




I(i, e, α)µdΩ =
∫
2π
r(i, e, α)JµdΩ = ALJµ0 (2.10)
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then it is found thatAL is actually the directional-hemispherical reflectance of a Lambert
surface, meaning the fraction of total incident energy that is scattered. A surface with
AL = 1 is calledperfectly diffuse surface. Lambert’s law is the simplest approximation
of scattering. It adequately describes a bright surface with high albedo, but not as well for
a dark surface.
2.2.2 Minnaert’s law
Another approximation of bidirectional reflectance function, Minnaert’s law, is a gener-
alization of Lambert’s law suggested by Minnaert (1941). The form of Minnaert’s law
is




whereAM is a constant called theMinnaert albedo, andν is another constant, theMin-
naert index. If ν = 1, then Minnaert’s law reduces to Lambert’s law, andAM = AL/π.
Minnaert’s law empirically describes the variation of scattering of many surfaces over a
limited range of angles. The Minnaert parameters are usually functions of phase angles
(e.g. Veverka et al., 1989,etc.).
2.2.3 Single-particle scattering
The exact solution of radiative transfer has been obtained for isolated perfectly spherical
and homogeneous particles, known as Mie theory. In Hapke (1993), a simplified summary
is provided. Readers are also referred to the works of Born and Wolf (1980); Stratton
(1941); Van de Hulst (1957), and the books by Bohren and Huffman (1983) for more
detailed derivations. The basic conclusions and equations are listed here for the purpose
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of completeness.
The scattering behavior of single spherical particles depends on the ratio of particle
size to the wavelength of incident light, expressed asX = πD/λ. If particle is much
smaller than wavelength, i.e.X  1, the scattering is calledRaleigh scattering. For




(1 + cos2 α) (2.12)
If particle size is in the same order of wavelength, the particle phase function is compli-
cated, and depends on the single scattering albedo. If a particle is much larger than wave-
length, then the scattering is close to geometric-optics scattering, with strong diffraction
pattern appearing at large phase angles. The analytic expressions of single-particle phase
function for the latter two cases are complicated and not listed here.
Spherical particles are idealization of real particles, which are actually very irreg-
ular in their shapes. It is not possible to derive a single simple expression for the single-
particle phase funcion of irregular particles, instead, empirical expressions are usually
used. There are two commonly used empirical single-particle phase function, theLegen-
dre polynomial series and theHenyey-Greenstein function.





where thebj ’s are constants, and thePj(α) are Legendre polynomials of orderj. The
combination ofbj ’s must satisfy the normalization condition (Eq. 2.7). This represen-
tation is most useful when single scattering is not far from isotropic, and only the first
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few terms are important. The shapes of single-particle phase functions of single-term and
double-term Legendre polynomial forms are shown in Fig. 2.2.
Henyey and Greenstein (1941) introduced an empirical phase function
p(α) =
1 − g2
(1 + 2g cosα+ g2)3/2
(2.14)
which is calledHenyey-Greenstein function, or HG function, and will be the only single-
particle phase function that is used in this dissertation for theoretical derivation and data
modeling. The constantg in the HG function is the cosine asymmetry factor, of which a
zero value gives isotropic scattering, a positive value forward-scattering, and a negative
value backward-scattering (Fig. 2.3). Sometimes adouble HG function is used, with one
term describing the back-scattering lobe, and another term the forward-scattering lobe.









1 + 2b cosα+ b2
(2.15)
where the constantb describes the amplitude of lobes, and is constrained within the range
0 ≤ b < 1, and the constantc is the weight factor, with no constraint except thatp(α)
has to be non-negative everywhere. The double HG function is highly flexible, and can fit
particles of many kinds very well, and is widely used in practice (e.g. Domingue et al.,
2002; Clark et al., 2002). McGuire and Hapke (1995) fitted many kinds of particles with
double HG function, and summarized theirb andc parameters in the plot as shown in Fig.
2.4, which correlates the physical properties of particles with two empirical parameters
of their phase function to some extent.
There are two other forms of single-particle phase functions, which are for highly
absorbing particles, and are not commonly used. Assume a spherical particle that is suf-
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Figure 2.2 Single-term (solid line) and double-term (dashed line) Legendre polynomial
forms of single-particle phase function. Parameters for single-term Legendre polynomial
are 1 and 1, for double-term polynomial are 1, 1 for zeroth and first order terms, and 1.5
for second order term.
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Figure 2.3 Examples of single-term HG functions with negative, zero, and positive asym-
metry factors.
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Figure 2.4 Plot to show the correlation between theb, c parameters of double-term HG
function with physical properties of particles. Taken from McGuire and Hapke (1995).
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ficiently absorbing so that internally transmitted light can be neglected, and the scattered
light is all from surface scattering. By assuming two different scattering functions, the
Lambert’s law (Eq. 2.9) and the Lommel-Seeliger law (Eq. 2.20, see later sections), and
integrating over the whole surface of the spherical particle, the phase functions are found









4(1 − ln 2)
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where Eq. 2.16 corresponds to Lambert’s law, and Eq. 2.17 corresponds to Lommel-
Seeliger law. The plots of these two single-particle phase functions are shown in Fig. 2.5.
The corresponding spheres are calledLambert sphere andLommel-Seeliger sphere.
2.3 Hapke’s Scattering Law
Hapke’s scattering theory is an approximate solution of radiative transfer equation solved
for a semi-infinite medium on the surface, as illuminated by a collimated beam with
irradianceJ at incidence anglei. The scattered radiance as detected at viewing angle















The inner integral in the equation refers to multiple scattering happening at optical depth
τ , where the direction of incident irradiance is at directionΩ′. It is integrated over all
possible directions because the direction of incident irradiance due to previous scattering
I(τ,Ω′) can be from anywhere. The second term in the outer integral,F(τ Ω), is the
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Figure 2.5 The phase function of an opaque sphere with its surface following Lambert’s
scattering law and Lommel-Seeliger scattering law, respectively.
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2.3.1 Single scattering, Lommel-Seeliger law
Assuming thatp andw are independent of optical depthτ , and integrating the single

















Whenp(α)=1, i.e. isotropic, Eq. 2.20 is calledLommel-Seeliger law. For dark surface
such as the Moon and Mercury, where multiple scattering is almost negligible, this scat-
tering law describe the surfaces accurately.
2.3.2 Multiple scattering
The first term in Eq. 2.18 refers to multiple scattering, and the integral is extremely hard
to evaluate, partly because it is entangled with the scattered radiance, an unknown, and
partly because the single-particle phase function, which can only be described empirically,
goes into the integral.
The simplest medium is composed of particles that scatter light istotropically and
independently. The exact solution of this kind of medium is solved by Ambartsumian
(1958) using a so-called embedded invariance, based on the fact that adding a new thin
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layer to the surface of semi-infinite medium does not change the reflectance. The re-
flectance of such a medium is






whereH(x) is the Ambartsumian-ChandrasekharH-function (Chandrasckhar, 1960), sat-
isfying the integral equation









The multiple scattering reflectancerm in this case is therefore the total reflectance sub-
tracted by single scattering reflectance





[H(µ0)H(µ) − 1] (2.24)
Hapke (1993) derived an approximated expression for theH-function by making
simplified assumptions in solving the radiative transfer equation (Eq. 2.18)





1 − w. Another and better version of the approximatedH-function is de-













wherer0 = (1 − γ)/(1 + γ). In our application of Hapke’s theory to observational data,
we used the most recent version of theH-function,i.e., Eq. 2.26
The exact solution of reflectance for general anisotropic scattering particles has
not been derived yet. The most recent, and the best, attempt to model the medium of
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anisotropic scatterers is found in Hapke (2002). In this new model, the multiple scattering
part is approximated by







M(µ0, µ) = P (µ0)[H(µ) − 1] + P (µ)[H(µ0) − 1] + P[H(µ) − 1][H(µ0) − 1] (2.28)



























p(α′) sin e′de′dϕ′e sin i
′di′dϕ′i (2.31)
Because of its complicated formulism, and the fact that many asteroids and almost all
cometary nuclei are dark enough that the approximation of an isotropic single-particle
phase function works fine, the new version of multiple scattering approximation is not
incorporated into my work. Instead, we used the approximation for isotropic scatterers
(Eq. 2.24).
Putting together the two components of reflectance, Hapke’s bidirectional reflectance
is





[p(α) +H(µ0)H(µ) − 1] (2.32)
Since the single scattering part is the exact solution of radiative transfer equation, and the
multiple scattering part only refers to isotropic scattering, this representation gives good
approximation to dark surfaces or a medium of isotropic scatterers. The photometric
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analyses of many asteroids and satellites, including bright ones, using Hapke’s model
show good agreement between the model and observations over a broad range of phase
angles (e.g. Helfenstein et al., 1994; Simonelli et al., 1998; Clark et al., 2002; Domingue
et al., 2002,etc.).
2.3.3 Opposition effect
For many solar system bodies and laboratory samples, the reflectance shows a non-linear
increase at small phase angle close to opposition. This non-linear peak is usually called
opposition surge or opposition effect, with a typical width of about 5◦ to 10◦ for aster-
oids. One mechanism that may cause the oppposition effect is that, when the phase angle
is small, the emerging ray is close to the preferential path pre-selected by the incident
ray. Or we can understand it by imagining the dramatic increase of the overlap between
the cylinder of incident light and that of emerging light when phase angle decreases to
zero. Therefore, this phenomenon presents itself only when the surface is particulate, and
porous, and the mutual blocking between particles causes shadows that are larger than the
wavelength, giving the name of this effectshadow-hiding opposition effect, or SHOE for
short. This mechanism is studied by Hapke (1993), and an approximate analytic correc-
tion is added to Eq. 2.32 to take into account this effect. Because the SHOE is a single-
scattering phenomenon, only the single scattering part of the bidirectional reflectance is
affected, which takes the form of















And the total bidirectional reflectance is now





{[1 +BS(α)]p(α) +H(µ0)H(µ) − 1} (2.35)
Two parameters are introduced here to describe the SHOE. The first is the amplitude
parameter,B0, which is actually an empirical parameter. Theoretically, in a perfect case,
the SHOE will give a unity amplitude parameter. But for real cases, this parameter is
usually smaller than unity because of the finite size of particles and their imperfection
from spherical uniform particles. The range ofB0 is0 ≤ B0 ≤ 1. The second parameter is
the width of opposition effect,hS, which is determined by particle size, size distribution,
packing status, but not likely the compositional properties or scattering properties such
as phase function. If the particle size distribution follows a power law with an index of
4, which is of particular interest because it characterizes a comminution process, then
the width parameterhS for SHOE is proportional to− ln(1 − φ), whereφ is thefilling
factor, the fraction of volume that is occupied by particles. For loosely packed powder,φ
is close to 0, and the opposition peak is very narrow; for closely packed powder, however,
the width will be very large, and the opposition effect is actually not pronounced from
observational data. Therefore, an opposition surge with a few degrees is the evidence that
there exists loosely packed regolith on the surface of an object.
If particle size is comparable with or smaller than wavelength, then the SHOE will
not be present because there is no shadow between particles due to diffraction. But the
constructive interference between the portions of a wave traveling in opposite directions
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along the same multiple scattering paths within the medium will cause another kind of
opposition effect, namely, thecoherent backscattering opposition effect, or CBOE. The
main difference between SHOE and CBOE is that SHOE is caused by the particles larger
than wavelength, being a single scattering effect, and uncorrelated with the polarization
signature of scattered light; but CBOE is caused by particles with comparable or smaller
size than wavelength, being a multiple scattering effect as well as a single scattering effect,
and affecting the polarization signature of scattered light. Or, in other words, SHOE is an
effect of geometric optics, while CBOE is an effect of wave optics.
Because CBOE affects both single scattering and multiple scattering, a correction
factor for the bidirectional reflectance is introduced by Hapke (2002), and the reflectance
with consideration of CBOE,rCBOE, is
rCBOE = r[1 +BC(α)] (2.36)
wherer is the bidirectional reflectance without considering the CBOE. Hapke (2002) also
provides an approximated expression forBC(α),
BC(α) = BC0
1 + 1−exp[−(1/hC) tan(α/2)]
(1/hC) tan(α/2)
2[1 + (1/hC) tan(α/2)]2
(2.37)
Similar to SHOE, CBOE also needs the amplitude parameter,BC0 and the width para-
meter,hC , to describe it. The amplitude parameterBC0 is also an empirical parameter,
with the physical constraint of0 ≤ BC0 ≤ 1. The width parameterhC is determined by
the optical properties of scatterers.
hC = λ/4πΛ (2.38)
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λ is wavelength, andΛ is the transport mean free path in the medium, and is expressed as
Λ = [nσQS(1− <cos θ>)]−1 (2.39)
with n the number volume density of particles,σ the mean particle cross section,QS
the mean particle scattering efficiency, and<cos θ> the mean cosine of the scattering
angle. An important property of CBOE is that the width of opposition surge depends on
wavelength of incident light, providing an easy observational method of distinguishing
between two mechanisms of opposition effect. The first application can be found in Clark
et al. (2002).
2.3.4 Rough surface
Under all the above equations, an implicit but important assumption is that the surface
is smooth on the scale that is much larger than particle size. This is obviously not true
for the surfaces of solar system bodies. Hapke (1984) provided a correction to the above
reflectance model to describe large scale surface roughness, based on the assumption that
the macroscopically rough surface is made up of small, locally smooth facets that are large
compared to the mean particle size and tilted with respect to each other. Assuming that
the normals of those facets of a randomly rough surface are described by a distribution
functiona(ϑ, ζ)dϑdζ, whereϑ is the zenith angle between a facet normal and the average
normal direction of the whole surface, andζ is the azimuth angle of the facet normal, we
can reasonably assume that the orientations of these facets are independent of azimuth
angle, and the distribution of facet normal is only a function ofϑ. It is further assumed
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that the distribution function has the form of a Gaussian distribution
a(ϑ, ζ)dϑdζ = Ae−B tan2 ϑd(tanϑ)dζ (2.40)
whereA andB are two normalization constants so that
∫ π/2
0
a(ϑ)dϑ = 1 (2.41)








If the average normal direction is viewed as the zeroth-order approximation to de-
scribe a rough surface, then the roughness parameterθ̄ introduced by Hapke (1984) is a
first-order correction superimposed onto the average orientation of a rough surface, indi-
cating by how much most of the randomly oriented facets that compose the surface are
tilted from the average normal direction. However, it has to be kept in mind that the di-
rections of the normals of facets are assumed to be independent of azimuth angle, which
means that if the distribution of rough features on the surface has some kind of anisotropic
characteristics, then this description and the following equation may not be accurate. The
assumption of a Gaussian distribution of the facet normals means that this parameter is
probably not good in modeling surfaces that contains many disruptive features such as
cracks or sharp edge craters. Furthermore, the size of the surface patch could also affect
the roughness parameter if the roughness of the surface is not self-similar, meaning that
different distribution functions need to be used at different scales.
In addition to the roughness parameter introduced by Hapke (1984, 1993), there are
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some other methods to characterize large scale roughness, such as those in Van Digge-
len (1959); Hameen-Anttila (1967) to describe impact craters, and the one presented by
Buratti and Veverka (1985) to describe crater density. However, either because those
methods are specifically referred to certain geographic environments, or are not directly
related to a photometric model, they are not as widely used as the roughness parameterθ̄.
The method that corrects the Hapke’s smooth surface photometric model for rough
surfaces, introduced by Hapke (1984), is summarized here. The effect of roughness has
three aspects: the illumination shadow, where for parts of the surface the incident light
is blocked and we see shadows; the mutual blocking, where the emission ray is blocked
and we do not see that part of surface; and the change of average incidence angle and
emission angles. The first two effects cause the decrease of total scattered light from the
surface, and is described by a correction functionS(i, e, α), which should be less than or
equal to 1, and decreases with increasing phase angleα. The last effect is accounted for
by the effective incidence angleie and emission anglee, which are both functions ofi,
e, andα, and parameterized bȳθ. The expressions of their cosines,µ0e andµe, andS are
listed here, but details of derivation and the involved assumptions are not repeated here.
Readers are referred to Hapke (1984, 1993).
If e ≥ i,
µ0e ≈ χ(θ̄)
[
cos i+ sin i tan θ̄
cosψE2(e) + sin
2(ψ/2)E2(i)





cos e+ sin e tan θ̄
E2(e) − sin2(ψ/2)E2(i)
2 − E1(e) − (ψ/π)E1(i)
]
(2.44)





1 − f(ψ) + f(ψ)χ(θ̄)[µ0/µ0e(0)] (2.45)
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if e ≤ i,
µ0e ≈ χ(θ̄)
[
cos i+ sin i tan θ̄
E2(i) − sin2(ψ/2)E2(e)





cos e+ sin e tan θ̄
cosψE2(i) + sin
2(ψ/2)E2(e)
2 − E1(i) − (ψ/π)E1(e)
]
(2.47)































Thus the bidirectional reflectance function of a rough surface, without considering
the CBOE, is then





{[1 +B(α)]p(α) +H(µ0e)H(µe) − 1}S(i, e, α) (2.53)
2.4 Phase Function and Planetary Photometry
2.4.1 Geometric albedo and phase function
In planetary science, small bodies in the Solar System are usually hard to resolve from
the ground even through the most powerful telescopes, thus it is important to study the
integrated behavior of surface light scattering. Let the collimated irradiance from the
Sun beJ , then the total power scattered by a small area elementdA with a normalN,
and toward a direction making a phase angleα, is dP (i, e, α) = Jr(i, e, α)µdA. The
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total scattered power detected at directionΩ is then the integral ofdP over the whole




Jr(i, e, α)µdA (2.54)
The total scattered power over all directions is in turn the integral ofP (Ω) over a solid
angle of4π.
In practice, it is often more convenient to use two physical quantities that are easier
to measure: thegeometric albedo or physical albedo Ap, and theintegral phase function
Φ(α). The geometric albedo is defined as the ratio of the brightness of a body atα = 0
to the brightness if the body is replaced by a perfect Lambert disk of the same size, and
perpendicular to the line of sight, or
Ap ≡
∫




A(i) r(e, e, 0)µdA
A (2.55)
whereA is the projected cross-section of the body, andJ/π is the power scattered by
a perfect Lambert disk perpendicularly. The integral phase function is defined as the
brightness of a body at any phase angle relative to its brightness at zero phase angle, or
Φ(α) ≡
∫
A(i,v) Jr(i, e, α)µdA∫
A(i) Jr(e, e, 0)µdA
(2.56)






r(i, e, α)µdA (2.57)
The disk-averaged bidirectional reflectance at a direction making phase angleα is then
r(α) = ApΦ(α)/π (2.58)
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2.4.2 Bond albedo and phase integral
Another even more important physical quantity that is closely related to the thermal bal-
ance of a body is theBond albedo, or spherical albedo, AB, which is defined as the
fraction of total incident irradiance scattered into all directions. With Eq. 2.54 and 2.58,











The thermal radiation from an object is directly proportional to1 − AB. The integral
∫











2.4.3 Hapke’s theory applied to planetary photometry
Using Hapke’s bidirectional reflectance, the analytic expression ofAp andΦ(α) can only
be approximately derived for regular shapes such as spheres, or ellipsoids, and is done by
Hapke (1984) only for a spherical body. From the bidirectional reflectance function of a











































sinα+ (π − α) cosα
π
(2.64)
F (α) andG(α) result from the integration over a spherical surface, and are functions of
only phase angleα. The first term of Eq. 2.62 describes a sphere covered by a Lommel-
Seeliger scattering surface, modified by single-particle phase function and opposition ef-
fect. For low albedo bodies such as the Moon, this term dominates. The second term
describes a sphere with Lambert scatterers covering its surface. High albedo bodies such
as Venus or icy satellites of Jupiter and Saturn are mostly described by this term.















Φ(α; θ̄)  Φ(α; 0)K(α, θ̄) (2.66)
where the two correction factors,U(w, θ̄) andK(α, θ̄) are both numerically calculated and
approximated by analytical expressions by Hapke (1993, p.353-354), and are not repeated
here.
2.5 Data Modeling Techniques
The ultimate goal of a theoretical model is to describe the physics of real world. Finally,
when photometric data are available from observations, we need to find the Hapke’s pa-
rameter set that best models the observational data, and then study the physical properties
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of the surface from those parameters. Hapke’s model involves five or more parameters,
including the SSA (w), photometric roughness (θ̄), the amplitude and width of opposition
effect (BS0 andhS for SHOE, andBC0 andhC for CBOE), and one or more parameters
to describe single-particle phase functionp(α). The model we will stick with throughout
this dissertation is a five-parameter version, which only considers the SHOE opposition
effect, and adopts a one-term HG function involving one asymmetry parameterg to de-
scribe the single-particle phase function. The five parameters are summarized in Table
2.1. In this section, I will study the different effects of parameters in determining the
shape of phase function and/or the magnitude of bidirectional reflectance at various phase
angles, and discuss the main data modeling techniques I will follow in modeling both
disk-integrated and disk-resolved photometric data with Hapke’s theory.
2.5.1 Significance range of Hapke’s parameters
The phase function and bidirectional reflectance as modeled by Hapke’s theory are highly
non-linear, and their five parameters are entangled with each other, making data modeling
very difficult. But fortunately, these parameters affect different ranges of phase angles
of the phase curve, or, from data modeling point of view, the reflectance data at different
phase angles make different contributions in fitting the five parameters (Helfenstein and
Veverka, 1989), so the five parameters can be constrained well if an appropriate scheme
is used.
Let us consider disk-integrated photometry. If we define relative partial derivatives
of the disk-averaged reflectance, which is a function of phase angle (Eq. 2.58), with
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Table 2.1. A summary of the five Hapke’s parameters in the version of Hapke’s theory
that I use throughout this thesis.
Parameter Symbol Meaning
Single scattering albedo w Fraction of total incident energy that is scattered
by a single particle towards all directions
Asymmetry factor g Spatial energy distribution in a single particle
scattering phase function
Opposition surge amplitude B0 Amplitude of opposition effect, SHOE only
Opposition surge width h Width of opposition effect, SHOE only
Roughness parameter θ̄ Average deviation of local normal with respect
to average
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This quantity can be used to estimate the relative change of the reflectance caused by
the perturbation ofg. At a particular phase angle, the larger the absolute value of this
quantity is, the greater the change of reflectance will be ifg is perturbed by the same
small amount; if this quantity is zero, then it means that any perturbations ofg will not
affect the reflectance at all. Therefore, for any given parameter, it can be constrained
better by the data at phase angles where the absolute value of the relative partial derivative
of that parameter is larger than where it is smaller. Furthermore, for reflectance data at
a particular phase angle, the parameters with larger relative partial derivatives can be
constrained better than parameters with smaller relative partial derivatives. If the relative
partial derivative of a parameter is zero at some phase angle, then it will not be constrained
by any data at that phase angle at all.
Taking Eros as an example, we plot such partial derivatives with respect to all five
parameters corresponding to its Hapke’s parameters as found by Domingue et al. (2002),
w=0.43,B0=1.0,h=0.022,g=-0.29, and̄θ=36◦, in Fig. 2.6. The properties of the relative
partial derivatives can be summarized as follows. The SSA,w, can be determined by the
reflectance data at all phase angles, but the four other parameters have their own signifi-
cant ranges. The data at opposition are crucial in fitting the amplitude of the opposition
effect,B0, but are useless for the width parameterh, which is mostly determined by the
data at about the width of the opposition, i.e., atα ≈ h. Because of the exponential-
like decay of the opposition effect with phase angle, neither of the opposition parameters
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makes significant contribution at phase angles greater than several times the width of the
opposition effect. In contrast to the opposition effect parameters, the global roughness pa-
rameterθ̄ is affected primarily by the reflectance data at higher phase angles, but almost
unaffected by data around opposition. The most interesting parameter is the asymmetry
factorg, which has no effect at a particular phase angle in the middle, about 62◦ for the
assumed parameters here, if it is perturbed by a small amount. Therefore, according to
the above properties, we can design a data modeling scheme, in which the SSA,w, and
roughness parameter,θ̄, can be fitted first with disk-resolved images at phase angle about
62◦, then we can use data at higher and lower phase angle but not close to zero to fitg, and
finally use data close to opposition to model opposition parameters. For other asteroids,
their Hapke’s parameter may be different, therefore the fitting scheme can be different,
but the various significance of data at different phase angles in fitting different Hapke’s
parameters can be analyzed similarly, and the scheme can be designed.
It has been noticed that, for an observed disk-integrated phase function alone, it is
usually not possible to find a unique set of Hapke’s parameters to model it (Domingue
and Hapke, 1989), especially when phase angles are limited within a small range. For ex-
ample, high roughness usually simulates the effects as high back-scattering in the overall
shape of a phase function. In Fig. 2.7, we see that very different parameter sets can give
out observationally indistinguishable phase curves at some small phase angles. However,
if disk-resolved photometry is available, then all Hapke’s parameters can be constrained
better.
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Figure 2.6 The relative partial derivatives as defined in Eq. 2.67 with respect to all five
Hapke’s parameters are plotted in upper panel. The lower panel is the close-up view of the
upper panel at phase angles smaller than 20◦, to show the effect of opposition parameters.
The five Hapke’s parameters are:w=0.43,B0=1.00,h=0.022,g=-0.29,θ̄=36.
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Figure 2.7 An example of the ambiguity of phase function modeling. Symbols are ground
observations of average reflectance for asteroid 1 Ceres (Lagerkvist and Magnusson,
1995). Three very different sets of Hapke’s parameters produce very similar phase func-
tions within 20◦ phase angle, which is the highest phase angle reached from the ground
for Ceres. All of the three sets of parameters fit data well. However, they are very dif-
ferent at large phase angles. The three sets of Hapke’s parameters are listed in Table 2.2.
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Table 2.2. The Hapke’s parameters for the phase functions shown in Fig. 2.7. RMS
stands for the root mean square error relative to the average of data.
Line w B0 h g θ̄ RMS(%)
Solid 0.06 1.63 0.072 -0.42 18 1
Dashed 0.15 1.86 0.045 -0.18 40 0.7
Dash-dot 0.31 6.00 0.064 0.40 20 0.6
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In disk-resolved photometry, the bidirectional reflectance can be measured directly
from an image if the shape model of the object is available. The effects of various pa-
rameters can now be analyzed in a disk-resolved sense, where even at a particular phase
angle, we have a variety of illumination and viewing geometries from the resolved disk
if phase angle is not too small, and the shape of the object is not too simple. With re-
flectance data only within a small range of phase angle, the three phase parameters,B0,
h, andg cannot be modeled well in any case, as analyzed above, but the other two para-
meters, the SSA (w) and the roughness parameter (θ̄), can still be modeled because at any
given phase angle, the disk limb darkening profile is solely and completely determined by
the SSA and roughness parameter. Take a dark surface as an example, which is actually
the simplest case, the multiple scattering term can be neglected, and the bidirectional re-
flectance is proportional tow and the termS(i, e; θ̄)µ0e(i, e; θ̄)/(µ0e(i, e; θ̄) +µe(i, e; θ̄)).
Therefore, the roughness parameter can be modeled from the limb darkening profile with
fairly high accuracy. If the other three parameters are available or assumed, the SSA can
be modeled as well. Thus with disk-resolved photometry available, we can eliminate the
possible ambiguity between̄θ andg in determining the overall shape of disk-integrated
phase functions.
2.5.2 Leastχ2 Fitting
Throughout all of my thesis work in photometric analysis, both disk-integrated or disk-
resolved, observational data are modeled usingleast χ2 fitting data modeling technique,
i.e., models with all possible combinations of parameters within their ranges are tested
by calculating the sums of the squares of the residuals between modeled values and data,
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until the smallest sum is found for some combination of parameters, which is returned as















(ri,model − ri,measure)2 (2.69)
whereri,model andri,measure are the modeled and measured bidirectional reflectance for
data pointi, respectively,σi is the measurement error for data pointi, andN is the total
number of data points. The square root ofχ2 is taken as theroot mean square or RMS
error of the modeling (Eq. 2.69). The percentage RMS error relative to the average value
of data is usually taken as an indicator of the goodness of theχ2 fitting. One thing that has
to be noted for the second definition ofχ2 (Eq. 2.69) is that, if the values of reflectance
vary largely, then theχ2 from this equation tends to be dominated by high reflectance, or



















Or, sometimes magnitudes, which is the logrithm of the reflectance, are used in modeling.
In this dissertation, we only used theχ2 defined in Eq. 2.69. But after modeling, the fit is
checked for above bias by plotting modeled values as a function of measured values, and
by plotting the ratios of model and observations as a function of all independent variables,
to make sure that large systematic bias does not exist.
There are several computational methods to find the smallestχ2 for data modeling.
The two used in this dissertation are thegrid searching and theLevenberg-Marquardt
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(LM) method. The first one is very simple. All possible grid points in the parameter
space are searched, the grid position with the smallestχ2 wins, and the corresponding
set of parameters is returned. With small steps for each parameter, the accuracy of this
method increases, but the computational burden increases following a power low. The LM
method is a gradient search method. It searches the steepest slope in parameter space, and
follows the steepest slope until the minimumχ2 is reached. This method is implemented
in IDL by a library routine calledlmfit, with the computational scheme following the
one introduced inNumerical Recipes in C by Press et al. (1992).
It is shown in my work that for bright surfaces such as that of Eros, both of those
two methods work well. But for dark surfaces such as that of Borrelly, the LM method
seems not working as well as for bright surfaces. Therefore for Borrelly and Ceres, we
actually used direct grid searching to find the best-fitted parameter set.
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Chapter 3
Whole-Disk Phase Functions of Irregularly-Shaped Bodies
3.1 From Bidirectional Reflectance to Disk-Integrated Phase Function
It was not until less than a half century ago that human beings started to send spacecraft
to explore the solar system. Spacecraft data of small bodies have been available for no
more than two decades. Before that, the photometric properties of small bodies were
studied only from the ground with whole-disk phase functions. A theoretical solution
or approximation to the radiative transfer equation for a surface yields the bidirectional
reflectance. To model ground-based observations, bidirectional reflectance needs to be
integrated over the disk of an object. In this step, the shape and possible non-uniformity
of photometric properties over the surface come into effect. It was back in the early 1900s
that people realized that the change in total brightness of an asteroid is possibly due to its
reflectance variation and/or non-spherical shape (Russell, 1906), and some methods were
proposed to infer some properties of shapes and orbital geometries of asteroids. In recent
years, lightcurve observations at various geometries have become an important way to
infer the shapes of source bodies (see,e.g., Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001; Kaasalainen
et al., 2001,etc ). However, not until recently when more and more asteroids and comets
were visited by spacecraft, did people realize the large diversity of the shapes of small
bodies (Fig. 3.1).
In addition to the lightcurves, how to take into account the irregular shape of an
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Figure 3.1 The images of asteroids 951 Gaspra (Belton et al., 1992), 243 Ida (Belton et
al., 1994), 253 Mathilde (Veverka et al., 1999), and 433 Eros (our work) (from top to
bottom).
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object is also a problem in photometric modeling to whole-disk phase functions. To
construct a phase function from lightcurves obtained at various phase angles, usually the
average brightness of each lightcurve is calculated to represent the average brightness of
the object at that phase angle. But as shown later, the amplitudes of lightcurves usually
change with viewing geometry, and even at a constant phase angle, the average is not
necessarily a constant, but rather depends on shape. To model the ground-based phase
function, if a shape is needed, a sphere is usually assumed for the unknown shape of the
object because of its simplicity in analytical analysis. But obviously in some cases this
assumption could cause a very large error, because the shape of an asteroid can be far
from a sphere, possibly very irregular with large craters or depressions with their sizes
comparable with the size of the body. For example, as shown in Fig. 3.1, the shape
of Eros is like a bent rod, with two large craters with sizes about 1/4 of the size of Eros;
Mathilde has a very large depression that is almost 4/5 of its size. Many other shapes have
been detected for asteroids, including very elongated shapes, and even contact binaries.
In this chapter, the effect of some irregular shapes of asteroids is studied with nu-
merical simulations. Assuming particular photometric properties for a surface, as well
as a particular non-spherical shape, we used Hapke’s theory to calculate the bidirectional
reflectance for the spatially resolved surface, then numerically integrate bidirectional re-
flectance over the whole visible and illuminated surface under various geometries to sim-
ulate lightcurves of this body. Taking those lightcurves as our “data”, we constructed
disk-integrated phase functions by the methods commonly used in research. Finally, the
simulated phase functions were modeled, with Hapke’s disk-integrated phase function for
spherical shape (Eq. 2.61-2.66). The modeled Hapke’s parameters can be compared to
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the “original” or “true” Hapke’s parameters we assumed, from which we can investigate
and evaluate the goodness of the method we used in constructing phase functions, and
the uncertainties of modeled parameters caused by the assumption of a spherical shape
for that particular non-spherical shapes. In the following section, the effect of a non-
spherical shape on the lightcurve and disk-integrated phase function is first conceptually
analyzed, as well as the conjuncted effect with illumination and viewing geometry. In the
next section an ellipsoidal shape is assumed to study this most common approximation
of asteroid shape in terms of photometric parameter retrieval. Then Eros’s shape is taken
as a real case of very irregular shapes to study the impact on photometric modeling. The
simulative studies for Eros also have an application in the next chapter to photometrically
modeling Eros with NEAR data.
3.2 Effects of Shapes
3.2.1 Shape and lightcurve
The most direct consequence of non-spherical shape is a rotational lightcurve. A spher-
ical object will not change its illuminated and visible cross-section when rotating, thus
producing no lightcurve unless there are some photometric variations over the surface.
Except for some special cases such as Iapetus (Squyres and Sagan, 1983,etc ), it has
been generally thought that non-spherical shape is usually more important for determining
lightcurve shape than are photometric variations, especially at large phase angles when
shadows dominate the total brightness of an asteroid (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001).
Therefore rotational lightcurves are important tools for inferring the characteristics of its
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source body shape.
Since the early days of lightcurve studies, it has been believed that the polar ori-
entation can be determined from lightcurve observations at various phase angles (Rus-
sell, 1906), but it was also thought that determining the shape of an asteroid from its
lightcurves is not possible. Lightcurve inversion, namely determining the shape from the
lightcurves it produces, was studied first in both laboratory and numerical simulations
(e.g. Barucci and Fulchignoni, 1983; Barucci et al., 1989), where models of asteroids
with various shapes, compositions, and surface photometric properties were used to sim-
ulate lightcurves under different geometries. The lightcurve inversion to a 2-D shape was
discussed by Ostro and Connelly (1984), and the opposition lightcurves in terms of as-
teroidal shape were subsequently discussed (Ostro and Connelly, 1986). Following the
pioneering work of Russell in 1906, Wild (1989, 1991) developed a formalism to infer
the surface albedo distribution from lightcurves observed at different phase angles and
aspect angles, which is the angle between the direction of the rotational angular velocity
and the direction of the Sun. A detailed consideration and method to find the 3-D shapes
and albedo variations of asteroids from lightcurves has been discussed by Kaasalainen et
al. (1992a) for strictly convex shapes, and its application was discussed and tested in a
following paper (Kaasalainen et al., 1992b). This method was then optimized to deter-
mine the 3-D convex hull for arbitrary shapes (Kaasalainen and Torppa, 2001), as well
as the rotational period, pole orientation, and scattering properties simultaneously from
lightcurves observed at various aspects and phase angles (Kaasalainen et al., 2001). The
inversion problem for highly non-convex and binary asteroids is also under investigation
currently (e.g. Ďurech and Kaasalainen, 2003). Although radar observation has been
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a very effective way of determining the shape of small bodies in the solar system (Os-
tro, 2003), due to the 1/r4 radar power dependence on the distance of target from the
Earth, and inherent constraint to 0◦ phase, lightcurve inversion is still an important tool to
studying the shapes of solar system bodies.
For our study of the effect of irregular shapes on phase functions, we want to un-
derstand how lightcurves change with respect to aspect angle and phase angle, so that we
can construct phase functions in a better way to reduce the uncertainty in photometric
modeling. We do not have to consider the lightcurve inversion problem; rather we are
considering what kind of lightcurves are produced by a particular non-spherical shape
under various aspects and phase angles.
To answer the question of how aspect angle affects the lightcurves of an irregularly
shaped body, first, let us take a triaxial ellipsoid (with three axesa > b > c) as the shape
model, and assume a uniform surface so that the lightcurve will be mainly determined
by the projected cross-section of illuminated and visible surface. Another necessary as-
sumption is the polar orientation, which is taken as aligned with the shortest axisc so that
the rotational axis is along the direction of the largest angular momentum, correspond-
ing to a stable rotational state. Although some comets are observed in excited rotational
states (e.g. comet Halley), almost all asteroids are found to have relaxed to the short-axis
rotational mode. The lightcurves produced by an ellipsoid witha : b : c=2.7:1.4:1, the
axial ratio of the best fit ellipsoid for Eros, are shown in Fig. 3.2 for phase anglesα=0◦,
30◦, and 60◦, and the polar axis is assumed perpendicular to both the direction to the Sun
and the direction to the observer. They basically have a doubly-peaked sinusoidal shape,
with each peak occurring roughly when the maximum cross-section is seen, if the phase
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angle is small. The lightcurve amplitude represents the approximate projected axial ratio
(2.7/1.4=1.9≈0.7 mag at 0◦ phase angle in this case), and depending on phase angle.
Another very useful plot in understanding the change of lightcurves with respect to
aspect angle is shown in Fig. 3.3, where lightcurve maxima and minima are plotted as
functions of aspect angle for a triaxial ellipsoid witha : b : c=2.7:1.4:1, and viewed at 0◦
phase angle. At 0◦ (and 180◦) aspect angle, when the object is viewed pole-on, there is
not any cross-sectionalal change during rotation, and a zero lightcurve amplitude is found.
The projected cross-section in this case isπab, the largest possible projected cross-section
for this shape, thus the brightness at these two aspect angles are higher than at any other
aspect angle. At 90◦ aspect angle, when the object is viewed equator-on, the projected
cross-sectional change is the largest, yielding the largest lightcurve amplitude. But since
the projected cross-section varies fromπac to πbc in this case, the maximum brightness
of the lightcurve then reaches its minimum. What this plot tells us about lightcurves
is that, even at one phase angle, the maximum, mean, and minimum of one lightcurve
do not necessarily represent the true maximum, mean, and minimum of the brightness
of the object at that phase angle. This problem becomes more severe and complicated
when phase angle is large so that the illuminated and visible area diverges more from the
projected cross-section. A question to ask is, for such an ellipsoidal shape model, what
is its average cross-section of many random shots from any aspects and phase angles. A
calculation done by Weissman and Lowry (2003) for biaxial ellipsoids with axes> b
shows that the average is close to a large fractionk of the maximum cross-sectionπab,
werek=0.924 fora/b=1.5, 0.892 fora/b=2, and 0.866 fora/b=3.
Lightcurves for arbitrary shapes will be much more complicated. Their main prop-
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Figure 3.2 Examples of doubly-peaked lightcurves. They are produced by a triaxial ellip-
soid with uniform surface, and axial ratios of the best fit ellipsoid for Eros. The photomet-
ric parameters of the surface are assumed to be those of Eros as published by Domingue
et al. (2002) (Table 3.1). Object is illuminated and viewed equator-on. Phase angles,α,
are 0◦, 30◦, and 60◦, for upper, middle, and lower panel, respectively.
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Figure 3.3 Plot of lightcurve maxima and minima as functions of aspect angle. The shape
model is taken to be the best fit ellipsoid of Eros, and the photometric parameters are
listed in Table 3.1. Solar phase angle is 0◦.
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erties such as the correlation between lightcurve amplitude and projected axial ratio, the
amplitude variations with respect to aspect angle,etc. are still very similar to those dis-
cussed above for ellipsoidal shapes. But with divergence from an ellipsoidal shape, and
possibly large shadows formed by large concavities, the lightcurves may no longer be si-
nusoidal, with asymmetric shapes or even a single peak, and small scale oscillations. An
example of such a lightcurve is shown in Fig. 3.4, calculated with Eros’s real shape (Fig.
3.1), Hapke’s parameters as assumed before, and illuminated and viewed in equatorial
plane. Therefore real shapes have to be considered case by case, and we are not going to
draw any further general conclusions here.
3.2.2 Construction of disk-integrated phase function
Because of the non-zero lightcurve amplitude for any non-spherical shapes, and the com-
plicated behavior with respect to aspect and phase angles, the construction of a phase
function is not as simple as for a sphere. For example, if lightcurves of an ellipsoid under
all possible aspect angles are plotted with respect to phase angle, as shown in Fig. 3.5,
at any given phase angle, we have to find a way to calculate an “average” or “effective”
brightness, so that a definitive phase function can be constructed. The first idea that most
people come up with would be to take the means of lightcurves at various phase angles.
However, as shown in Fig. 3.3, different lightcurve magnitudes and amplitudes will ap-
pear even at one phase angle if they are observed at different aspects. There will not be
a single method that is good for all cases, and different methods are used by different
people. For example, lightcurve means over each rotational period were used to represent
the average reflectance of the disk, either over time (e.g. Helfenstein et al., 1996), or
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Figure 3.4 A lightcurve produced by Eros’s shape, with the same photometric parameters
as assumed for Fig. 3.2, and illuminated and viewed within its equatorial plane.
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over the cross-sections (Domingue et al., 2002) if shape is available. Lightcurve maxima
and minima were also used sometimes to construct a phase function to compare the fitted
photometric parameters with those from lightcurve means (Helfenstein et al., 1994).
In our numerical simulations, we are able to produce lightcurves under all possible
aspects at any phase angle, and the phase function constructed by all three methods stated
above are studied. But one difference between numerical simulations and real observa-
tions has to be kept in mind, namely that in real observations it is not possible to obtain
lightcurves at all possible aspects for any single phase angle. Therefore the results pre-
sented in this chapter are not necessarily accurate for all real observations. The numerical
simulations rather show a method to help modeling real observations photometrically. We
can take the real shape, or an approximated shape to the best knowledge we have, and put
it into the geometries of observations, then insert modeled photometric parameters to see
if observed lightcurves are best modeled with them, or what the discrepancy is and how to
improve parameters. In this sense, we call our numerical simulation af rw rd modeling
method.
3.3 Numerical Simulations with Ellipsoidal Shape
In this section, the phase functions of ellipsoidal shapes constructed using the three meth-
ods described in the last section will be compared with the phase function produced by a
spherical shape with the radius equal to the effective radius of the ellipsoids, and with the
same photometric parameters.
Three phase functions constructed from the maxima, means, and minima of the
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Figure 3.5 Lightcurves of an ellipsoid at all possible aspect angles are plotted with respect
to phase angle. Three insets show the lightcurves at phases 0◦, 50◦, and 100◦, respectively,
all illuminated and viewed in the equatorial plane, At each phase angle, the brightness of
the object varies, therefore a definitive phase function has to be constructed with some
method.
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lightcurves of an ellipsoid are shown in Fig. 3.6, assuming Eros’s published photometric
parameters as deduced by Domingue et al. (2002) (also listed in Table 3.1). A phase
function produced by a sphere with the same set of photometric parameters is also plotted.
As one can see in Fig. 3.6, if the body is ellipsoidal, then the broadening of the phase
function by a non-zero lightcurve amplitude is almost the same at all phase angles from
zero to at least 150◦. In other words, the three lightcurves have very similar shapes,
leading to nearly parallel phase curves. This means that a phase function constructed
from lightcurve means can effectively “smooth” out the effect of a non-spherical body
on the phase function, and acts as a reasonably good approximation to an average phase
function to be modeled.
A best-fit of Hapke’s parameters was carried out usingχ2 minimization for the
curves of both lightcurve maxima and means (Fig. 3.7), and the modeled parameters
are listed in Table 3.1. Although the phase functions, from both lightcurve maxima and
lightcurve means, have shapes very similar to the phase function from a spherical shape
with the same set of photometric parameters, the modeling is still unable to recover the
original parameters accurately, although the starting parameters are within the error bars
of the fit. The modeled geometric albedo is recovered very well because it is tied down
by the brightness at very small phase angle. The SSA,w, and asymmetry factor,g, seem
to be anti-correlated, with underestimatedw and overestimated backscatteringg yielding
a correct geometric albedo. The amplitude parameter of the opposition effect is a little bit
underestimated, maybe because the averages of lightcurves under different aspect angles
at small phase angles smooth out the opposition surge a little bit. The width parameter of
the opposition surge is the least constrained because it is usually the hardest parameter to
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Figure 3.6 The three phase functions constructed from lightcurve maxima, minima (two
dashed lines), and means (solid line), in an arbitrary magnitude scale. The dotted line
almost aligned with lightcurve mean phase function is the phase function produced by a
uniform sphere with same photometric parameter set. The dotted line at bottom illustrates
the difference between the lightcurve mean phase function and the phase function from a
sphere.
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Table 3.1. Fit the midpoint phase function and upper limit phase function, constructed
from the theoretical brightnesses of a triaxial ellipsoidal body with the published Eros’s
photometric parameters. The axial ratios of the shape model are 2.731:1.408:1.
w B0 h g θ̄ Ap
“Original” a 0.43 1.00 0.022 -0.27 36 0.29
Midpoint 0.36 0.89 0.017 -0.36 34 0.30
Upper limit 0.40 0.73 0.011 -0.35 29 0.30
aDomingue et al. (2002)
be modeled due to the small range of data that are sensitive to this parameter. The rough-
ness parameter is recovered well. Thus we conclude that caution has to be used when
constructing a phase function from ground-based lightcurves. Although an ellipsoidal
shape can be approximated relatively well by a spherical shape in terms of photometric
modeling, the modeled parameters could still be substantially different from the true ones
and require large error bars. With more diverse shapes of the small bodies in the solar
system in reality, one may have to deal with solutions on a case by case basis even though
their shapes may be relatively regular.
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Figure 3.7 Hapke’s modeling for lightcurve mean phase function (upper panel) and
lightcurve maximum phase function (lower panel). Symbols show the phase function
to be modeled, and solid lines show the models. Solid and dashed lines show theoretical
phase functions constructed from numerically calculated lightcurves.
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3.4 Numerical Simulations with Eros’s Shape
As the second part of these simulative studies, the question we wanted to answer was: For
a specific irregular shape, is it possible to recover the photometric parameters by fitting
the phase functions constructed from the maxima, the means, and/or the minima of disk-
integrated lightcurves by assuming a spherical shape? And if the answer is positive, how
to do it? Or if the answer is negative, quantitatively how far from the fitted parameters
are the correct ones? To answer these questions, we took Eros’s real shape in simulations.
Eros is the only solar system small body with its shape precisely determined. We hoped
to demonstrate that our forward modeling procedure would be an effective way to study
the effect of its irregular shape on photometric modeling, and our results regarding Eros
can give us some hints for other small bodies with irregular but very different shapes.
Another important aspect of this study is that, since the photometric properties of Eros
will be analyzed with disk-resolved images obtained by the NEAR Shoemaker spacecraft
in the next chapter, the forward modeling actually provides a way to correct the results of
disk-integrated photometric modeling, and to compare them with those of disk-resolved
modeling.
To do simulations, the published photometric parameters of Eros at 550 nm from
Domingue et al. (2002) were used (Table 3.2), as well as its 10,152-triangular-plate shape
model (Thomas et al., 2002; Carcich, 2001). According to Hapke’s reflectance theory
(Hapke, 1993), the local bidirectional reflectance in small area elements on the surface
can be calculated if the shape is known so that the illumination and viewing geometry is
specified. The theoretical disk-integrated lightcurves can then be obtained by integrating
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over the visible and illuminated surface as the body rotates. We calculated the theoretical
lightcurves under all possible illumination and viewing geometries of Eros by rotating the
body-fixed pole orientation with respect to the scattering plane to all possible directions.
In Fig. 3.8, the lightcurve mean phase function is compared with the phase function from
a spherical shape and the same photometric parameters. Unlike the case of ellipsoidal
shapes, here the lightcurve amplitude increases dramatically with phase, due to large
shadows, and the deviation between the lightcurve-mean phase function and the phase
function from a spherical body increases dramatically with phase starting at about 80◦.
These theoretical phase functions were next fit with the formalism of a disk-integrated
phase function for a sphere (Eq. 2.61-2.66) for phases less than 60◦ because ground-based
observations of Eros can only cover this range of phase angles. Since the shape of Eros
is relatively close to a biaxial ellipsoid, at any illumination and viewing geometry corre-
sponding to the lightcurve maxima, its cross-sections with respect to the Sun are almost
the same (Fig. 3.3). Therefore the lightcurve maxima define a fairly smooth phase func-
tion as shown in Fig. 4.1 in the next chapter. Since the lightcurve can vary greatly
with polar orientation with respect to the observer, even at a constant phase angle, the
lightcurve minima are very scattered. Therefore, we only focus on the theoretical phase
function constructed from the lightcurve maxima, as well as the lightcurve means that we
calculated (Fig. 3.9).
The results from fitting the theoretical phase functions are listed in Table 3.2, as
well as the “original” parameters. Neither of the theoretical phase functions constructed
from the lightcurve maxima or lightcurve means resulted in a correct recovery of all the
originally assumed photometric parameters. On the other hand, they provide some clues
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Figure 3.8 The phase function constructed from lightcurve means (solid line) is compared
with the phase function produced by a sphere with same photometric parameters (upper
dotted line). Deviation (bottom dotted line) starts increasing dramatically at about 80◦
phase angle.
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Table 3.2. The results of fitting the theoretical phase functions constructed from the
lightcurve maxima and lightcurve means calculated from Eros’s shape model (Thomas et
al., 2002) and the published Hapke’s parameters at 550 nm (Domingue et al., 2002)
(marked in the table as “original parameters”). The last row lists the Hapke’s parameters
fitted to the lightcurve maxima from ground-based observations of Eros (Fig. 4.2, see
next chapter).
w B0 h g θ̄ Ageo
“Original” parametersa 0.43 1.00 0.022 -0.29 36 0.29
Theoretical lightcurve maxima 0.63 0.98 0.020 -0.14 38 0.29
Theoretical lightcurve means 0.48 1.29 0.031 -0.25 23 0.33
Observed lightcurve maxima 0.59 1.42 0.010 -0.20 42 0.37
aDomingue et al. (2002)
to how wrong the fitted parameters are and how to estimate the correct values from the
fitted ones.
Comparing the results from lightcurve means, we find that the SSAw is fitted
slightly larger than the correct value by about 15%. For the asymmetry factorg, the
fitted result is slightly less backscattering than its true value by about the same amount
as the SSA was overestimated. Both the amplitude,B0, and the width,h, of the oppo-
sition effect tend to be overestimated by about 30%, and the global roughness parameter
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Figure 3.9 The Hapke’s modeling of the theoretical phase functions from lightcurve
means and maxima. Symbols show the theoretical phase functions, and dashed line and
dash-dot line show the fits to the two phase functions. Their modeled parameters are listed
in Table 3.2.
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θ̄ is estimated incorrectly as well. However, for the lightcurve maxima, it is surprising
that the opposition effect is preserved very well, with the fitted amplitudeB0 and width
h less than 3% and 10% away from the correct values, respectively. The global rough-
ness parameter̄θ could be recovered from the lightcurve maxima as well. The SSA and
g cannot be recovered as well from the maxima of the lightcurves, with more than 50%
off from the correct values. For Eros’s disk-integrated photometric data, because it is
impossible to construct a smooth phase function from lightcurve means, we have to rely
on the lightcurve maxima. Therefore, as indicated by the results from our simulations,
when analyzing the phase function constructed from the lightcurve maxima, accurate op-
position parameters are expected, but the SSA will be overestimated by more than 50%.
This conclusion is only for the shape of Eros, or other asteroids with similar shapes and
Hapke’s parameters. As mentioned earlier, usually similar analysis has to be carried out
for different asteroids case by case.
3.5 Summary and Discussions
Our simulations indicate that shape is very important in determining the disk-integrated
photometric characteristics as are physical properties. When studying the photometric
properties of small bodies from ground-based unresolved data, the effect of shape has
to be carefully estimated, evaluated, and removed as much as possible. Our simula-
tions show that if the shape of an object is close to an ellipsoid, then the phase function
constructed from lightcurve means is closely approximated by a disk-integrated Hapke’s
phase function assuming a spherical shape. However, if the shape is very irregular like
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that of Eros, then the means of the lightcurves can be approximated by a spherical model
only at small phases. For the case of Eros, when phase is larger than about 80◦, the
deviation is large and a good recovery of Hapke’s parameters is difficult. Photometric
modeling of the theoretical phase functions constructed from lightcurve means and max-
ima with Eros’s real shape model provides some indications for modeling the real phase
function of Eros from observations, and will be used in the next chapter.
The effect of shapes of small bodies on their lightcurves and phase functions is a
broad topic. As lightcurve inversion techniques are still being developed and improved, it
usually requires a large amount of data to fully reconstruct the shape. The effect of non-
spherical shape on phase function has been touched even less because of the large diver-
sity of shapes of the small bodies in the solar system. More simulations with more differ-
ent shape parameters should be done in the future to cover more parameter space. Statis-
tical method is probably an effective way to theoretically study this topic. Some attempts
have been made, such as Muinonen (1998), who proposed to describe any shape by ran-
dom Gaussian shapes, and applied this representation to lightcurve inversion (Muinonen
and Lagerros, 1998). However, before any general conclusions are drawn, in the real
case of solar system small bodies, the best way to deal with this problem is probably the
forward modeling procedure in comparison with observed lightcurves and phase func-
tions, and may be coupled with iterations in photometric modeling for a better recovery





Asteroid (433) Eros is a near-Earth asteroid in an orbit with semi-major axis 1.46 AU, and
eccentricity 0.22. The spectrum of Eros shows the typical absorption features for S-type
asteroids (Tholen, 1984), including the diagnostic 1µm and 2µm bands for pyroxene and
the 1µm band for olivine. The size of Eros is close to a biaxial ellipsoid, with two axes
about 33 km and 13 km across.
The Near Earth Asteroid Rendezvous (NEAR) is the first NASA Discovery Pro-
gram mission launched in February 1996. It flew past a C-type asteroid (253) Mathilde,
and then was successful in rendezvous with and orbiting of the asteroid Eros for one
year, starting in February 2000. NEAR produced the largest-to-date dataset of spatially
resolved images and spectra for an asteroid in its year-long orbiting of Eros. The multi-
spectral imager (MSI) onboard NEAR spacecraft acquired images at seven wavelengths
from 450 nm to 1050 nm, covering the whole surface of Eros with resolution up to several
meters per pixel at phase angles between 50◦ and 110◦. The near-infrared spectrometer
(NIS) obtained spectra of the whole surface of Eros at phase angles from near opposition
to about 120◦. The high resolution shape model of Eros was constructed from these data
(Thomas et al., 2002). The photometric properties of Eros in the near-infrared through
2.2µm have been studied by Clark et al. (2002) using the NIS data. Domingue et al.
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(2002) have used the MSI images at 550 nm, together with the earlier ground-based ob-
servations at V-band, to study the photometric properties of Eros at 550 nm wavelength.
The composition of surface materials of Eros has been examined from its spectrum and
color and their temperature dependence (McFadden et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2002; Murchie
et al., 2002a; Lucey et al., 2002; Izenberg et al., 2003).
However, we noticed that previous approaches to studying the photometric proper-
ties of Eros at visible wavelengths were actually in a disk-integrated sense,i.e., the MSI
images containing the whole disk of Eros were used in constructing the disk-integrated
phase function, and the shape model was coupled with the rotational model of Eros to
compute the cross-sections to guarantee the accuracy of the disk-averaged reflectance as
a function of phase angle. To improve the photometric models of Eros at visible wave-
length, and to take full advantage of the disk-resolved images, we analyzed all available
data of Eros, including all MSI images taken at seven wavelengths and at comparable
resolutions, and all earlier ground-based observations at V-band. The theoretical simula-
tions of the disk-integrated phase function analysis with Eros’s shape model is studied in
Chapter 3. Some important results are to be used in the following analysis. This part of
my work, as well as part of the work in the last chapter, have been published (Li et al.,
2004).
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4.2 Ground-Based Phase Function
4.2.1 Data description
Historically, Eros was observed intensively during three apparitions in 1951-52, 1974-75,
and 1981-82 (e.g., Beyer, 1953; Tedesco, 1976; Harris et al., 1995, 1999,etc.). Obser-
vations near opposition were carried out in 1993 at phase angles less than 6◦ (Krugly
and Shevchenko, 1999), which are very important in measuring the opposition effect.
The early lightcurve data before 1993 were extracted from Asteroid Photometric Catalog
V1.0 (Lagerkvist and Magnusson, 1995) in NASA Planetary Data System (PDS) online
archives, and the data for 1993 observations were obtained directly from Lagerkvist, C.-I..
Lightcurves covering more than 0.8 rotational period are included in our study, plotted in
Fig. 4.1 as a function of solar phase angle. As the phase angle was nearly constant during
the time span of each lightcurve measurement, the lightcurve is very close to a vertical
line in the plot. Since Eros’s shape is nearly a biaxial ellipsoid, a smooth phase function
can be defined by the lightcurve maxima (as stated in Chapter 3), even if they were mea-
sured at very different pole orientations with respect to the observers, as indicated from
the very different lightcurve amplitudes. However, this geometric effect makes it diffi-
cult to define a smooth phase function from the lightcurve means, unless the shape model
is known as well as the pole orientations, so that the lightcurves can be corrected for
different cross-sections to calculate the disk-average reflectance (Domingue et al., 2002).
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Figure 4.1 The ground-based lightcurves of Eros plotted against phase angle in the linear
< I/F > scale. The equivalent cross-section calculated from the volume of Eros was
used to convert the original data in magnitude scale to reflectance. The dashed lines are
the lightcurves with two ends at the lightcurve maxima and minima. The symbols are
at the means of the lightcurves. Due to the reason stated in last chapter, the scatter of
lightcurve minima is very large, but lightcurve maxima can define a very smooth phase
function.
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4.2.2 Results from disk-integrated phase function
Although as shown in last chapter, the disk-integrated phase function from lightcurve
means is the best for the purpose of photometric modeling, it is not possible to get a
well defined phase function from Eros’s lightcurve means. Instead, we fitted the phase
function from Eros’s lightcurve maxima following the leastχ2 fitting scheme (Chapter
2.5.2). The fitting result is plotted in Fig. 4.2, as well as the theoretical lightcurve maxima
predicted from the earlier photometric model (Domingue et al., 2002) and shape model
(Thomas et al., 2002) for comparison. The modeled parameters are listed in the last row
of Table 3.2, of which only the opposition effect parameters were kept as our final values,
since no improvement for them is possible from fitting the MSI data which have phase
angle greater than 55◦, and our forward simulations show that they can be retrieved from
lightcurve maxima fairly well (Chapter 3.4). The fitted values for other three parameters
can be compared with the following results from the MSI data as a qualitative cross-check.
To estimate the uncertainty of the result, we focused on two aspects: 1) the mea-
surement errors of the reflectance data and the corresponding geometric parameters; and
2) the fitting errors due to the errors of input data and the imperfection of the theoretical
model. For ground-based observations, measurement errors mainly come from the obser-
vational errors. Another possible error source was introduced in converting the brightness
from magnitude scale to reflectance scale, where the maximum cross-section of Eros cal-
culated from its shape model was used. At high phase angles, the lightcurve maxima do
not exactly occur at the maximum cross-section with respect to the Sun, in which case this
would result in error in the converted disk-averaged reflectance. Fortunately the ground-
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Figure 4.2 The fit to the lightcurve maxima from ground-based observations, plotted in
magnitude scale to emphasize the lightcurves at high phase angles. The diamonds are
the lightcurve maxima used in the fit, the vertical dashed lines show the lightcurves. The
solid line is our fit to the lightcurve maxima, and the dashed line represents the lightcurve
maxima predicted from the earlier photometric model (Domingue et al., 2002) and shape
model (Thomas et al., 2002).
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based lightcurves were only used to estimate the opposition effect parameters, where the
data at large phase angles are less important. Overall, the error in ground-based data was
taken to be less than 3%, and seemed realistic for error in the combined ground-based
photometry plus resultant uncertainty in the magnitudes of lightcurve maxima. The fit
itself is also good as seen from the plot (Fig. 4.2), with RMS error of 0.0040, or about
4% of the average reflectance. The 1-σ error bars of the amplitude and the width of the
opposition effect are 0.1 and 0.003, respectively, or 7% and 40% relatively. These large
error bars are mainly due to the lack of good data near opposition.
4.3 Disk-Resolved Photometry
4.3.1 NEAR MSI data
To perform disk-resolved photometric analysis for Eros at visible wavelengths, we took
all NEAR MSI images from NEAR online data archives in NASA PDS (Taylor, 2001),
and then selected part of them according to three criteria: 1) The images are all taken
around similar spacecraft range to the center of Eros to ensure comparable resolution in
each dataset; 2) Eros’s disk covers more than 70% of each image frame so that limb effects
are tiny and the geometry of the surface within each image frame does not change much;
and 3) The images are already deblurred and radiometrically calibrated to reflectance
unit I/F (Murchie et al., 1999, 2002b), whereI is the observed intensity andπF is the
incident flux. In this unit a 100%-reflecting Lambertian disk would have anI/F of 1.0
if illuminated normal to its surface. This unit of reflectance is widely used by observers,
and used hereafter in this dissertation. But it is different from what is defined by Hapke
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(1993) as stated in Chapter 2, where theF represents the incident solar flux. There is
a π factor difference between the two conventional definitions ofI/F , and it has to be
accounted for in data modeling in order to retrieve the correct Hapke’s parameters.
4.3.2 Model disk-resolved photometry
From the selected MSI images, the reflectanceI/F values were averaged across Eros’s
disk in each image as one measurement of bidirectional reflectance. Eros’s 89,398-plate
shape model (Carcich, 2001) and corresponding SPICE data (NEAR Science Data Center,
2001) from NASA PDS online archives were then used to calculate the the average inci-
dence angles, emission angles, and phase angles, corresponding to each selected image, or
each bidirectional reflectance measurement. Next, the bidirectional reflectance data with
incidence angles or emission angles greater than 75◦ were disregarded for the reason that
they may contain large uncertainties in either the reflectance values or the measurements
of the illumination and viewing geometries or both, due to the misalignment between the
modeled images and real images. These bidirectional reflectance data are grouped into
nine datasets from seven different filters, and at three different spacecraft (S/C) ranges for
the images taken at 550 nm wavelength (Table 4.1).
The dataset at 550 nm wavelength and S/C range about 100 km is shown in Fig. 4.3
and 4.4 as an example. The image footprint size when taken at 100 km S/C range is about
4.5 km across, of which the relative size with respect to the disk of Eros is shown in Fig.
4.5. In these datasets, the images almost uniformly cover all the surface of Eros. Given
the image footprint size of about 5 km, and the size of Eros about 33×11×11 km, the
images in each dataset have large overlapped areas, thus it is secure to say that the whole
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Table 4.1. The datasets used and the least-square fitting results. Values in parentheses
are preset and fixed in the fit. The error bars listed in the table are the 1-σ uncertainties
given by the fitting routinelmfit to indicate the goodness of the fit itself, not the error
bars of the resultant photometric models. The 1-σ uncertainties for̄θ’s are all less than
0.1, and are not listed in the table. The opposition effect parametersB0 andh were
preset to 1.42 and 0.010, respectively, and kept unchanged in the fitting process.
Dataset Wavelength S/C Range # of w g θ̄ RMS Error
No. (nm) (km) images (deg)
1 550 47-58 145 0.321±0.008 -0.26±0.05 23.0 0.0028
2 550 89-105 199 0.347±0.008 -0.23±0.02 29.6 0.0032
3 550 187-206 196 0.33±0.02 (-0.24) 31.1 0.0033
4 450 89-105 175 0.320±0.005 -0.23±0.02 26.0 0.0030
5 760 89-105 227 0.468±0.008 -0.25±0.02 29.6 0.0043
6 950 90-110 835 0.444±0.004 -0.27±0.01 27.6 0.0039
7 900 100-104 44 0.44±0.01 -0.22±0.03 28.0 0.0027
8 1000 98-105 173 0.458±0.007 -0.24±0.02 28.2 0.0039
9 1050 101-104 45 0.41±0.03 (-0.24) 32.1 0.011
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surface of Eros is uniformly sampled at a variety of illumination and viewing geometries.
However, for the two datasets only containing less than 50 images, the above statement
may not be true, and the uncertainties of the final fitted photometric parameters from
them will be larger. The phase angle coverage of the MSI images is from 53◦ to 110◦, so
it is not possible to model opposition effect from MSI data, but other three photometric
parameters can be improved for ground-based results.
4.3.3 Results from disk-resolved photometry
The fitted parameters for the nine MSI datasets are listed in Table 4.1, where the oppo-
sition effect parameters were preset to be the values found from the ground-based phase
function and are not listed. For some datasets the numbers in parentheses were also pre-
set and kept fixed because free fitting caused unphysical values for those parameters. The
photometric parameters from the three datasets at 550 nm wavelength were averaged with
their fitted 1-σ error estimates as weights to find the final values, which are listed in Table
4.2 and compared with earlier photometric models of Eros and two other S-type asteroids,
Gaspra and Ida, and the average S-type asteroids. The goodness of fitting the MSI data
at wavelength of 550 nm and S/C range of 100 km is shown in Fig. 4.6 and 4.7 as an
example for all nine datasets.
Overall our modeled values are consistent with past values, and within the ranges
of values inferred from Eros’s spectra and the models obtained at other wavelengths. As
for disk-integrated photometric analysis, error has to be estimated from two aspects, the
measurement error and the modeling error. Measurement error includes image calibration
error, and the errors in the the calculated incident and emission angles. The phase angle
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Figure 4.3 The bidirectional reflectance data from MSI images at wavelength 550 nm and
S/C range of about 100 km are plotted against phase angle in the left panel.
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Figure 4.4 The upper panel shows the coverage of the MSI images at 550 nm wavelength
and about 100 km S/C range on the surface of Eros. The position centers of the MSI im-
ages are superimposed on the surface map of Eros, where bright tone means high altitude,
and dark tone means low altitude. In the lower panel, the spacecraft range of these data
points are plotted as a function of phase angle.
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Figure 4.5 The relative size of the image footprint used to derive the data in left panel
with respect to the size of Eros’s disk is shown. The image footprint size is about 5 km
by 4 km.
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Table 4.2. The comparison of our photometric model of Eros with the earlier results of
Eros, and with other objects.
Objects w B0 h g θ̄ Ageo ABond
Erosa 0.33±0.03 1.4±0.1 0.010±0.004 -0.25±0.02 28±3 0.23 0.093
Erosb 0.43 1.0 0.022 -0.29 36 0.29 0.12
Erosc 0.42 1.0 0.022 -0.26 24 0.26 0.13
Gasprad 0.36 1.63 0.06 -0.18 29 0.22 0.11
Idae 0.22 1.53 0.020 -0.33 18 0.21 0.071
Avg S-typef 0.23 1.32 0.02 -0.35 20 0.22 0.084
aThis work, 550 nm
bDomingue et al. (2002), 550 nm
cClark et al. (2002), 950 nm
dHelfenstein et al. (1994), 560 nm
eHelfenstein et al. (1996), 560 nm
fHelfenstein and Veverka (1989); Helfenstein et al. (1996), V-band
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error is miniscule because the local phase angles only depend on Eros’s shape or any local
features very slightly. Murchie et al. (1999, 2002b) have demonstrated that the absolute
reflectance of the calibrated MSI images is accurate to within 5%, which we took as
the error of the average reflectance measured from MSI images. The inaccuracy or the
uncertainties in the shape model should be small, and so are the errors of the SPICE data
for calculating the local geometries. Because of the cosine dependence on the reflectance
to incident and emission angles, errors are large for extreme geometries. The uncertainty
is estimated to be 2% here.
The goodness of the fit can be estimated from the value ofχ2 as defined in Eq.
2.69, or the root mean square (RMS) error, which is actually theχ. The uncertainties of
the fitted parameters can be inferred from the outputσ’s from the fitting routinelmfit,
which were estimated from the partial derivatives of the theoretical model with respect
to each parameter. Fig. 4.6 shows the goodness of the fit to the MSI reflectance data at
550 nm and S/C range about 100 km, with the RMS error 0.0032, or 6% of the average
reflectance. A linear fit of< I/F >fit as a function of< I/F >observed results in a line
with a slope of 0.95, basically implying no systematic bias in the fit. The peak-to-peak
residual of about 40% of the average<I/F > yields a 1-σ error bar of about 8% to the
fitted parameters. Therefore although as given by the fitting routine that the 1-σ rror
bars of the SSAw, the asymmetry factorg, and the roughness parameterθ̄ are very tiny,
the actual total error should be around 10%. The ratio between the fitted reflectance and
the measured reflectance is also plotted as a function of incidence angle, emission angle,
and phase angle in Fig. 4.7. The scatter for a few data points are large, but most of
them are concentrated between 0.8 and 1.2. Overall, there is no systematic bias with the
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Figure 4.6 The goodness of fit between measured and fitted reflectance values for MSI
data at 550 nm wavelength and 100 km S/C range. The solid line denotes a perfect
correlation. The dashed line is the linear fit to the actual results.
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Figure 4.7 The ratio of fitted reflectance to the measured reflectance plotted as a function
of incidence angle, emission angle, and phase angle, respectively, for the same dataset as
in Fig. 4.6.
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illumination and viewing geometry, but we may notice that the data at larger incidence
angles scatter more than those at smaller incidence angles, which is possibly due to the
µ0/(µ0 + µ) dependence of the bidirectional reflectance.
4.4 Discussions
To show the consistency of our derived values of Hapke’s parameters with previous ones,
we compare them in this section, especially with the values found from Domingue et al.
(2002) and Clark et al. (2002). But it has to be kept in mind that none of them can be
compared directly. The data resolution and the analysis technique in our study are very
similar to those used in Clark et al. (2002). However, the wavelengths studied in Clark
et al. (2002) only have a small overlap with the wavelengths of our work. The wave-
length dependence of the model had to be used to make the connection. In comparing our
results with the values found by Domingue et al. (2002), it has to be kept in mind that
the averaged reflectance over the very irregular disk of Eros was used in Domingue et
al. (2002), and a spherical shape was assumed, which may cause a systematic difference
from this work. The simulations presented in last chapter are important for evaluating
the difference, and for connecting the resultant models in comparison, although the wave-
lengths are similar for both of them. All values referred to in the following discussions
are summarized in Table 4.2.
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4.4.1 Single-scattering albedo
The properties of single-particle scattering are directly related to the physical and miner-
alogical properties of the surface particles that comprise the regolith. To compare with
the values from Clark et al. (2002), we took the spectrum of Eros covering the wavelength
range from 450 nm through 1200 nm, as reported by Murchie et al. (2002a), to establish
the necessary connection in wavelength (Fig. 4.8). The spectrum was rescaled in the plot
so that at 950 nm the value of the spectrum was set to be the value of the SSA (0.42) found
by Clark et al. (2002) at that wavelength. The majority of the spectral wavelength depen-
dence is due to the wavelength dependence of the SSA. So we expect relatively close
agreement between the SSA and the spectrum, as is found in the comparison in Fig. 4.8.
Furthermore, as indicated by our simulations (Chapter 3.4), for Eros’s shape model, if the
SSA is fitted from the disk-integrated phase function, either constructed from lightcurve
means or lightcurve maxima, it will tend to be overestimated. This explains why our re-
sultant SSA value is smaller than the value found by Domingue et al. (2002). The smaller
value of the SSA is more consistent with the value found for a typical S-type asteroid than
the earlier one, although still higher than average S-type asteroids. Compared with two
other S-type asteroids that have been studied from spacecraft data, (951) Gaspra (Helfen-
stein et al., 1994), and (243) Ida (Helfenstein et al., 1996), the SSA of Eros is between
their values but much closer to Gaspra’s.
Typical S-type asteroids are covered by an olivine-pyroxene mixture, with the mix-
ing ratio varying with subtypes (Gaffey et al., 1993). Based on its spectrum, the com-
position of the regolith of Eros is dominated by olivine (McFadden et al., 2001; Bell et
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Figure 4.8 The spectrum of Eros as taken from Murchie et al. (2002a) but rescaled so that
the reflectance at 950 nm is about the the value of the SSA (0.42) as found by Clark et al.
(2002) at 950 nm. The diamonds show our deduced values ofw at each of the wavelengths
sampled by MSI images. The error bars shown here are the±2σ as estimated from the
residuals of fit.
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al., 2002; Izenberg et al., 2003), which is consistent with the result of Lucey et al. (2002)
using the spectrum-temperature relationships. The corresponding ordinary chondrite type
was estimated to be L6 type by Izenberg et al. (2003), although previous studies did not
exclude the possibility of LL types. The SSA of the regolith particles at any given wave-
length is determined by both the composition and the grain size (Lucey, 1998; Hapke,
1993, p.171). If we adopt equations (8a-8c) in Lucey (1998), the average real refractive
indicesn over the crystallographic axes are expressed as functions of the Mg number, the
ratio of Mg to Mg+Fe on a mole percent basis. The imaginary parts,k, of the refractive
indices for three minerals (olivine and two pyroxenes) were fitted linearly in the same
paper as functions of the Mg number at some selected wavelengths. Therefore, if we take
the mixing formula for the SSA (Hapke, 1993, p.283), and assume that the particle sizes
of olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene components are all the same in the mixture,







wherew andwi are the SSA of the mixture and the SSA of itsith component, andfi is the
weight percent of theith component, respectively. Following the theories of reflectance
spectroscopy (Hapke, 1993, Ch.6) and the assumptions therein, the SSA of the mixture
can be written as a function of particle size and Mg number at a particular wavelength.
Unfortunately, the fit ofk at 550 nm was not given by Lucey (1998), instead, we used
the results at the closest wavelengths,i.e. at 520 nm for olivine, and at 750 nm for both
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene. The weight fraction of olivine was estimated to be
0.6 for Eros’s regolith particles, although it was concluded from one-pyroxene hypoth-
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esis (McFadden et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2002). The weight fractions for orthopyroxene
and clinopyroxene were assumed to be 0.3 and 0.1, respectively, as estimated for L-type
ordinary chondrites (McSween et al., 1991). The Mg number fractions of pyroxenes
were calculated to be 0.25 from the estimate of mole fractions of Fe and Ca contents
found by McFadden et al. (2001) for Eros regolith particles. We use this number for both
orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene in our calculation (Adams, 1974), although it was orig-
inally obtained assuming a single pyroxene. Assuming the Mg number in the olivine that
comprises Eros’s regolith is 0.75, which is typical for the olivine from L-type ordinary
chondrites (Gomes and Keil, 1980, p.82), we calculate the SSA as a function of grain size
and plot it in Fig. 4.9 as the solid line.
Based on the fitted SSA at 550 nm for Eros, the grain size of the regolith particles
on the surface of Eros was estimated to be about 160µm. If one considers other types
of ordinary chondrites, the Mg number could range from 0.4 to 0.85, and the size range
will be from 100 to 200µm (dashed lines in Fig. 4.9). However, comparison between
the background surface of Eros in and around Psyche crater shows that Eros’s surface has
been darkened, presumably due to space weathering (Clark et al., 2001; Murchie et al.,
2002a). The albedo contrast of 32-40% indicates that the SSA of Eros’s regolith particles
has been decreased by at least 40%. Because of the small variation of the spectrum over
the surface of Eros, the unaltered SSA at 550 nm would be about 0.50. This leads to an
estimate of the range of grain size from 50 to 100µm. In modeling the space weathering
on Eros, Clark et al. (2001) also present nominal compositional models for the dark and
bright materials in and around Psyche crater to account for their different albedos and
spectra in the near IR. The grain size (63µm for bright material, 77µm for dark material)
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Figure 4.9The theoretical single-scattering albedo of the cpx-opx-ol mixture as functions of grain
size for various Mg numbers in olivine component at 550 nm wavelength. The weight fraction
of olivine, orthopyroxene, and clinopyroxene are assumed to be 0.6, 0.3, and 0.1, respectively.
The Mg number in pyroxene is assumed to be 0.25 for both orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene.
The solid line denotes the calculated SSA with the Mg number 0.75 for the olivine component
as estimated from L-type ordinary chondrites. Two dashed lines are the calculated SSA for Mg
numbers of olivine 0.40 and 0.85, respectively. The dotted lines represent the fitted value of SSA
for Eros, 0.33 at 550 nm, and the estimated SSA that is unaltered by space weathering, 0.50, at the
same wavelength.
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in their model is right in the above range derived from V-band albedo.
4.4.2 Single-particle phase function
The single-particle phase function describes the direction of the energy scattered from a
single particle. Described by empirical formulae, the most commonly used prescription is
the Henyey-Greenstein (HG) function. As suggested by Hartman and Domingue (1998), a
two-term form of the HG function is a good approximation to describe the single-particle
phase behavior for most asteroidal regoliths. Domingue et al. (2002) found that, for Eros’s
regolith, the two-term form would be reduced further to one-term with their best-fit pa-
rameters. In the photometric analysis of Eros in the near-IR carried out by Clark et al.
(2002), the single-term HG function seemed to be adequate for describing the single-
particle phase behavior. Therefore the single-term HG function was used in our analysis,
and the sole parameter,g, in the single-term HG function may or may not be wavelength
dependent, which is not predicted or assumed by any currently used theories. However, it
happens for Eros that the trend of its wavelength dependence is very weak in the near-IR
(Clark et al., 2002). Our results indicate that the weak wavelength dependence trend still
remains true for wavelengths between 450 nm and 1050 nm, with values comparable to
those found at longer wavelengths.
To compare our resultant value of asymmetry factor with the value found in Domingue
et al. (2002), it has to be noted that disk-resolved data were used in our analysis, while
whole-disk data were used in Domingue et al. (2002). Although it has been demonstrated
that these different approaches are not likely to lead to differences in the resultant models
of the single-particle phase function (Hartman and Domingue, 1998), this similarity only
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referred to the photometric properties of the disk-integrated phase function, with the as-
sumption that there was no geometric effect introduced either by illumination and viewing
geometries, or by irregular shapes. As shown by our modeling, simulations suggest that
theg factor estimated by fitting the whole-disk lightcurve means of Eros would be slightly
more forward-scattering. However, our result is even more forward-scattering than the
value found from Domingue et al. (2002), which must be explained. It was brought to our
attention that in the composite phase function used in Domingue et al. (2002), there was
a slight discontinuity in the phase function between the segment at phase angles smaller
than 60◦ and the segment at larger phase angles that came from the MSI images during the
NEAR Eros flyby in 1998. Not likely to be a random measurement error, the latter part
appeared to be systematically below the smooth extrapolation from the former part (See
Fig. 5 and 6 in Domingue et al., 2002). The reason for this discontinuity has been deter-
mined to be the possible underestimate in the calculated phase angles of the NEAR flyby
images, and confirmed by recalculation of the phase angles from spacecraft, Eros and
Sun positions. Therefore the smaller reflectance values that should have been at higher
phase angles were brought to lower phase angles, which effectively produced a phase
function that was more back-scattering than the true one, and caused the overestimate of
back-scattering in the fittedg factor. This overestimate of back-scattering dominated the
possible underestimate caused by the method of fitting lightcurve means with spherical
shape assumption, and gave an even more back-scatteringg factor. Furthermore, the slope
of the phase curve for the predicted lightcurve maxima of Eros with theg factor of -0.29
is steeper than that for the actual measured lightcurve maxima (Fig. 4.2), also favoring a
more forward-scattering factor.
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As an empirical expression, the parameters of the HG function are not directly
correlated to the physical characteristics of the actual particles, although some attempts
have been made to establish the connection (McGuire and Hapke, 1995; Hartman and
Domingue, 1998). The back-scattering regolith (with a negativeg factor) is an indication
of irregular particles and the existence of large amount of interior imperfection (McGuire
and Hapke, 1995), or of complex composition in the regolith particles. However, this
is not necessarily the only explanation, because of both the lack of data at phase angles
higher than 110◦ to detect forward scattering of any strength, and the empirical nature of
the HG function.
4.4.3 Opposition effect
The opposition parameters are the least constrained of all five parameters. One reason
is due to the difficulties in theoretical modeling. The theory modeling the opposition ef-
fect was described by Hapke (1993, Ch.8H), Muinonen (1990), Hapke (2002),etc., and
a good discussion can be found in Domingue et al. (2002). In addition to the widely
accepted shadow hiding opposition effect (SHOE) mechanism known to cause the oppo-
sition effect, another mechanism was demonstrated to contribute simultaneously in both
high albedo samples (Nelson et al., 1998, 2000) and low albedo lunar samples (Hapke et
al., 1993, 1998) at visible wavelengths, namely the coherent backscatter opposition effect
(CBOE). In contrast to the SHOE, which is a single-scattering, wavelength independent
phenomenon, dominating the reflectance signature, the CBOE is a multiple-scattering,
wavelength dependent phenomenon, dominating the polarization signature (Hapke et al.,
1998; Hapke, 2002). Reliable detection of the existence of CBOE relies on the mea-
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surement of the reflectance of polarized incident light at phase angles near opposition.
Theoretically, in the traditional and most widely used formulation of Hapke’s equations,
as used in Domingue et al. (2002) and Clark et al. (2002), only the SHOE has been taken
into account, and the amplitude is limited not to exceed unity. However, only a few objects
show an amplitude of the opposition surge that is smaller than unity as fitted directly from
the phase function, while many others would have resulted in values greater than one if
the theoretical constraint had not been applied (see,e.g. Bowell et al., 1989; Helfenstein
and Veverka, 1989; Thomas et al., 1996; Helfenstein et al., 1994, 1996; Clark et al., 1999;
Simonelli et al., 1998). This is also a strong indication that, in addition to the SHOE,
other opposition effect mechanisms may be present simultaneously, or even jointly and
interacting with each other. Therefore it is often the case that the amplitude is allowed
to exceed unity in the fit to approximate the opposition effect caused by all mechanisms,
and the final parameters can be interpreted as equivalent parameters as if the opposition
effect were caused by the SHOE only but amplified by other unspecified mechanisms.
In addition to the theoretical difficulties in modeling the opposition effect, the lack
of asteroid photometric data near opposition often limits analysis even more. NEAR
MSI data do not have any phase angle coverage at less than 50◦. The only available
visible photometric data for Eros near opposition come from the earlier ground-based
observations (Krugly and Shevchenko, 1999), which were also used by Domingue et al.
(2002). On the other hand, the NIS data cover a large range of phase angles from near
opposition up to 110◦ at wavelengths from 900 nm through 2400 nm, and these were used
in the first attempt to detect the CBOE solely through the photometric analysis by Clark
et al. (2002). The wavelength dependence of the width parameter of the opposition effect
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was confirmed as the amplitude was limited not to exceed unity, implying the existence of
the CBOE component. However, caution has to be used before the two mechanisms can
be separated if the result is to be interpreted in terms of surface physical properties such
as the porosity and the grain size distribution because those properties have very different
contributions to the SHOE and the CBOE (Hapke, 2002, 1993, Ch.8H).
In our studies of the opposition effect, we chose to allow the amplitude to exceed
unity. Therefore our results would be the equivalent amplitude and width of the opposition
effect and interpreted as the SHOE only. To evaluate how accurate this approach is from
the newest opposition effect theory that includes both the SHOE and the CBOE (Hapke,
2002), we applied some mathematical analysis and numerical calculation for Eros’s pho-
tometric model. The effect of the CBOE can be included in the bidirectional reflectance
or the disk-averaged reflectance by multiplying the1 +BCB(α) = 1 +BC0B(α) term of
the CBOE with the expression that does not include the CBOE,
<r> = <r>SH [1 +BC0B(α)] (4.2)
where<r>SH is reflectance only including the SHOE as in Eq. 2.62;BC0 is the ampli-
tude of CBOE, and theB(α) is the shape function, which we assumed the same as that
for SHOE. If we change the disk-averaged reflectance function with CBOE in the form
of Eq. 4.2 so that it has exactly the same form as Eq. 2.62, then the equivalent amplitude
parameter of the opposition effect is,














whereBS0 is the amplitude of the SHOE,F (α) andG(α) are defined in Eq. 2.63 and
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2.64, respectively, andγ =
√
1 − w. The equivalent amplitude of the opposition effect
can be seen as the total of the amplitudes of the two components, plus a correction term
caused by the CBOE, as a function of the SSAw, the asymmetry factorg, and phase angle
α. Fig. 4.10 shows the correction term for our fitted values of Hapke’s parameters for
Eros for two extreme cases that bothBS0 andBC0 are 1, and a zeroBS0 with BC0 = 1.
If the CBOE is weak, then obviously the correction will be small. When the CBOE is
strong, but the SHOE is weak, the correction is less than 0.2, and rather constant over the
phase angles smaller than 60◦. So for both cases we can conclude that the total amplitude
of both opposition effects is about 1.2 to 1.4 for Eros. However, if both components
are strong, then this approach is a poor approximation to the real case. An attempt to
quantitatively separate the CBOE from SHOE using the ground-based photometric data
following the above analysis has not been successful, and the main reason is probably that
the approximation that both components have the same shape and width is not true. The
data quality may not be high enough to do this either. Reliable conclusions need the help
from polarimetric data.
4.4.4 Roughness parameter
The global roughness parameterθ̄ models the roughness of the surface as the average
of the slope deviations within each unresolved surface patch as measured from the local
horizon, the plane of the unresolved surface patch that defines the average local surface
normal, and in turn the incident and emission angles with respect to the patch. If the
average surface normal is understood as the zeroth order approximation of the unresolved
surface patch, then the roughness parameter can be interpreted as the first order correction
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Figure 4.10 The correction term for the two extreme cases of Eq. 4.3. The solid line is
for the case in which both opposition effect components are very strong, and the dashed
line is for the case with strong CBOE only.
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superimposed on the local normal, reflecting by how much the surface slope deviates
from the averaged local normal. Since the roughness parameter is purely a geometric
parameter, it should be completely independent of wavelength. In Hapke’s model for
rough surfaces, the slope distribution is assumed to be independent of the azimuth angle
and identical over the surface,i.e., homogeneous and isotropic at all scales (Hapke, 1993,
p.326). This is why it was traditionally called theglobal roughness parameter. However,
considering real asteroid surfaces, such as that of Eros, it is clear that the distributions and
the sizes of craters and boulders are not homogeneous (Robinson et al., 2001; Thomas et
al., 2001), and therefore the slope distribution changes with location. It is thus equally
important to realize that the value of the roughness parameter may also depend on the
size of the surface area over which the average was taken, which may in turn indicate that
any difference between the values of the roughness parameter fitted from data at different
resolutions may not be totally due to the measurement error or uncertainties from the
fit. The differences may be real, and correlated with the statistical characteristics of the
surface roughness at different scales (Shepard et al., 2001). Some information, such as
the size distribution of craters, mountains, and/or their height to size ratio, may be able to
be inferred from this parameter.
With this in mind, we compared the values of our roughness parameters derived
from images with three different resolutions at 550 nm (Table 4.1), and with the previ-
ously published values (Table 4.2). While similar values of the SSA and the asymmetry
factorg were obtained from the two datasets at wavelength 550 nm, and S/C ranges about
50 km (line 1, Table 4.1) and 100 km (line 2, Table 4.1), the difference of the two fitted
roughness parameters was obvious and much greater than the uncertainties of fit (< 0.1◦).
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The data of the same wavelength but at S/C range about 200 km (line 3, Table 4.1) are
very scattered, possibly because the large field of view resulted in many images contain-
ing the limb and shadow, therefore the errors of the averaged incidence angles, emission
angles, and phase angles used for each image are large. But to confirm the trend ofθ̄, we
preset the asymmetry factorg to the value obtained from the two other datasets, and held
it fixed in the fit. The fitted value of SSA is found to be very close to the values from
the other two datasets (line 1 and 2, Table 4.1), and the value of roughness parameter is
still following the trend. This result is not so conclusive because of the limited number
of measurements at different resolutions in our analysis, and the data quality in the third
dataset (line 3, Table 4.1). On the other hand, if we look at the fitted values of the rough-
ness parameter at different wavelengths but similar resolution (line 2, and 4 to 9, Table
4.1), we notice that the fitted values are all very close to each other, with an average of 28◦
and a standard deviation of only 1.2◦, strongly suggesting that the roughness parameter
does not depend on wavelength, at least between 450 nm and 1050 nm.
Compared with previous results, the values we found at spacecraft range about
50 km and 100 km are very close to those found by Clark et al. (2002), which can be
explained by the similarity between the image footprint size of the MSI data in our studies
(2 - 5 km) and the spectral footprint size of the NIS data used in Clark et al. (2002) (2.5
- 5.5 km). It is also noticed that in Clark et al. (2002), the bidirectional reflectance data
that comprises the upper envelope as they were plotted as a function of phase angle were
selected to fit in order to avoid the possible decrease of reflectance caused by shadows
in the spectral footprints. Because of the complexity of the regolith on the surface of
Eros (Veverka et al., 2001), this selection rule might have effectively disregarded the data
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that could have resulted in a larger roughness parameter, which explains why our value
from the data with similar resolution is greater than was found by Clark et al. (2002).
In Domingue et al. (2002), the roughness parameter was found using the disk-averaged
reflectance as a function of phase angles, thus the irregularity of the global shape of Eros
affects the data as well as the small scale roughness down to a few meters. Therefore their
resultant value is even larger than our value from the data at S/C range about 200 km.
The variability of roughness parameter with resolution suggests that large scale
shadows cast by craters with size comparable to the radius of Eros are as significant in
determining Eros’s disk-integrated brightness as is the global shape. At small scales, on
the order of several kilometers, the surface of Eros is rather smooth, with a roughness
parameter of only about 23◦. Caution has be to used in correlating the surface rough-
ness parameter estimated from disk-integrated phase function or low resolution images
to the statistical characteristics of local surface features such as small craters and boul-
ders. The global shape may also affect the roughness parameter inferred from whole-disk
photometry.
4.4.5 Global properties
Our photometric model results in a geometric albedo of 0.23 at 550 nm, smaller than
previous results, which is related to the low SSA. Therefore the above discussions about
the low single-scattering albedo are still valid here. The phase integral does not vary
greatly since the shape of our modeled phase function does not, especially because we
used the same dataset as used in Domingue et al. (2002) at phase angles smaller than 60◦,
the range which primarily determines the phase integral. This in turn results in a Bond
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albedo of 0.093, smaller than previously reported at 550 nm. The lower Bond albedo
means a decrease in the total radiative energy reflected from the surface of Eros, followed
by an increase of the theoretical surface temperature. But this change is very subtle and
much smaller than the error in measuring the surface temperature of Eros (Lucey et al.,
2002).
Eros is a typical S-type asteroid in terms of its albedo and phase function properties.
Fig. 4.11 shows the histogram of the visual geometric albedos of 244 S-type asteroids in
Tholen’s asteroid taxonomic classification (Tholen, 1984) as cataloged in Neese (2002b),
measured during the IRAS Minor Planet Survey and archived in NASA PDS (Neese,
2002a). The geometric albedo of Eros (0.23) is very close to the average of the geometric
albedo of S-type asteroids (0.21), but slightly larger. The scatter plot of the asymmet-
ric factor g as a function of the SSAw is shown in Fig. 4.12 for several objects with
the Hapke’s parameters available. Eros shares the medium high SSA and the moderate
backscattering phase function of S-type asteroids.
The reflectance variation over the northern hemisphere of Eros was investigated
by Murchie et al. (2002a) at 760 nm and 950 nm. A factor of two variation of albedo
was found for most of the surface studied, with a full range of variation a factor of 3.5,
which is almost twice that observed on Ida (Helfenstein et al., 1996). In contrast, the
variation of 950nm/760nm color ratio of Eros was found to be very subtle (10%), with
an average of about 0.85. Bell et al. (2002) reached a similar conclusion, arguing that
the uppermost layer of Eros’s regolith is compositionally/mineralogically homogeneous.
If the albedo variation is the result of different grain sizes of the regolith particles with
the same composition, then it may be tested, if enough data are available, by fitting the
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Figure 4.11 The histogram of the visual geometric albedos of 244 S-type asteroids mea-
sured by IRAS Minor Planet Survey and archived in NASA PDS (Neese, 2002a). The
dashed line shows the geometric albedo of Eros (0.23) at 550 nm as derived in this paper.
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Figure 4.12 The asymmetry factorg as a function of SSA for several S-type asteroids (tri-
angles) and C-type asteroids (diamonds). The error estimates for Phobos are not available.
Eros is a typical S-type asteroid sharing the medium high SSA and moderate backscatter-
ing phase function of other S-type asteroids. The values for objects other than Eros used
in this plot are found from: (253) Mathilde, Clark et al. (1999); Deimos, Thomas et al.
(1996); Phobos, Simonelli et al. (1998); Ida and Dactyl, Helfenstein et al. (1996); Gaspra,
Helfenstein et al. (1994); average S and C, Helfenstein and Veverka (1989).
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roughness parameters at different locations. If no large grain size change is detected, then
it will have to be attributed to a spectrally bland mineral with different albedo added into
the regolith at different locations. Of course this could also be tested by measuring the
reflectance spectra at locations which show albedo variations, but the possible different
temperatures resulted from the illumination conditions may also affect the spectra in the
similar manner as the grain size does.
4.5 Summary
The photometric parameters of Eros have been improved in this chapter using almost
all the available historical data at visible wavelengths. Theoretical forward modeling is
used to take into account the highly irregular shape of Eros in fitting the disk-integrated
lightcurves from ground observations. The data we used, the main procedures we fol-
lowed, and the important results and conclusions we reached are summarized below.
1. The ground-based lightcurves have been used to construct a phase function from
their primary maxima. The amplitude and the width of opposition effect are found to be
1.4±0.1 and 0.010±0.004, respectively. According to the results from the model simula-
tions, these are the best modeled opposition parameters of Eros’s disk-integrated surface.
Other parameters fitted in this step should be taken only for instructive purpose for the
following steps and not kept as final results.
2. The disk-resolved bidirectional reflectance data are obtained from the NEAR
MSI images taken through seven filters centered from 450 nm to 1050 nm, and at about
100 km spacecraft range from Eros. Coupled with Eros’s shape model, these data are used
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to fit Hapke’s parameters other than the opposition effect parameters because the phase
angles of these data are from 53◦ to 110◦, where the opposition surge almost disappears.
3. The fit to the disk-resolved data yields Hapke’s parameters for Eros at seven
wavelengths. The parameters at 550 nm include an SSA of 0.33± .0 , an asymmetry
factorg of -0.25±0.02, and a roughness parameter of 28◦±3◦. Combined with the oppo-
sition parameters obtained from fitting the ground-based data, a geometric albedo of 0.23
and a Bond albedo of 0.093 at V-band are calculated.
4. Hapke’s parameters of Eros are similar with those of other S-type asteroids. Our
resultant SSA, geometric albedo, and Bond albedo are smaller than previously found, but
still consistent with the spectrum of Eros and the albedo of Eros at longer wavelengths.
These values move Eros very close to the values of typical S-type asteroids. Compared to
the other two S-type asteroids that were studied intensively, Eros is slightly darker than
Gaspra, but brighter than Ida by about 20% in terms of the SSA.
5. From the mixing ratio of the minerals on Eros’s surface regolith from its near-
IR spectra (McFadden et al., 2001; Bell et al., 2002; Izenberg et al., 2003), and previous
laboratory studies of the single-scattering albedo of the olivine-pyroxene mixture (Lucey,
1998), space weathering on Eros taken into account, the grain size of Eros’s surface re-
golith particles is estimated to be between 50 and 100µm.
6. The effect of CBOE is estimated from a formulation that only considers the
SHOE as an approximation. The CBOE component contributes comparably with, if not
dominantly to, the SHOE for the opposition effect of Eros, and the total amplitude of the
opposition surge of Eros is likely to be about 1.2 to 1.4, if either, SHOE or CBOE, is weak
relative to the other.
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7. The roughness parameters fitted at seven different wavelengths but at the same
resolution are almost the same, but a trend with spatial resolution has been noticed. This is
an indication that the roughness parameter is a local parameter instead of a global parame-
ter, which can be affected by the resolution of the photometric data. Further confirmation
is needed both experimentally and theoretically. For Eros, the large scale roughness is
very important in determining the disk-averaged reflectance of Eros, and on the scale of




The Nucleus of Comet 19P/Borrelly
5.1 Background
Comet 19P/Borrelly is a Jupiter Family Comet (JFC). Some of its primary characteris-
tics are summarized in Table 5.1. NASA’s Technology Demonstration Program’s Deep
Space 1 flew past comet Borrelly in Sept. 22, 2001 with a close approach distance of
2171 km, took a dozen spatially resolved images of its nucleus (Soderblom et al., 2004a),
making this comet the second to be imaged by spacecraft after comet 1P/Halley in 1986.
Comet Halley, as an intermediate-period comet, is believed to represent the composition
of distant long-period comets in the Oort cloud. In contrast, comet Borrelly is believed
to have formed in the Kuiper Belt, and had its surface processed by heating in the inner
solar system for a long time since being perturbed by Jupiter into its current orbit. Bor-
relly appears to be considerably depleted in carbon-chain molecules compared to most
long-period comets and Halley (A’Hearn et al., 1995). This difference is thought to be
an indication of the compositionally distinct regions where they formed. Comet Borrelly
then is the first and currently the only JFC that we can study in great detail.
The DS1 flyby occurred 8 days after comet Borrelly passed perihelion. During
the last 90 minutes, the nucleus, inner coma, and jets were resolved. Images at visible-
wavelength and spectra in the near-IR from 1.3 to 2.6µm were collected with the Minia-
ture Integrated Camera and Spectrometer (MICAS) onboard the DS1 spacecraft. The nu-
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Rotational Period 25±0.5 hoursc




Water production rate 2.5×1028 molecules/s at periheliond
athis work
bBuratti et al. (2004)
cLamy et al. (1998)
dSchleicher et al. (2003)
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cleus of comet Borrelly is shown to be a dark bowling pin shaped object with large bright-
ness variations across the surface (Fig. 5.1). Those images provide stereoscopic views
of the nucleus, from which the shape of the illuminated part was constructed (Kirk et al.,
2004a; Oberst et al., 2004). Two collimated jets are observed, and their directions are
determined (Soderblom et al., 2004a), consistent with ground-based observations (Farn-
ham and Cochran, 2002; Schleicher et al., 2003). The spectrum of Borrelly’s nucleus
shows a dry and hot surface, but contains no identifiable spectral features (Soderblom et
al., 2004b). The disk-resolved images turned comet Borrelly from a celestial body into a
geological object. Its surface geology was discussed on the basis of morphological fea-
tures, and several geological units have been defined, correlated with particular geological
processes (Britt et al., 2004).
The photometry of Borrelly’s nucleus has been discussed by Buratti et al. (2004)
from both earlier ground and HST observations and the DS1 images. Disk-resolved pho-
tometric analysis has been carried out for a cometary nucleus for the first time by Buratti
et al. (2004), although a simple biaxial ellipsoidal shape model was used to approximate
the nucleus. The surface is very dark, and the phase function of Borrelly is similar to
those of dark C- or D-type asteroids. A very large reflectance variation is observed on
the surface of Borrelly’s nucleus, which is not likely purely due to shadowing. Different
explanations have been proposed. Buratti et al. (2004) and Oberst et al. (2004) consid-
ered the reflectance variation as the intrinsic variation of albedo, while Kirk et al. (2004a)
showed that roughness variation over the surface accounts better for the variations at dif-
ferent phase angles (Fig. 5.2).
With the help of a real shape model, we can improve models of the photometric
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Figure 5.1 The last image of Borrelly’s nucleus acquired by DS1. Phase angle is 51.6◦.
Resolution is 46.7m/pixel. The Sun is to the left of the nucleus, and above image plane
by about 38◦. Rotational pole is about 45◦ counter clockwise from up as calculated with
ground-based results (Farnham and Cochran, 2002). We see a large brightness variation
over the surface.
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Figure 5.2 The Fig. 9 in Kirk et al. (2004a), showing his modeling with different rough-
ness for smooth terrains and mottled terrains. The first row shows the DS1 image at 51.6◦
phase angle and models, and the second row 59.6◦. The first column shows observed
images, second column the ratio of original images and models with 20◦ roughness para-
meter, and the third column the ratios with 60◦ roughness. Green means good modeling.
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properties of the surface of Borrelly’s nucleus, similar to the disk-resolved photomet-
ric analyses for asteroids. I will present my disk-resolved photometric analysis in the
following sections, which will be an attempt to apply disk-resolved Hapke’s analysis to
a cometary nucleus with its real shape model, and expand the technique that has been
widely used for asteroids to the regime of comets. It will help explain the photometric
variations over the surface of Borrelly, and finally correlate the photometric variation to
cometary activity. In addition to comet Borrelly, the similar spatially resolved data for
the nucleus of comet Wild 2 have become available from Stardust, and we are expect-
ing those kind of images of comet Tempel 1 from Deep Impact (DI), another of NASA
Discovery Program mission. Therefore, this work will provide necessary guidelines and
comparisons with future work.
In the following section, the disk-integrated phase function constructed from earlier
ground-based observations and DS1 images will be discussed and modeled. Then disk-
resolved images are used to perform disk-resolved photometric modeling for each pho-
tometrically distinct terrain in the next section. I will present the disk-resolved thermal
modeling for the surface of Borrelly’s nucleus with the shape model in the next section,
and compare it with DS1 observations. Then possible correlations between cometary
activities and the photometric heterogeneity of the surface are discussed.
5.2 Disk-integrated Phase Function
Previously the brightness of the nucleus of comet Borrelly was observed both from the
ground and from HST (Weissman et al., 1999; Rauer et al., 1999; Lamy et al., 1998).
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The disk-integrated phase function can be constructed from those observations and DS1
images (Fig. 5.3). The images used in our studies were downloaded from USGS website,
and have been calibrated to standard reflectance unit< I/F > (Soderblom et al., 2004a),
where for a 100%-reflecting Lambert disk, the< I/F > is 1, or equivalently,I is the
irradiance received by a detector, andπF is the incident flux. The total reduced magni-
tudeM(1, 1, α) of Borrelly is measured by integrating theI/F values for each image,
and scaled by the apparent magnitude of the Sun and R-band, -27.29 (Cox, 1999), corre-
sponding to the equivalent wavelength of DS1 clear filter through which all images were
acquired. The disk-integrated phase function from DS1 images and earlier ground-based
observations is shown in Fig. 5.3, where the data points for ground-based observations
are the magnitudes of lightcurve maxima as used in Buratti et al. (2004).
However, as shown in the plot, our measurements from DS1 images are inconsis-
tent with the values measured by Buratti et al. (2004), with a factor of about 3 difference,
which prevent our data points from making a smooth phase function together with ear-
lier ground-based observations. The contamination of coma is only responsible for a tiny
fraction of it, because as estimated from the ambient dark sky surrounding the nucleus,
we found that less than 2% total brightness is contributed by coma. This is consistent with
the estimate of coma made by Buratti et al. The cause of the discrepancy is still under in-
vestigation, and one possibility could be the confusingπ factor in defining the reflectance
unit I/F (see Chapter 2). For this reason, we did not perform Hapke’s modeling to the
disk-integrated phase function presented here.
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Figure 5.3 Whole-disk phase function of comet Borrelly’s nucleus.
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5.3 Disk-Resolved Photometry
From the disk-resolved images of comet Borrelly’s nucleus obtained from DS1’s flyby,
the Hapke’s parameters can be modeled better than from the disk-integrated phase func-
tion, especially for the surface roughness,θ̄, and for the asymmetry factor of single par-
ticle phase function,g. However, due to the large photometric variations seen on Bor-
relly’s disk (Fig. 5.1), a single photometric model cannot describe the whole surface well
enough, and we have to use different parameter sets to model the different terrains on
Borrelly.
5.3.1 Terrain partitioning
The surface of Borrelly has been divided into several geological units according to their
brightness and appearance by Britt et al. (2004) (Fig. 5.4). But comparing the terrain map
with the phase ratio map constructed from the image at 51.6◦ phase angle and 59.6◦ phase
angle (Fig. 5.5) as shown in Kirk et al. (2004a), we found that even within a single terrain
as defined by Britt et al. (2004), the phase ratio varies. For example, the mottled terrain on
the large end of the nucleus show two distinct phase ratios. Phase ratio is a measurement
of the change of reflectance with respect to phase angle, determined primarily by the
surface roughness,̄θ and the asymmetry factor,g. Thus different phase ratios indicate
different photometric properties of those two different areas, although they have similar
brightness as seen from the image at 51.6◦ (Fig. 5.1). For the purpose of photometric
modeling, a terrain partitioning with each terrain having the same photometric properties
across, and being able to be modeled by a single set of Hapke’s parameters is desired. For
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this purpose, we modified the terrain partitioning from Britt et al. (2004) to produce our
map of photometric terrains (Fig. 5.6).
5.3.2 Hapke’s modeling
With this photometric terrain partitioning, we performed Hapke’s fitting to each terrain
with the disk-resolved images from 51.6◦ to about 74◦. However, with the data at this
range of phase angles, the opposition effect is not able to be modeled, and we assumed
the amplitude and the width of opposition effectB0=1.0 andh=0.01, which are close to
the values found from disk-integrated phase function (Buratti et al., 2004). Calculations
show that the the uncertainties in other three parameters caused by the uncertainties of
B0 andh will not exceed one tenth of the uncertainties ofB0 andh. i.e., if the error
of B0 andh is 10%, then this will cause no larger then 1% error in the modeled three
other parameters. In addition, for those small terrains such as #14, #16, #17, #21-#25,
the variations of scattering geometry does not change much over each terrain, making the
fitting difficult with large uncertainties in modeled parameters.
In our Hapke’s modeling, the basic unit of reflectance data is pixel. We used the ra-
diometric calibrated disk-resolved images downloaded from USGS website, specifically,
from imagemid 1 2 through imagenear 1 in the original sequence names. The re-
flectance reading of each pixel in the I/F images is one data point in our photometric
modeling. The SPICE data of DS1’s flyby archived in NASA PDS Small Bodies Node
(SBN) (Semenov et al., 2004c) are used, coupled with the USGS Digital Elevation Map
(DEM) shape model (Kirk et al., 2004a) archived in SBN as well (Kirk et al., 2004b), to
calculate the incidence angle and emission angle for each pixel. Then the reflectance data
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Figure 5.4 Geological terrains on Borrelly’s nucleus as defined in Fig. 4, Britt et al.
(2004).
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Figure 5.5 Phase ratio map as shown in Fig. 8, Kirk et al. (2004a), representing the ratio
map of brightness at phase angle 59.6◦ and 51.6◦.
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Figure 5.6 Our photometric terrain partitioning. Each terrain shows different photometric
properties from others and is modeled as one unit. Totally 25 terrains are identified,
numbered from 1 to 25. #1-#7 are in smooth terrains in the definition of Britt et al.
(2004), #8-#13 mottled terrains, #14-#20 mesas, and #21-#25 dark spots.
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as a function of incidence angle, emission angle, and phase angle, are ready to be fitted
with Hapke’s model. The modeling is then carried out for every terrain in our 25-terrain
partitioning.
The best fitted Hapke’s parameters for those large terrains are listed in Table 5.2.
Also listed are the RMS of the corresponding fitted parameter sets. The goodness of a
typical Hapke’s fitting for terrain #2 is plotted in Fig. 5.7 and 5.8. The residual for this
terrain is about 18%, and the systematic variation of residuals with respect to incidence
angle and emission angle is tiny. The modeled parameter maps forw, g, andθ̄ are shown
in Fig. 5.9, 5.10, and 5.11, respectively, with their histograms plotted below.
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Figure 5.7 The goodness plot of Hapke’s modeling for terrain #2 as an example. Shown
here is the modeled bidirectional reflectance plotted as a function of measured values.
The solid line represents perfect matching between model and observation. The RMS
error for this modeling is about 18%.
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Figure 5.8 Another goodness plot of Hapke’s modeling for terrain #2 as an example. The
ratio of modeled reflectance to observed reflectance is plotted as a function of incidence
anglei (upper panel), emission anglee (middle panel), and phase angleα (lower panel).
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Table 5.2. Modeled Hapke’s parameters for the 25 terrains on Borrelly’s surface as
shown in Fig. 5.6.
Index Number of w g θ̄ RMS Ageo ABond
data points
1. 350 0.067 -0.40 21. 13.1 0.066 0.020
2. 2264 0.054 -0.35 13. 18.4 0.044 0.016
3. 153 0.052 -0.42 22. 10.7 0.055 0.016
4. 2101 0.068 -0.33 22. 23.2 0.051 0.019
5. 290 0.044 -0.47 23. 15.0 0.058 0.014
6. 606 0.072 -0.35 30. 23.8 0.058 0.019
7. 664 0.059 -0.24 40. 17.9 0.032 0.012
8. 1949 0.052 -0.68 19. 19.1 0.214 0.021
9. 972 0.078 -0.15 55. 12.0 0.032 0.011
10. 758 0.050 -0.66 6.5 22.7 0.183 0.020
11. 144 0.062 -0.70 11. 15.6 0.300 0.026
12. 124 0.031 -0.46 8. 16.3 0.039 0.010
13. 596 0.038 -0.40 30. 21.2 0.038 0.010
14. 22 0.054 -0.37 25. 5.0 0.046 0.015
15. 202 0.053 -0.42 18. 11.6 0.057 0.016
16. 90 0.057 -0.10 34. 11.0 0.020 0.011
17. No fit
18. 448 0.055 -0.54 25. 16.6 0.101 0.018
19. 1102 0.057 -0.30 18. 14.2 0.038 0.016
20. 199 0.063 -0.35 18. 10.1 0.051 0.018
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Table 5.2—Continued
Index Number of w g θ̄ RMS Ageo ABond
data points
21. 107 0.039 -0.65 0. 17.7 0.128 0.015
22. 83 0.039 -0.61 16. 13.6 0.101 0.014
23. 44 0.041 -0.54 22. 8.4 0.075 0.014
24. 87 0.031 -0.27 35. 23.8 0.019 0.007
25. 48 0.063 -0.11 54. 11.3 0.023 0.008
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Overall, the scatter in modeling is about 17% on average. The residual map of the
modeled disk for imagenear 1 is shown in Fig. 5.12, and the corresponding histogram
compared with the histogram of the original image is shown in Fig. 5.13. We notice that
the greatest residual appears close to the edge of each terrain, and the residual is small
close to the interior of each terrain. This could be due to a slight misalignment between the
photometric terrain partitioning and the real terrain boundary during photometric model-
ing. Because the phase angle and viewing geometry for each image change from one
image to another, while the photometric terrain partitioning is defined only through the
last two images at phase angle 51.6◦ and 59.6◦, the misalignment of defined terrain bound-
aries and real boundaries is possibly magnified for images at large phase angles and S/C
ranges, given Borrelly’s very irregular shape and large incidence and emission angles for
part of the surface. This introduces uncertainties in the modeled parameters. Of course
the large residual close to terrain boundaries could also be because photometric properties
on the surface vary from terrain to terrain gradually, and there does not exist a definitive
boundary of photometric properties between terrains. This is true for some terrains such
as #8 and #9, where we do not see a clear boundary in any single image, but their photo-
metric difference is revealed from fitting several images at different phase angles. Finally,
in addition to the fact that we found a large variation of photometric properties across the
surface, some large residuals in small parts of a terrain element probably indicates small
scale photometric variations that we actually missed in defining photometric terrains.
The uncertainties of Hapke’s parameters are dominated by both the uncertainty of
absolute radiometric calibrations and the noise in reflectance data. The former has been
determined to be better than 10-15% (Buratti et al., 2004). The latter presents itself as
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Figure 5.9 The map of modeled SSA (upper panel) and its histogram (lower panel). The
dotted line marks the average SSA over the imaged disk.
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Figure 5.10 The map of modeled asymmetry factorg (upper panel) and its histogram
(lower panel). The dotted line marks the average asymmetry factor over the imaged disk.
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Figure 5.11 The map of modeled roughness (upper panel) and its histogram (lower panel).
The dotted line marks the average roughness over the imaged disk.
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the scatter of the residuals of fitting as shown in Table 5.2, with an average about 17%.
The overall uncertainties of the modeled Hapke’s parameters are thus between 15% and
25%, varying from terrain to terrain. Another possible source of uncertainty is the coma,
which we have not had any successful attempt to remove. The total intensity from coma is
only 1-2% as estimated from ambient dark sky, and much less than 1% on the last image,
near 1. Therefore the average photometric properties of the disk are not significantly
affected by the coma. But in fitting individual terrains, coma could affect the reflectance
measurement by up to 10%, increasing the uncertainties of the fitted parameters for some
terrains that are obviously affected by coma, such as terrain #1, #4, which are possibly
affected by the two collimated jets, and #19, which is certainly affected by the fan jet.
The overall uncertainties for terrain #4 could be as large as 28%.
Another goodness check of the photometric model is the phase ratio map as shown
in Fig. 5.14 overlapped with terrain partitioning. We have made the color bar used in our
modeled ratio map as similar with the one used in Fig. 5.5 as possible, so that the model
and the observations can be directly compared through colors. The agreement is reason-
ably good, and some large features in the phase ratio map are modeled very well. Some
photometrically distinct terrains in the middle of the disk produce very smooth boundaries
in the modeled phase ratio map, agreeing very well with the real map, and demonstrating
the ability of photometric modeling to distinguish surface photometric heterogeneity. The
large phase ratio apparent in the observed phase ratio map (Fig. 5.5), close to the termi-
nator to the right of Borrelly’s disk, is probably due to artifacts introduced by registering
two images with different viewing geometries in constructing the phase ratio map. Those
artifacts are not present in the modeled map. On the neck close to the small end in the
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Figure 5.12 Residual map of our photometric model for thenear 1 image (Fig. 5.1).
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Figure 5.13 The histogram of the residual map (Fig. 5.12) is plotted. A dashed line
represents the Gaussian fit to the residual, with a mean of -0.0001, and standard deviation
of 0.0015. Plotted as a shaded histogram are the pixels of the original image,near 1, as
a quantitative comparison.
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lower half of the disk, where the surface looks very complicated, our model is not good as
shown by the complicated pattern in the residual map (Fig. 5.12) and by the comparison
of observed and measured phase ratio map (Fig. 5.5 and 5.14). Possible causes include, 1)
terrains are too small, 2) our terrain partitioning is not well aligned with real terrains, and
3) complexity existed within each terrain. Photometric modeling for other large terrains
on the central and upper part of the disk, as well as on the small end, is good in terms of
reconstructing the phase ratio map.
From our modeled parameter maps for the SSA (w), asymmetry factor (g) of the
single-particle phase function, and roughness (θ̄), it is obvious that all three parameters
have large variations over the surface of this cometary nucleus. A question to ask is, with
the noisy data and the large RMS error of fitting, whether or not the variations in differ-
ent parameters can really be distinguished, given the extremely non-linearity of Hapke’s
model? As discussed in Chapter 2, in the case of the disk-integrated phase function, more
backscattering (more negativeg) and higher roughness (θ̄) have a very similar effect in
making the phase curve steeper (see Fig. 2.7). Therefore they cannot be distinguished
well. However, in disk-resolved cases, we have a limb darkening profile at any particular
phase angle in addition to the phase function indicated by images at various phase angles.
For dark surfaces, multiple scattering is usually very weak compared to single scattering.
For Borrelly, if we assume 4% SSA, and the other Hapke’s parameters as found by Buratti
et al. (2004), calculation shows that multiple scattering is less than 2% of the total scatter-
ing. Thus in Eq. 2.53, we can safely ignore multiple scattering, and write the bidirectional
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Figure 5.14 Modeled phase ratio map to compare with the observed phase ratio map in
Fig. 5.5. Very similar color table is used, so that they can be compared directly.
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reflectance as





[1 +B(α)]p(α)S(i, e, α) (5.1)
where the limb darkening is determined by theµ0e/(µ0e + µe) × S(i, e, α) as a function
of i, e, andα, and is in turn totally controlled by the roughness parameterθ̄ (µ0e and
µe are the cosines of the effective incidence angle and emission angle, respectively, both
depending on̄θ as shown in Eq. 2.43-2.48). The asymmetry factorg nly affects the phase
function part, but does not enter limb darkening at all. Therefore, in Borrelly’s case, the
information we used to model̄θ is different from and almost orthogonal to that we used to
modelg. The conclusion is that with disk-resolved images,g andθ̄ can be distinguished
well as long as the incidence angle and emission angle of the bidirectional reflectance
data are observed over a large range. Noisy data probably lead to large modeling errors,
but that does not change the independence between parameters.
Is our result consistent with earlier photometric analyses? What was possibly
missed in earlier analyses leading to the conclusion that the reflectance variation is only
attributed to the change of one parameter?
In Buratti et al. (2004), semicircular arcs between limb and terminator along the
Sun line are used to approximate the shape of Borrelly to perform geometric correction
and model a normal reflectance map. This step will bring in uncertainty in estimating
normal reflectance, because Borrelly’s shape is highly irregular. In modeling the phase
function, reflectance is expressed as the product of albedo, a phase function, and a limb
darkening profile. The limb darkening profile is approximated by the Lommel-Seeliger
function, an approximation that usually works well for dark surfaces. The phase function
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is then obtained by comparing the averaged brightness of the whole disk under various
phase angles. However, the limb darkening is implicitly assumed to be constant over the
surface, so that possible variations in roughness, which affects limb darkening according
to Hapke’s model, are not taken into account. Variation of the asymmetry factor (g) ver
different terrains has been noticed by Buratti et al. (2004), which is consistent with our
results. Another potential limitation in Buratti’s result is that an accurate shape model was
not available when the analysis was carried out, thus the uncertainty of normal reflectance
map produced from geometric correction with the approximate shape and the uncertainty
in the value of the asymmetry factor are large.
In Oberst et al. (2004), a shape model is applied to the photometric analysis. Similar
to the analysis of Buratti et al. (2004), the reflectance is expressed as the product of
albedo, a phase function, and a limb darkening profile. Here the limb darkening profile
is approximated by a linear combination of a Lommel-Seeliger function and a Lambert
function, with a constant weight factor, which actually contains the information of surface
roughness. Therefore, a possible variation of surface roughness is not taken into account
by the weight factor in its limb darkening model, either. Moreover, the variation of phase
function is only studied by taking the ratio map of last two resolved DS1’s images, and
not quantized. In our work, we have used all resolved images to model the phase function
parametersg.
Kirk et al. (2004a) utilized an accurate shape model of Borrelly in performing pho-
tometric analysis as did Oberst et al. (2004). By comparing the brightness of the last two
resolved images, at 51.6◦ and 59.6◦, Kirk et al. (2004a) concluded that albedo variation
does not dominate the reflectance variation over the surface because the effect of albedo
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variations should cancel in the ratio map for a dark surface (see Eq. 5.1), and the ratio
map should have shown less variation. But this is not what is seen in the ratio map (Fig.
5.5), leading them to deduce the variation ofθ̄. However, possibly included in the phase
ratio map is also the variation of phase function, org parameter, in addition to rough-
ness variation. Kirk et al. (2004a) made no attempt to differentiate those two different
properties.
A summary of the variations of the modeled parameters from terrain to terrain can
be found in Table 5.3. The variation of single-scattering albedo is more than a factor of 2
(Fig. 5.9), from the darkest part close to the night side of the small end to the brightest part
on the right corner of the large end. And basically there is no direct correlation between
the SSA and the reflectance we see in those images. With very different SSA for the
two terrains on the large end, their similarly observed reflectances at large phase angles
are due to their very different single-particle phase functions, which are also indicated
in the phase ratio map. SSA variation, together with the variation in asymmetry factor,
g, usually indicates variations in the size, shape, and composition,etc., of the scattering
particles on the surface. In addition, high SSA regions seem to be low backscattering
(Fig. 5.15), indicating small but transparent particles, such as ice grains or fine particles
with large ice content. This is not supported by the spectra of Borrelly’s surface from
DS1 spacecraft (Soderblom et al., 2004b), which do not show any signatures of water ice.
However, since those spectra are averages along each of their scanlines across the surface
of this low activity comet (Schleicher et al., 2003), it is very possible that they missed ice
concentrated in very small regions compared to the size of nucleus. The evidence from










































































































































































































































































conclusion has also been drawn by Buratti et al. (2004).
5.3.3 Global properties from disk-resolved modeling
The average values of those three parameters over the projected disk are calculated to
be w=0.057±0.009, g=-0.43±0.07, andθ̄=22◦±5◦, respectively. The average SSA is
consistent with the value 0.056 found by Kirk et al. (2004a), but much larger than the
value found by Buratti et al. (2004). The averageg factor and roughness̄θ are consistent
with the values found by Buratti et al. using the spherical shape approximation, but
our averagedg factor is more backscattering than that found by Kirk et al. (-0.32). Our
average roughness parameterθ̄ is consistent with what was found by Kirk et al. for smooth
terrain (20◦), but not for mottled terrain (60◦), although in our model, the roughness over
the surface varies in a large range from 5◦ to 55◦, but being<35◦ for more than 4/5 of the
projected cross-section area.
The modeled bidirectional reflectance at opposition for the imaged portion of Bor-
relly’s surface is shown in Fig. 5.16, and a geometric albedo of 0.084 is derived from this
map. However, this geometric albedo is strongly model dependent, although it is consis-
tent with the value derived from the disk-integrated phase function. It has to be kept in
mind that the asymmetry factorg is modeled only from DS1 images within phase angles
from 51◦ to 75◦, and we only have one single data point from the ground that can be used
to determine the opposition effect parameters effectively. An interesting phenomenon as
seen from Fig. 5.16 is the inversion of brightnesses of terrains at opposition compared to
the image at high phase angle (Fig. 5.1). The brightest areas seen at high phase angles are
dark at opposition, and the dark areas at the neck and part of the large end seen at high
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Figure 5.15 A plot of the modeled asymmetry factorg vs. SSAw for all terrains. The
color of each symbol represents the roughness for that terrain as scaled in the color bar to
the right. The size of symbols represents the projected size of that terrain as a percentage
of total projected cross-section area of the disk.
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phase angles are the brightest at opposition. Of course this is also highly model depen-
dent because we are extrapolating the brightness from high phase angles with the model
derived from only a small range of phase angles.
The global photometric properties of Borrelly as we derived are very similar to
those from earlier work except for the large discrepancy in albedo. As summarized by
(Buratti et al., 2004), comet Borrelly has photometric properties that are very similar to
those of dark C- and D-type asteroids, but not the moon or any bright type asteroids. Our
work shows that its single scattering albedo could be high, but this is pending on our
investigation to the discrepancy between our resultant value and that of Buratti et al.
5.4 Disk-Resolved Thermal Modeling
With the shape model available, we are able to calculate a more detailed, disk-resolved
thermal model for the surface of this cometary nucleus. Unlike asteroids, comets usu-
ally have ice sublimation on their surface or close below the surface. Not all around the
surface of cometary nucleus, sublimation is usually happening only from a small frac-
tion of nuclear surface. For comet Halley, that fraction is about 25% (A’Hearn et al.,
1995). For the case of Borrelly, it is only about 4% (Schleicher et al., 2003). Heating
from sunlight is the only energy source driving sublimation, which in turn participates
determining the temperature distribution over the surface. Therefore, disk-resolved ther-
mal modeling, which provides the temperature distribution over Borrelly’s surface, will
help us understand the sublimation activity on this cometary nucleus. Together with the
jet morphology as indicated by the spatially resolved images from DS1, it is possible to
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Figure 5.16 The modeled geometric albedo map. Note the non-linear stretch of color
table. Some terrains have very high geometric albedo (0.2) that are not likely to be phys-
ical. But the average geometric albedo is about 0.084, consistent with whole-disk phase
function modeling.
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provide some clues about the source regions of jets.
The temperature distribution on Borrelly’s surface has been measured from its ther-
mal spectra (Soderblom et al., 2004b). The short-wavelength IR (SWIR) imaging spec-
trometer integrated into MICAS had its long slit aligned with the vertical direction in
Fig. 5.1, and scanned along the horizontal direction. 46 near-IR spectra covering Bor-
relly’s nucleus were obtained, from which the thermal spectrum were modeled, yielding
an effective temperature along each slit position (Fig. 5.17). However, one must remem-
ber that the temperature distribution derived from the integrated spectra along horizontal
lines is dominated by the hottest area along each line. Because thermal flux is very sensi-
tive to temperature (∝ T 4), the integrated spectrum along a line will be dominated by the
highest temperature areas. Because the effective temperature along each line is derived
by fitting the shape of thermal spectrum, it is also dominated by the highest temperature
along the scan line. We will take the shape model of the nucleus, and try to reproduce the
temperature distribution as measured from SWIR spectra (Fig. 5.17).
The thermal balance of a small element on Borrelly’s surface can be represented by




= εσT 4 +ML(T ) + k∇T + cṪ (5.2)
whereF is solar constant, or solar flux at 1 AU,r is heliocentric distance in AU,AB is the
hemispherical bolometric albedo,ε is thermal emissivity,σ is Stefan-Boltzmann constant,
T is the local equilibrium temperature on the surface,M is the water production rate per
unit area,L is latent heat of ice sublimation at temperatureT , k is thermal conductivity,
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Figure 5.17 Fig. 7 in Soderblom et al. (2004b). The temperature distribution of Borrelly’s
nucleus along vertical direction as measured from short-IR thermal spectra detected by
SWIR instrument.
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∇T is temperature gradient,c is thermal capacity, anḋT is temperature change rate.
In Eq. 5.2, the lefthand side is the power received from sunlight by unit area. The
first term on righthand side is thermal radiation flux. The second term on righthand side is
the heat used to sublimate ice, which we assume to be mainly water ice because first, the
latent heat of water is at least 5× that of other volatile materials (mainly CO2) in comets
(Cowan and A’Hearn, 1979; Delsemme and Miller, 1971; Smith, 1929); and second, all
observations near a cometary nucleus show H2O dominant. The third term is the heat
conducted to adjacent areas or inside the surface. This term is very complex. It can be
due to the true thermal conduction of solid surface, and/or the convection of vapor flow.
It could also include the part of heat that is transferred inside by water ice sublimation at
depth and water vapor condensation in subsurface. We neglect this term in our modeling
because on average, if the heat conduction of solid surface of comets is low, as for most
dust particles in space, this term mainly changes the temperature distribution vertically,
and is equivalent to the increase of thermal capacity or thermal inertia of the surface. The
last term is heat lost or gained due to local temperature change, and is the real thermal
inertia, which is usually very low for the surface of comets, and negligible. However, as
stated above, we can take an equivalent thermal inertia for the third term on righthand
side of Eq. 5.2, and fold it into this term, it is very possible that this term could be large
for active areas where there is much water vapor transporting heat inside very effectively,
causing thermal lag for fast rotating comets. In our thermal modeling, we neglect this
term, too, because first, Borrelly rotates very slowly with a rotational period 25 hours
(Lamy et al., 1998), and second, all DS1 resolved images were taken within the last 1.5
hours of close encounter (Soderblom et al., 2004a), a time interval that is too short to
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resolve diurnal temperature variation on a rotating body.
Our thermal modeling will be a 2-step procedure. First, we only consider energy
loss due to thermal radiation because this term usually dominates for low to moderately
active comets. In the case of Borrelly, thermal radiation emits about 95% of the en-
ergy it receives from sunlight as calculated from its water production rate of 2.5×1028
molecules/sec (Schleicher et al., 2003). If we assume that ice sublimation is uniformly
distributed over the surface, then the 5% energy used to sublimate ice will only cause
a few percent drop in surface temperature, less than the uncertainty in the temperature
measurement from thermal spectrum by DS1 (Soderblom et al., 2004b). So even only
the thermal radiation energy lost is considered, we can still get the overall temperature
distribution for most of Borrelly’s surface. TakingAB=2%, ε=0.9, and the heliocentric
distance of Borrelly at the DS1 encounter as 1.36 AU, the subsolar temperature is calcu-
lated to be 346 K, and a temperature map is constructed from the map of solar incidence
angle. From the temperature map, the thermal flux is integrated for each pixel along hor-
izontal scan lines, and the integrated flux for each scan line is modeled by a blackbody
thermal radiation spectrum to find an effective temperature for this scan line. This is the
procedure used by Soderblom et al. (2004b) to produce the temperature plot (Fig. 5.17)
from Borrelly’s spectra. The 1-D temperature distribution model for a dry surface is then
produced, and plotted in Fig. 5.18 as a thick solid line. This temperature model overall
agrees with measurement within error bars, with some discrepancies for the scanlines that
cross active areas, mainly the lower one fifth of the nucleus at the small end, where the
predicted temperature is substantially higher than measured temperature by 20◦ to 40◦,
and has to be accounted for by including ice sublimation in the thermal modeling.
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Figure 5.18 Modeled 1-D temperature distribution of Borrelly to simulate the SWIR ob-
servation as plotted in Fig. 5.17. Solid line represents the STM model without considering
ice sublimation, and dashed line is the model considering ice sublimation occurring for
the small end terrain #7 and the possible base areas of the two collimated jets. Also
shown is the projected lines of two collimated jets (thin dotted lines) and our modeled
source areas (thin circles).
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The second step in thermal modeling is then to take into account ice sublimation.
Although only 5% of total sunlight power contributes to sublimating water ice, it can still
substantially decrease local temperature if concentrated within relatively small active ar-
eas. This could also provide an explanation for the discrepancy between observed temper-
ature distribution and the temperature model without considering sublimation. However,
a detailed model requires much more information than currently available, such as an ob-
served 2-D temperature map rather than a 1-D plot, thermal characteristics of cometary
surface, and even the structure of the interior. Thus what has been done here is not to
model it accurately with Eq. 5.2, but to find a solution for the temperature distribution
that produces the observed temperature curve as shown in Fig. 5.17, and is consistent
with the observed water production rate. Or in other words, to find a self-consistent so-
lution that is not necessarily unique. We also need to assume that the visible surface of
this comet is in local thermal equilibrium, where, first, there is no energy flow between
local area elements, and second, we only need to consider the thermal balance on the
surface, not anything else beneath. The first assumption is probably not true because with
the convection of vapor, there must be energy exchange horizontally within the surface.
But for our purpose, it should be good enough. The second assumption of course has no
problem because of the low thermal inertia and the slow rotation of Borrelly. Therefore,
the thermal balance equation used here will only include the lefthand side and the first
two terms on the righthand side of Eq. 5.2.
Our solution is obtained, first by correcting the modeled temperature map with-
out considering ice sublimation by the discrepancy between the model and observations.
Since photometric modeling has concluded that, fan jet activity, which is associated with
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ice sublimation, very likely only occurs on terrain #7 at the small end, we will only mod-
ify the modeled temperature for this terrain. Then from the modified temperature map,
an effective temperature plot is produced with the method stated above, and shown by
the dashed line for the small end of nucleus shown in Fig. 5.18, agreeing with DS1 mea-
surement (Fig. 5.17) very well, as expected. Now the question is, whether or not this
model temperature map produces as many water molecules as observed for this fan jet.




ss − T 4)
L(T )
(5.3)
whereM is water production rate per unit area. Water latent heat is calculated following
the linear formula in Cowan and A’Hearn (1979),
L(T ) = 12420 − 4.8T (5.4)
(L in cal-mole−1, T in Kelvin) which in turn used the data given by Delsemme and Miller
(1971). With the available map ofµ0, the cosine of solar incidence anglei, a distribution
map ofM can be constructed. Then integratingM within terrain #7 after it is weighted
by 1/cos e to take into account the projected area change of Borrelly’s surface, the total
production rate for the visible part of this active area is estimated to be about 2×1027
molecules/sec. Considering the phase angle of about 51.6◦, there should be about one
third active area invisible on the other side of the nucleus, therefore the total production
rate for this active area is about 3×1027 molecules/sec, or about 12% of the total produc-
tion rate for this comet. This is a fairly good agreement with the estimate that about 20%
dust is within the fan at the small end (Boice et al., 2002), considering that fraction of
dust may not exactly represent the fraction of water production rate. The average water
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production rate per unit area in this active area is about 1.3× 017 molecules cm−2s−1,
consistent with the calculation in Cowan and A’Hearn (1979) for comparable heliocentric
distance.
In addition to the fan jet active area at the small end, we also constructed a tem-
perature model that includes the possible active areas at the bases of two collimated jets
of Borrelly. The directions of two collimated jets have been determined from stereo pair
images (Soderblom et al., 2004a), but the sources of collimated jets could only be con-
strained to lie somewhere along the two projected lines centered on the jets in the DS1
images. We plotted the angles between jets and Borrelly’s surface normal along the two
projected lines of collimated jets (Fig. 5.19), and decided to take the regions of local
minimum angles as the bases of collimated jets because this is the most likely case. The
model temperature plot turns out not to change much with the minimum temperature and
the sizes of the base areas in temperature models, but the total water production rate for
this area depends on them strongly. If taking the minimum temperature in the two base
areas to be between 190 K and 200 K, as calculated in Cowan and A’Hearn (1979) for
comparable heliocentric distance, then in order to account for about 35% total water pro-
duction rate for these two jets (Boice et al., 2002), the total area for the bases of those
two jets is about 1.5 km2, and the average water production rate per unit area is about
5×1017 molecules cm−2s−1, also in a good agreement with the calculation in Cowan and
A’Hearn (1979). Fig. 5.18 also shows the thermal modeling discussed here including the
two collimated jet base areas in dashed line.
The thermal modeling including the last two terms of Eq. 5.2 can only be done with
data covering a considerable fraction of a rotational period. DS1 images do not provide
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Figure 5.19 The maps of the angles between the directions of two collimated jets and the
normals of surface, and the plots of those angles along the projected lines of two jets.
Maps are stretched with a maximum angle of 60◦, corresponding to the dotted lines in
plots. Dark tone corresponds to small angles.
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that data coverage. But since the thermal inertia of cometary surface is usually very small,
and the active area fraction for Borrelly is also very small, the model ignoring those two
terms has been good enough here.
5.5 Discussions
5.5.1 High roughness
Despite the overall moderate roughness parameters (≤35◦) modeled for most terrains, we
found very high roughness for some terrains (40◦-55◦). However, Hapke’s photometric
model was derived with the assumptions of low albedo and low surface roughness. While
the albedo of Borrelly’s surface is low everywhere, the modeled high roughness parame-
ters for some terrains are not consistent with the assumptions of the theoretical model. As
shown in Chapter 2, and stated above, the bidirectional reflectance is determined by two
parts, including the limb darkening properties, and the phase function properties, and the
roughness parameter can be determined from both. In our Hapke’s modeling, the scat-
tering geometries of the two terrains with particularly high roughness (#7 and #9) cover
almost the full range of incidence angle and emission angle from a few degrees to the
preset cutoff at 75◦. The phase angle coverage (51◦-75◦) is fair, although not large, for
the determination of roughness parameter. Therefore, with their modeling RMS of 18%
and 12% for terrain #7 and #9, respectively, the best-fit roughness parameters have small
uncertainties from data modeling point of view. Hapke’s models with high roughness
parameters are still able to describe observations data well in this case. Caution has to be
used, however, to interpret the modeled roughness parameters as the physical roughness
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of surface for those two terrains. It is possible that the high roughness is caused by some
other unknown physical conditions on the surface. Or the surface topography of those
two terrains is very different from the roughness structure as assumed in Hapke’s model,
where the orientations of the normals of the facets of a rough surface are distributed
isotropically with a Gaussian distribution function for the tangents of their zenith angles.
For example, it is evident from Wild 2’s image that the surface materials of a cometary
nucleus can have some kind of internal strength (Brownlee et al., 2004). If this is also
the case for Borrelly, then a large fraction of the surface could be in very complicated
shadows, increasing the roughness that is not modeled by Hapke’s model. This possible
complication is discussed in the following section.
Even though the physical interpretation of the modeled high roughness parameters
for the two terrains deserves further investigations, it is clear that the roughness structure,
even if not described quantitatively by the roughness parameter, varies substantially over
the surface, causing distinctive photometric variations across the surface of Borrelly’s nu-
cleus. In the next step we will made some attempts to correlate the photometric variations
to, and study the physical processes that possibly cause the roughness variations. We will
not distinguish between the variations of roughness structure and those of roughness pa-
rameter in the following text, but it has to be kept in mind that high roughness parameters
may or may not have the same physical interpretations as low roughness parameters.
5.5.2 Possible correlation between photometric properties and cometary activity
With the large photometric heterogeneity on the active surface of a comet, it is reasonable
to think that the photometric variation is an indication of compositional variation that
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originally is caused by cometary activity. For example, as shown above, it is possible that
ice sublimation can bring ice grains or dust with high ice content from the deep interior
to the surface, or that vapor from inside the active areas condenses on its way out, and
forms ice frost just below the surface. High ice content in and near active areas may cause
high albedo and more isotropic scattering. In addition, cometary activity may also cause
geological change of the surface, such as some particular texture or appearance (Britt et
al., 2004), which is tied with surface roughness.
It is obvious that the small end of the nucleus, where we actually see the fan jet
emerges, possesses relatively high albedo, low backscattering, and high roughness (Fig.
5.9, 5.10, and 5.11). We do not see any other areas possessing those properties except
for the upper right end of the nucleus, where, however, there is no jet activity shown in
the resolved images. Is it possibly another source area of fan jet, but was inactive at the
time those DS1 images were taken? As shown in DS1 images acquired 10.4 hours before
close encounter (Fig. 5.20), when, given Borrelly’s rotational period of about 25 hours
(Lamy et al., 1998), and the rotational geometry, the big end is at the position of the small
end at close encounter and toward the Sun, there was an even stronger sunward fan jet
emitted. Thus, the big end is also a source of fan jet, but not active at the time of DS1
close encounter because it was away from the sunward direction.
However, there are two very different terrains on the big end, of which only one
shares similar photometric properties with the small end. To explain this phenomenon,
we fixed the direction of the Sun and the rotational axis of Borrelly as determined from the
ground (RA=214◦, Dec=-6◦, from Farnham and Cochran, 2002; Schleicher et al., 2003),
which is actually very consistent with the value determined from the direction of its pri-
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Figure 5.20 Fig. 7 in Soderblom et al. (2004b). A DS1 image acquired 10.4 hours before
close encounter at a range of 0.62 million km shows a strong fan jet emitted sunward. The
image on the right is a log stretch of the original image on the left, emphasizing the faint
jets. Sun is to the left. The two jets shown here remained fixed in orientation for at least
a full rotation.
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mary jet (Soderblom et al., 2004a), and let the nucleus rotate. A polar day region for the
sunward pole at the time of DS1 encounter is determined by the shape of Borrelly, as
shown in Fig. 5.21. We found that the boundary of polar day region almost coincides
with the boundary of the two photometrically different terrains at the large end. This
tends to indicate that only the area that is not in polar day region is active and emitting
fan jet when the big end rotates towards the Sun. Because Borrelly has been in a simple
rotational mode and very stable, and its orbit has been stable for a long time (Belyaev et
al., 1986; Carusi et al., 1985), the polar day region has been heated by sunlight continu-
ously during many perihelion passages, so either the volatile materials in that region have
been depleted, or an inert crust has formed that insulates the volatile-rich interior from
sunlight, and the area does not show any activity during current perihelion passages. The
neighboring region that does not receive continuous sunlight during perihelion passages
still keeps active, and displays diurnal changes in activity. This explanation is consistent
with the fact that we do not see any activity from the polar day region at the big end,
but it does not explain why the upper right region does not show any activity even if it is
partially sunlit in the resolved images. The histograms of solar elevation angles for the
terrain at small end (#7) and the two terrains at large end (#8 and #9) at the time of DS1
flyby are shown in Fig. 5.22. The fractions of area with solar elevation angle higher than
60◦ are 41% for small end terrain, 44% for the upper left terrain, and only 4% for upper
right terrain. It is clear that at the time of DS1 encounter, the solar elevation for the upper
right region (#9) is probably not high enough to trigger fan jet activity, and the upper left
terrain (#8) is indeed inactive even if it seems to receive the same amount of sunlight as
does the small end, which is actively emitting a fan jet.
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Figure 5.21 The polar day region at the time of DS1 close encounter is marked in white,
overlapped with photometric terrain partitioning. Note that the boundary of the polar day
region almost coincides with the boundary between the two different terrains at the large
end.
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Figure 5.22 Solar elevation angle histograms for the terrains at the small end (#7), upper
left of large end (#8), and upper right end (#9).
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Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that fan jet activity tends to correlate with
high albedo, relatively isotropic scattering, and high roughness. And vise versa, if we
found those photometric properties in an area on the surface of a comet, even if no fan jet
is observed to emerge from that area, there was probably fan jet activity in the near past
or when conditions were met for it.
As stated earlier, it is not hard to interpret high albedo and relatively isotropic scat-
tering for active areas, but how to interpret their high roughness is not so obvious. One
way is to think about melting snow on the Earth. The surface of snow is heated by sun-
light, melting to liquid. When the liquid flows inside through pores between snow parti-
cles, it possibly condenses again, transporting heat inside. During this process, the surface
of the snow is eroded, forming all kinds of depressions, holes, frosts, aggregates,etc. in
many shapes. Those structures actually increase the roughness of the surface of melting
snow, and cause a very steep decrease of reflectance with increasing phase. The process
occurring on active areas of a cometary nucleus could be very similar, except water ice
on a comet is mixed with a large fraction of dust particles, or dirt. When ice in subsurface
sublimates, some gas is released outward, blowing up some small dust particles through
pores in the surface, and leaving large dust particles on the surface. Also there is an-
other part of vapor moving inward through pores, and condensing again to transport heat
to the inside. But the overall erosion by ice sublimation would be like that of melting
snow described above, leaving behind a very rough surface with a very steep phase func-
tion. Recent images of comet Wild 2 from Stardust encounter reveal a cometary surface
composed of some kind of sticky material (Brownlee et al., 2004). With material hav-
ing some kind of internal strength, it will be relatively easy to form very rough surface
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during the complicated sublimation process stated above. However, it is equally possi-
ble that an originally rough surface helps produce fan jet because it has more pores in
between particles, and water vapor can penetrate from anywhere on a big area without
being collimated.
In addition to a fan jet, we also observed two collimated jets from comet Borrelly.
However, we could not identify any possible source regions of collimated jets that share
similar photometric properties with the source regions of fan jets. This probably means
that the properties of source regions of collimated jets are very different from those of
fan jet sources, and a different mechanism is responsible for forming collimated jets than
forming fan jets. A model of collimated jet formation is proposed by Yelle et al. (2004),
in which a single vent structure is responsible for producing a collimated jet, where the
jet comes out from a small opening. While it is an effective way of collimating the
jet, if this is true, then the area of opening on the surface will be small compared to
that of fan jets, and its photometric difference is probably averaged out by surrounding
areas in modeling, and undetectable. In another formation mechanism proposed by Britt
et al. (2004), collimated jets come from the receding walls of mesas when the volatile
material under their top crust evaporates. In this case, the jet should affect a considerably
large surrounding area and change its photometric properties, because the area where
sublimation occurs is relatively open. Thus the results from photometric analysis seem not
to support this mechanism because no area with relative bright and transparent particles
is found for the possible source regions in center bright terrains.
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5.6 Summary
The DS1 encounter with comet Borrelly made this comet the second to be visited by
spacecraft, and imaged closely to resolve its nucleus. The close-up images reveal many
more details about a cometary nucleus than seen at Halley. Another comet, Wild 2, was
visited by Stardust two and a half years later in January 2004. But Wild 2 has been
captured to its current orbit by Jupiter for only a few apparition (Sekanina and Yeomans,
1985), and is considered to still represent the typical surface and composition of comets
in Kuiper Belt. While Borrelly has been stable in its current orbit for a very long time
(Belyaev et al., 1986; Carusi et al., 1985), and thus displays an evolved surface in inner
solar system, it can be compared with Wild 2 in the future when the photometric analysis
of Wild 2 are studied from Stardust images. Also Borrelly is thought to be different from
comet Halley, which formed in Kuiper Belt, but is very active currently. The detailed
study of Borrelly is therefore of great importance.
Disk-integrated analysis from about a dozen disk-resolved images acquired by DS1
shows a highly photometrically heterogeneous surface. The large brightness variation of
a factor greater than 2 is due to the variations of both surface physical properties and/or
compositions, and large scale (much larger than wavelengths and particle size or pore
size) surface roughness. The SSA (w) ranges from 0.03 to 0.08. The asymmetry factor
(g) varies from almost isotropic (-0.1) to strongly backscattering (-0.7). And the surface
roughness (̄θ) can be as smooth as 5◦, to as rough as 55◦. In other words, the surface of this
cometary nucleus is by no means uniform as the dead surfaces of asteroids. The averages
of above parameters over the disk are,w=0.057±0.009,g=-0.43±0.07, and̄θ=22◦±5◦.
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The temperature of Borrelly’s surface is measured by DS1 spacecraft using its ther-
mal radiative spectra. Our model shows that, for a low activity comet like Borrelly, the
surface thermal balance is dominated by solar elevation angle, except for the active areas
with fan jet emitted, where water sublimation may substantially decrease surface tem-
perature by about 20 K to 40 K. A self-consistent temperature model is constructed to
reproduce the 1-D temperature distribution observed by DS1, and the water production
rate for its active areas. Even though, the surface temperature of Borrelly is still much
higher than the sublimation temperature of water ice (about 200 K), indicating very low
heat conductivity of Borrelly’s surface. Another implication about the bases of fan jets
and collimated jets is that fan jets probably emerge from a large area on the surface, but
collimated jets possibly have very small source regions.
The calculation of solar elevation change when Borrelly rotates along its stable
rotational axis shows that fan jet activities may correlate with some particular surface
photometric properties such as high albedo, isotropic scattering, and high roughness. It
is hard to say if fan jet activity causes those particular properties or vise versa. But the
correlation between fan jet activity and the particular surface properties can be used in the
future to identify areas on a cometary nucleus that have been active. The same analysis
also shows that the big end of the nucleus displays two compositionally different terrains,
one of which is basically dead, while the other emits a fan jet when the overall local solar
elevation is high enough.
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Chapter 6
HST Observations of Asteroid 1 Ceres
6.1 Background and Data Description
6.1.1 About Ceres
Unlike small asteroids, which are probably the products of disruptive collisions, the
largest main belt asteroids are protoplanets that were too large to be shattered and dis-
persed. Their growth to full sized terrestrial planets was choked off when the asteroid belt
was depleted in mass due to the rapid formation of Jupiter very early in the history of the
solar system. Furthermore, among all kinds of small bodies, of particular importance are
bodies near the expected dew point where water starts to condense to liquid or solid ice,
thus where the innermost icy bodies form. Current observational evidence shows that the
boundary between rocky bodies and icy bodies is probably somewhere within the asteroid
belt or a little further. The composition of inner mainbelt asteroids is more silicate-rich,
while that for outer mainbelt asteroids is more carbon-hydrogen-oxygen-nitrogen-rich
(CHON-rich) (Tholen, 1984). Further small bodies such as the satellites of giant planets
are rich in ice. Because of the biological importance of water, the boundary of its stable
existence is of particular interest.
The first asteroid discovered in 1801, asteroid 1 Ceres, is the largest of these plane-
tary embryos, and is located in the main asteroid belt with a semi-major axis 2.77 AU. De-
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spite its relatively large apparent angular size as observed from the Earth, little is known
about its composition, current evolutionary status, or history, because of the difficulty in
interpreting its reflectance spectrum, and the failure to find any spectral match from avail-
able meteorite samples (Chapman and Salisbury, 1973; Johnson and Fanale, 1973). The
shape and size of Ceres has been determined from earlier observations to be an oblate
spheroid (Millis et al., 1987; Parker et al., 2002; Drummond et al., 1998; Saint-Pé e al.,
1993), with the effective radius ranging from 471 km to 489 km. The mass of Ceres is
measured by observing the perturbations of Ceres on other asteroids, and is consistently
estimated to be about 9.4×1020 kg (Viateau and Rapaport, 1998; Michalak, 2000; Stan-
dish, 2001). The visual geometric albedo of Ceres is reported to be 0.073 (Millis et al.,
1987) and 0.01 (Tedesco et al., 1983), higher than the albedo of carbonaceous chondrite
material (3-5%), which is considered to be the main compositional material of Ceres.
NASA has selected the Dawn mission to orbit Ceres starting in 2015 for eleven
months to investigate in detail its role in the early evolution of terrestrial planets, and to
characterize the conditions and processes of the solar system’s earliest epoch (Russell et
al., 2004).
6.1.2 HST observations
In support of this mission, we observed Ceres with HST’s High Resolution Channel of the
Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS/HRC) over the complete rotation of Ceres. The as-
pect data of the observations are listed in Table 6.1. The observations were carried out be-
fore its opposition in December 2003, and after in January 2004. Three broadband filters
centered at 555 nm (F555W, V-band), 330 nm (F330W, U-band), and 220 nm (F220W,
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Table 6.1. The aspect data of our HST observations. Three filters F555W, F330W, and
F220W were used for all three runs.
UTC Date and Time ra(AU) ∆b(AU) αc(◦) # of Images
27-Dec-2003 22:52:30 to 28-Dec-2003 07:35:38 2.61 1.65 6.2 153
30-Dec-2003 03:39:23 to 30-Dec-2003 04:18:45 2.61 1.65 5.4 20




UV-band) were used, where we expected strong absorption in Ceres’ spectrum at UV.
The pixel scale at Ceres is about 30 km, corresponding to about 3.5◦ longitude/latitude at
equator. The heliocentric distance (r) and geocentric distance (∆) of Ceres at that time
were 2.6 AU and 1.6 AU, respectively, and phase angles (α) are from 5.4◦ to 7.4◦.
From these HST observations, Thomas et al. (2005) have precisely determined the
size, shape, and polar orientation of Ceres. The shape of Ceres has been modeled by
fitting the limbs of projected ellipses when rotating , and determined to be a rotationally
symmetric oblate ellipsoid within about 2 km, with an equatorial radius of 487±1.8 km
and a polar radius of 455±1.6 km. The smoothness of the limbs of projected ellipses also
indicates that Ceres is a fully relaxed body. The orientation of Ceres’ rotational pole has
been determined from the orientation of its short axis, and also by tracking the motion of
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a bright spot on the HST images, to be at the direction of RA=291◦ and Dec=59◦, with
about 5◦ uncertainties. From the reported masses of Ceres (Viateau and Rapaport, 1998;
Michalak, 2000; Standish, 2001), the mean density of Ceres is estimated to be 2.0×103
kg/m3, with 3.2% uncertainty including the uncertainties in the estimated mass and in the
volume determined above. The oblate shape and its estimated mean density is consistent
with such a body if Ceres has a central rocky core surrounded by water ice. The water
fraction estimated from the mean density of Ceres, the densities of other common com-
positional materials in big asteroids, and a simple model incorporating a differentiated
internal structure, is from 18% to 28%. This is a reasonable value for objects at the solar
distance of Ceres (Wilson et al., 1999; Grimm and McSween, 1989). The possible dif-
ferentiation during its thermal evolution is described by some models (McSween et al.,
2002; McCord and Sotin, 2005). But the distribution of water in different forms such as
ice mantle, liquid ocean, or hydrated minerals, inside the body is highly model dependent.
6.2 Data Reduction
In order to perform photometric analysis to the HST images, they need to be calibrated
to absolute photometric scale, either reduced magnitude with both heliocentric distance
r and Earth range∆ 1 AU, or the standard reflectance unitI/F , whereI is the intensity
detected by HST, andπF is the incident flux received by the surface of Ceres.
The HST images were first corrected for geometric distortion and rotated north-
up (E. F. Young, private communication) prior to any further photometric calibration,
which was done in two steps. First, all images are calibrated to reduced magnitude at
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r=1 AU andδ=1 AU. The procedure has been standardized and summarized in relevant
HST documentation (Pavlovsky et al., 2005). Three keywords in the image headers were
used to carry out this step: the exposure time, EXPTIME, and two photometry keywords,
PHOTFLAM, the inverse sensitivity in ergs/cm2/Ang/DN, and PHOTZPT in magnitude,
the HST magnitude zero point. The formula we followed is





+ PHOTZPT− 5 log r − 5 log ∆ (6.1)
where DN is pixel value,r and∆ are the heliocentric distance and Earth range, respec-
tively, measured in AU.
The second step is to convert reduced magnitude to reflectance unitI/F , with the





whereA is the pixel scale in km2/pixel, andM0 is a constant resulting from the apparent
magnitude of the Sunm at corresponding bandpass,
M0 = m + 2.5 log π + 5 log(1AU/1km) = 42.12 +m (6.3)
The apparent magnitude of the Sun through F555W filter was obtained by applying the
0.04 mag correction (Pavlovsky et al., 2004, Table 10.2) to the V-band magnitude of the
Sun, -26.75 (Cox, 1999).M0 is calculated to be 15.41 mag for F555W fitler. Combining
Eq. 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, the formula we used to convert DN number of HST images toI/F
reads






(42.12+m−PHOTZPT)/2.5 × PHOTFLAM (6.5)
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is a constant for each filter, meaning the required reflectance for a 1-km2 area at 1 AU
from both the Sun and HST in order to produce one DN per one second exposure time as
imaged by ACS/HRC through the corresponding filter.r0 at 555 nm is calculated to be
1.21×10−4 (Table 6.2).
In order to calculater0 through F330W and F220W filters, the brightnesses of the
Sun as seen through the two filters have to be calculated respectively. This is done by
taking a high resolution spectrum of the Sun (A’Hearn et al., 1983; Lean et al., 1992), and
modulating it by the throughput of the whole ACS/HRC imaging system including optics,
filters, and CCD response, as found from relevant HST documentations (Pavlovsky et al.,






WhereFi is the average solar flux per unit wavelength through filteri, Ti(λ) is the total
throughput of the imaging system,Ti(λ) = To × Tfi × TCCD, including the throughput
of optics (To), filter i (Tfi), and CCD response (TCCD). After the average solar fluxes per
unit wavelength through F330W filter and F220W filter relative to that through F555W
filter are calculated, the magnitudes of the Sun through those two filters can be calculated.
However, it has to be noted that there exists about 10% red leak for ACS/HRC F220W
filter when imaging the Sun (Pavlovsky et al., 2004, Table 4.7). Thus in the calculation of
the inband magnitude of the Sun through F220W filter, we put a spectral cutoff at 320 nm
to avoid including out-of-band flux. The calculated apparent magnitudes of the Sun and
correspondingr0’s are summarized in Table 6.2. According to the ACS Instrument Hand-
book (Pavlovsky et al., 2004), the absolute photometric calibration of ACS/HRC images
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Table 6.2. Calibration constants for Ceres HST images
Filter PHOTFLAM PHOTZPT m r0
(ergs/cm2/Ang/DN) (mag) (mag)
F555W 3.020×10−19 -21.1 -26.71 1.22×10−4
F330W 2.237×10−18 -21.1 -25.85 1.97×10−3
F220W 8.113×10−18 -21.1 -22.60 0.144
should be generally better than 2%. Considering the uncertainties of the high resolution
solar spectra we used, and the throughput characteristics of ACS imaging system, the ab-
solute photometric calibration for images through other two filters should be better than
3%.
The resultantI/F of Ceres through the F220W filter obtained using the above pro-
cedure of calibration also contains a considerable amount of red leak, which can be es-
timated with the following analysis. Let the throughput function of F220W filter to be
T (λ) = T0(λ) + T1(λ), whereT0(λ) is the inband throughput, andT1(λ) is the out-of-
band throughput. For a solar spectrum, the total flux received by detector through this
filter can be writen as the sum of inband flux,F0, and out-of-band fluxF1, where
F# =
∫
F(λ)T#(λ)dλ , # = 0 or 1 (6.7)
F(λ) is solar flux spectrum prior to entering the filter. Table 4.7 in Pavlovsky et al.
(2004) shows thatF0=90.2%×(F0 + F1). For Ceres, the total flux through the F220W
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r(λ)F ′(λ)T#(λ)dλ , # = 0 or 1 (6.8)
wherer(λ) is the reflectance of Ceres as a function of wavelength, andF ′ is solar flux
spectrum, different fromF in Eq. 6.7 by a constant scaling factor,C. If we write the






then theF ′0 for Ceres is,F
′
0 = r220 ×C × F0, whereF0 is defined in Eq. 6.7. In addition,
because the spectrum of Ceres is flat within±10% at wavelengths longer than 400 nm,
we can write theF ′1 term for Ceres asF
′
1 = r1 × C × F1, whereF1 is also defined in Eq.
6.7. If we assume thatr′220 is the average reflectance of Ceres calculated from the total
flux through F220W filter,
r′220 =
∫
r(λ)F ′(λ)(T0(λ) + T1(λ))dλ∫
F ′(λ)T0(λ)dλ
(6.10)
then the total flux of Ceres through F220W filter isr′220F0 times the constantC, and we
have
r′220F0 = r220 × F0 + r1F1 (6.11)
Simple manipulation shows that
r220
r′220
= 1 − 0.109 × r1
r′220
(6.12)
If take r1 = r555, the reflectance at V-band, and measurer555 andr′220 from our HST
images, we found that the real reflectance of Ceres through F220W filter is 80.2% of the
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value without considering red leak as directly obtained from the photometric calibration.
The uncertainty in the absolute photometric calibration for images through F220W filter
was estimated to be about 8%, including the uncertainties of the estimate of red leak.
Another possible source of uncertainty of the absolute photometric calibration comes
from the imperfect charge transfer efficiency (CTE) of ACS/HRC CCD (Pavlovsky et al.,
2004). It is estimated that the uncertainty caused by CTE is less than 1% for absolute




The total magnitude of Ceres plottedvs. sub-Earth longitude is shown in Fig. 6.1. The
magnitude, shape and the amplitude of the lightcurve through F555W filter consistently
agrees with earlier ground based observations in V-band at similar phase angles (Tedesco
et al., 1983; Taylor et al., 1976; Schober, 1976; Gehrels and Owings, 1962; Ahmad, 1954).
The average magnitude of CeresM(1, 1, α) through F555W filter is 3.92±0.02 mag. Be-
cause of the flat spectrum of Ceres at wavelengths longer than 400 nm, the 0.04 mag
correction to convert solar magnitude from V-band to F555W fitler (Pavlovsky et al.,
2004) is still valid for Ceres, yielding a V-band magnitude of Ceres 3.88±0.02 mag at
6.2◦ phase, in an excellent agreement with the value obtained by Tedesco et al. (1983).
The 0.04 magnitude lightcurve amplitude, which is roughly 4% of the average bright-
ness, although small compared to the lightcurve amplitudes of other asteroids, cannot be
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Figure 6.1 The lightcurves of Ceres are plotted in symbols for V-band (upper panel), U-
band (middle panel) and UV-band (lower panel) as functions of sub-Earth longitude. The
synthetic lightcurves constructed from our SSA maps are plotted as dashed lines (see later
text).
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produced by Ceres’ rotationally symmetric shape (Thomas et al., 2005). The only expla-
nation is that the surface of Ceres shows some non-randomly distributed albedo pattern,
either big areas with small variations of reflectance relative to the average, or small areas
with big reflectance variations.
6.3.2 Spectrum
The HST observations provide whole-disk reflectance at three wavelengths, complement-
ing earlier measurements to construct a spectrum covering UV wavelengths for Ceres.
From the total brightnesses of Ceres at the three wavelengths as measured from the HST







r and∆ are the heliocentric (in AU) and geocentric (in km) distances of Ceres.RCeres is
the equivalent radius of Ceres, which we used 470.7 km from the two axes of its best fit
oblate spheroidal shape model (Thomas et al., 2005).FCeres(λ) is the measured total flux
of Ceres through each filter, andF(λ) is the solar flux at 1 AU over the same filter. The
phase correction factorfα=1.6 was calculated using the equations of the IAU-adopted HG
system (Bowell et al., 1989) with a slope parameterG=0.12 (Lagerkvist and Magnusson,
1990).
Combining our observations with earlier ones (Parker et al., 2002; Chapman and
Gaffey, 1979), the spectrum of Ceres is shown in Fig. 6.2, where the spectrum at visible
wavelengths from the 24-color asteroid survey is rescaled so that its value at V-band is
equal to the geometric albedo measured in our analysis. The most prominent feature in the
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spectrum of Ceres is a strong absorption band centered at about 280 nm, with a FWHM of
about 120 nm, and about 30% reflectance relative to 555 nm. With the large uncertainty
of the geometric albedo at 162 nm wavelength from Parker et al., the blue side of the band
is not well defined. But the existence of an absorption band is consistent with the different
mechanisms for the absorption features as discussed by Gaffey et al. (1989).
The wavelength position of the Hartley band of O3 (290 nm vicinity) falls in the the
wavelength regions of our analysis. We have to consider the possibility that this spectral
feature is affected by terrestrial atmospheric ozone. In order to do this, we calculated the
angular separation between the line of sight of HST and the direction of Earth’s limb as
seen from HST, as a function of the altitude of the closest point from Earth limb to the
line of sight of HST (line AB in Fig. 6.3). To prevent the scattered light from Earth’s
limb and terrestrial atmosphere, HST is not allowed to point within 7.1◦ to the Earth limb
during nighttime, and 15◦ during daytime. Therefore, from Fig. 6.3, we see that the line
of sight of HST is never closer than 295 km from Earth’s limb. This is much higher than
the altitude of terrestrial atmospheric ozone, which is less than about 100 km from Earth’s
surface. Therefore, all HST observations are free of ozone contamination from terrestrial
atmosphere. And for our observations, the spectral feature is from the surface of Ceres.
Spectral absorption bands at similar wavelengths have been detected for Jupiter’s
icy satellites, Europa and Ganymede. A broad absorption feature in the UV spectrum
of Europa was first noted by Lane et al. (1981), and confirmed by Noll et al. (1995). It
was attributed to an SO band, caused by the implantation of sulfur ions from Jupiter’s
magnetosphere into the water-ice surface on the trailing hemisphere (Lane et al., 1981;
Sack et al., 1992; Noll et al., 1995). An absorption band at similar wavelength has been
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Figure 6.2 The spectrum of Ceres constructed from our measurement and earlier observa-
tions. Plotted as y-axis is the geometric albedo at various wavelengths. The uncertainties
for our measurements are about 3%.
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Figure 6.3 The angular separation between the line of sight of HST and Earth limb as seen
from HST (angle ACB), is plotted as a function of the altitude (line AB) of the closest
point (point B) along HST line of sight (line CB). The minimum allowed angular separa-
tion of the line of sight of HST from Earth limb, 7.1◦, determines that the lowest altitude
of the light of sight of HST is much higher than the altitude of terrestrial atmospheric
ozone, which is about 100 km.
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observed on Ganymede, and is identified to be the Hartley band of ozone (Noll et al.,
1996). The value of the density ratio of [O3]/[O2] has been estimated to be 10 times of
the peak ratio of the Earth’s atmosphere in the same paper. Although the UV absorption
band in Ceres’ spectrum could also be due to ozone or SO2 trapped in Ceres’ surface, it
is much stronger than those in the spectra of Jupiter’s satellites. And unlike Europa and
Ganymede, Ceres is not in a highly radiative environment with continuous supply of sulfur
and oxygen as are Europa and Ganymede. We have compared the absorption band with
available laboratory measured UV spectra (Wagner et al., 1987), but found none of them
matches the absorption band in both the strength and the wavelength. More observations
with higher spectral resolution are needed to confirm the strong UV absorption feature




With the sunlit disk of Ceres resolved into about 750 pixels, and the precisely determined
but simple shape (Thomas et al., 2005), the normal direction of a surface element imaged
in each pixel can be analytically calculated, and the reflectance can be modeled on a pixel-
by-pixel basis. The excellent signal-to-noise ratio of greater than 1000 for the images of
Ceres enables us to study its reflectance variations, which are expected to be at least 4%
as indicated by the lightcurve amplitude.
The HST observations only cover a small range of phase angles (5.4◦ to 7.5◦).
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According to Hapke’s photometric model, phase parameters such as asymmetry factor
(g) and opposition parameters (B0 andh) cannot be determined from the small range
of phase angles covered by our HST observations (see Chapter 2). Therefore we took
the values for those parameters from Helfenstein and Veverka (1989),g=-0.4,B0=1.6,
h=0.06, in our analysis, and only modeled the single scattering albedo (SSA),w, and
the roughness parameter,θ̄. On the other hand, since the HST images cover the whole
rotation of Ceres, we can construct surface maps from those images. For this purpose,
the geometric effects in all images have to be removed with the modeled limb darkening
profile. According to Hapke’s theory, the bidirectional reflectance of a rough surface
is expressed as Eq. 2.53. For the dark surface of Ceres with an SSA of about 0.06
(Helfenstein and Veverka, 1989), multiple scattering is always less than 3% of the total
scattering under any geometries, thus we can safely ignore the multiple scattering term in
Eq. 2.53 here, too, as for comet Borrelly, yielding Eq. 5.1. The bidirectional reflectance
is now proportional to the SSA,w; limb darkening profile, (µ0e/(µ0e + µe)S(i, e, α)),
which only depends on one parameter,θ̄; and a phase function,[1 + B(α)]p(α), that is
only a function of phase angleα onceg, B0, andh are preset and kept unchanged in
modeling. Furthermore, to prevent the uncertainties in phase parameters (g, B0, andh)
from affecting our modeling of limb darkening profile, and in turn the SSA maps, we
decided to only use the images taken in the first HST observing run that are almost at one
single phase angle (6.1◦-6.2◦), but cover the whole rotation of Ceres, to perform Hapke’s
modeling, and to construct albedo maps.
Hapke’s fitting shows that at all three wavelengths, only the central portion of Ceres’
disk with incidence anglesi and emission anglese less than about 50◦ (V and U) or 40◦
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(UV) can be modeled with small residuals of about±2%, consistent with the lightcurve
amplitude, and without any systematic deviation associated with particular incidence and
emission angles (Fig. 6.4). The modeled parameters are listed in Table 6.3. For the
outer annulus, Hapke’s model will give out a fit that has large residuals, and systematic
bias with respect to geometry. Other empirical models, including the Minnaert’s model,
and a modified Minnaert’s model, are employed to fit the outer annulus, with the model
residual shown in Fig. 6.4, too (see later text for details). The SSA at V-band is about
0.073±0.002, yielding a modeled geometric albedo of 9.2%. The SSA at 330 nm and
220 nm is determined to be 0.046±0.002, 0.032±0.003, respectively. The V-band SSA
of Ceres is low compared to both mafic silicate-rich asteroids and icy moons of giant
planets, but high relative to the most common type of asteroids, C-types, and comets that
contain large fractions of water ice.
The roughness parameter of Ceres is fitted by Hapke’s model to be 48◦ from 555 nm
images, and 38◦ from images at the other two wavelengths. Because surface roughness is
a topographical parameter, it should not depend on wavelength except for bright surfaces,
for which multiple scattering probably illuminates shadows to mimic the effect of low
roughness. We take the average of the fitted values for roughness, 40◦±6◦, as our modeled
roughness parameter. The high roughness of Ceres is not consistent with earlier results
using a disk-integrated phase function observed from ground (Helfenstein and Veverka,
1989), which is only within 20◦ phase, thus not good for modeling roughness. Radar
observations indicate that Ceres’ surface is very rough at scales larger than meters to tens
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Figure 6.4 The ratio of the measured reflectance to modeled reflectance for the HST im-
ages through filter F555W, plotted as functions of incidence angle and emission angle.
Black dots represent the fit with a Hapke’s model, red dots a Minnaert’s model, and green
dots a modified Minnaert’s model (see later text). The scatter for smalli’s ande’s with
Hapke’s models is below±2% level.
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of meters, with an RMS slopeθrms of 20◦-50◦ (Mitchell et al., 1996), which is defined as,
tan θrms ≡< tan2 θ >1/2= [
∫ π/2
0
tan2 θpP (θ) sin θdθ]
1/2 (6.14)
wherepP (θ) is the slope probability distribution. The RMS slope of Ceres translates to
a photometric roughness parameterθ̄ about the same value. But the polarization charac-
teristics of the same radar echos also indicate that the surface of Ceres is very smooth at
centimeter to decimeter scales.
6.4.2 Minnaert’s model
Another commonly used, however empirical, limb darkening model is the Minnaert’s
model (Minnaert, 1941), where the reflectance of a surface is described by
r = A cosk i cosk−1 e (6.15)
with a constantA called Minnaert’s albedo, and a constantk. Usually both Minnaert’s pa-
rameters depend on phase angle. Unlike Hapke’s model, Minnaert’s model does not yield
the SSA of the surface. Parker et al. (2002) found that, different from other asteroids
and the Moon, Ceres has a very high Minnaert’sk of about 0.9, meaning a strong bright-
ness drop from disk center towards the limb. However, near-IR observations in H and K
bands (1.55-1.80µm and 1.95-2.40µm, respectively) show a flatter brightness profile for
the center 60% of the disk, indicating a Minnaert’s parameterk close to 0.5 (Saint-Ṕe et
al., 1993).
We used Minnaert’s model to fit Ceres, and found that, at all three wavelengths,
Minnaert’s model yields a good fit in the places where Hapke’s model does, and is also
good for the immediate outer annulus untili ande about 60◦, as shown by the red dots in
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Table 6.3. Modeled Hapke’s parameters and Minnaert’s parameters for the central
portion of Ceres’ disk.
λ (nm) Number of w or Aa θ̄ or kb RMS (%)
Data Points
Hapke’s model
555 1088 0.073 48 1.4
330 667 0.046 38 1.1
220 545c 0.032 38 1.6
Minnaert’s model
555 1088 0.095 0.62 0.95
330 667 0.059 0.58 1.0
220 545 0.042 0.55 1.6
aFor Hapke’s model, the SSA is listed in this column. Other-
wise the modeled Minnaert’s albedoA for is listed.
bFor Hapke’s model, the roughness parameterθ̄ is listed in
degrees, otherwise the modeled constantk for Minnaert’s model
is listed.
cOnly include data withi ande less than 40◦.
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Fig. 6.4, but not the outermost annulus of Ceres’ disk. For the central portion of the disk,
the value of Minnaert’s parameter is found to be about 0.6 for all three wavelengths (Table
6.3), a better agreement with the value found from the mid-IR observations. Since the
phase angle of our observations is 6.2◦, which is closer to that of the mid-IR observations
(α=9◦) than to that of Parker et al. (α=19◦), it is very likely that the difference between
the modeledk is due to phase angle change. If this is true, then it indicates that the limb
darkening properties of Ceres strongly depend on phase angle, but not on wavelength.
And the phase angle dependence of Minnaert’s parameter is even stronger than that of
icy satellites of Uranus (Veverka et al., 1989). But whether this dependence is due to a
geometrical origin or particle’s single-scattering properties cannot be determined.
6.4.3 Modified Minnaert’s model
In addition to the above models to fit the central part of Ceres’ disk, we also attempted
to model the outer rim where either Hapke’s model or Minnaert’s model failed, to see
whether the limb darkening can be described by any other model. By observing the
bidirectional reflectance as a function of incidence angle and emission angle, we noticed
that, for the rim of Ceres’ disk wherei ande are higher than 50◦ (40◦ for 220 nm images),
the reflectance depends on bothi and e strongly, but with different dependence. The
dependence is not like that which is predicted by a Minnaert’s model with ak parameter
close to 1, in which case the reflectance depends oncos i strongly, while oncos e rather
weakly. Thus we tried a model that is modified from the Minnaert’s model, where
r = A cosk i cosj e (6.16)
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Table 6.4. The modeled parameters of the modified Minnaert’s model to the outer
annulus of Ceres.
λ Range of Number of A k j RMS (%)
(nm) i ande data points
555 50 < e ≤ 75 606 0.110 0.39 0.18 3.1
330 50 < i, e < 60 150 0.058 0.48 -0.19 1.3
i, e > 60 237 0.073 0.52 0.10 3.3
220 40 < i, e ≤ 60 170 0.050 0.37 -0.049 1.8
i, e > 60 237 0.059 0.42 0.16 3.7
A is a constant, equivalent to Minnaert’s albedo.k andj are two different power indices,
representing different dependence of the reflectance on incidence anglei and emission
anglee. If j = k − 1, then this model reduces to Minnaert’s model.
χ2 fitting to this model for the outer rim of Ceres’ disk shows that this model actu-
ally works better than both Hapke’s model and Minnaert’s model in this region (Fig. 6.4,
green dots), although the residual is still greater than those of any models for the central
part of the disk. The modeled parameters are listed in Table 6.4 at all three wavelengths.
It is noticed that for the outer annulus, especially close to the edge of the disk, reflectance




As stated earlier, for the dark surface of Ceres, the bidirectional reflectance is approx-
imated to be proportional tow. If one assumes 10% SSA variation for Ceres, which
is reasonable as found later, the variation in multiple scattering will be about 4% for a
roughness parameterθ̄=40◦, and is only responsible for 1% of the total reflectance vari-
ation given that multiple scattering is always less than 3% of the total scattering for a
surface with only 7% SSA. In other words, for Ceres’ surface, more than 99% reflectance
variation is accounted for by the variation in single scattering, which is proportional to
the SSA,w. Therefore, the deviation maps of bidirectional reflectance derived from the
ratio of real images to the models with disk-averaged photometric parameters (Table 6.3)
actually represent the deviations of the SSA from its average. The assumption of constant
multiple scattering results in correct SSA map at 555 nm within an uncertainty of less
than 1%, and even less for the SSA maps at other two wavelengths because of the lower
SSA.
Thus our procedure to find the SSA maps was that, first, for each HST image, we
generated a model image using the disk-averaged parameters at the corresponding wave-
length and the geometry of that image. Then we calculated the ratio of the real image to
the model to find a map of the SSA deviation from the global average. The SSA deviation
map is equivalent to the SSA map by a constant factor, which is the disk-averaged SSA at
the corresponding wavelength. Therefore, in our following analysis and presentation of
our results, we only refer to the deviation maps in the unit of percentage deviation from
the corresponding average SSA at that wavelength. Because of the small SSA variations
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of Ceres as shown later, this method of representing the SSA maps emphasize subtle vari-
ations. In our next step, the SSA map as a disk in the imaging plane is projected onto a
planetocentric longitude-latitude coordinate system that is modified from the definition in
Thomas et al. (2005), with its west longitude system changed to an east longitude system.
After the projection maps have been made for all images, at each wavelength, we combine
them, for each pixel, by taking the median of all maps covering that pixel, to construct a
final SSA map in Ceres’ longitude-latitude system. SSA maps at three wavelengths are
shown in Fig. 6.5. All these maps only contain low-latitude area on Ceres (lower than
±50◦ for V and U maps, and±40◦ for UV), because only these parts on the disk can be
fitted with Hapke’s model. These maps are close to model-independent in the sense that
we do not see any dependence of the residual on incidence and emission angles, thus no
dependence on the relative locations in the imaged disk. The resolution in these maps is
enhanced compared to the original images.
A pseudo-color map from the three maps is also constructed with V-, U-, and UV-
band SSA deviation maps representing red, green, and blue, respectively (Fig. 6.6). Thus
a red area in the pseudo-color map represents an area with high albedo relative to the av-
erage at V-band, but relatively dark at other two bands; if an area is yellow, a combination
of red and green, then that area is relatively dark at only UV-band, but relatively bright
at other two wavelengths; and a white area means an area that is relatively bright at all
three wavelengths. This map includes not only low-latitude areas where Hapke’s model
works well, but also high-latitude areas where the modified Minnaert’s model was used.
For the high-latitude area, we used the resultant model parameters from the Minnaert’s
model and the modified Minnaert model. Therefore keep in mind that for high-latitude
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Figure 6.5 The SSA deviation maps of Ceres at V- (upper panel), U- (middle panel), and
UV-band (lower panel). The color bar represents the percentage deviation of the SSA
from their corresponding average values at three wavelengths (V: 0.073, U: 0.046, UV:
0.032). Circles with numbers in the upper panel mark the features we identified. From #1
to #6 are bright features, and from #7-#11 are dark features.
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Figure 6.6 The pseudo-color map of Ceres constructed from three albedo deviation maps
at 555 nm (red channel), 330 nm (green channel), and 220 nm (blue channel).
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area, the uncertainties in the SSA maps will be relatively large, and could be greater than
the SSA variation for some areas. This pseudo-color map has been enhanced in contrast
and color, and blurred by a scale of 3.5◦, which is the corresponding pixel scale of our
HST images at the equator on the surface of Ceres.
Since the SSA variation over Ceres’ surface is only a few percent, we have to
consider if the features seen on the maps are real or possibly due to artifacts from data
processing, or even just random noise. For this purpose, we performed three tests. First,
we made sure that the noise level in the original images is low compared to the variation
of features so that they are not confused with surface features. To do this, the noise levels
from raw images are estimated by the statistics of the background sky in those images, to
be about 0.02%, 0.04%, and 0.4% of the average pixel readings over Ceres’ disk for V-,
U-, and UV-band images, respectively. This level is much smaller than the SSA variation
of about 2% at both V-band and U-band, and is about 1/5 of the SSA variation at UV. Fur-
thermore, the calculated standard deviation of the SSA measured from different images
for each longitude-latitude grid point is usually 1/5 to 1/4 of the SSA variation. As shown
above, the uncertainties caused by our approximation of constant multiple scattering is
less than 0.3%. The uncertainty of relative photometry for HST/ACS images is usually
better than 1%. Therefore although the distribution of the SSA at any wavelength is uni-
modal like a Gaussian, it does not necessarily mean that the features are totally random
like noise, especially when we do not observe any random spatial distribution of features
from the SSA maps. The absolute photometric calibration error has the same effect for all
pixels, thus does not affect the relative brightness of features. The photometric modeling
is free of systematic deviations associated with incidence or emission angle, therefore is
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not likely to introduce artifacts.
Next, for each filter, we linked the images before being projected into longitude-
latitude coordinate, while they are still disks, in the order of the time of observations,
generating an animation showing the rotation of Ceres’ disk. Then we linked the corre-
sponding projected SSA maps in longitude-latitude plane into another animation, showing
how the projection of the imaged hemisphere in each image moves in the fixed longitude-
latitude coordinate when sub-Earth point moves around Ceres. Comparing these anima-
tions, we found that, while in the first animation, features like bright spots or dark spots
move across the disk when Ceres rotates, the corresponding features in the second anima-
tion just sit still in their own longitude-latitude positions, with almost the same brightness
level from frame to frame. This gives us confidence of two aspects: first, we do see fea-
tures in the raw HST images that are moving across the disk as Ceres rotates; and second,
the same features in all images are mapped into their correct location on the longitude-
latitude plane, and are positively enhanced to show themselves in the projections.
The third test is to use our SSA map and the shape of Ceres to produce disk-
integrated lightcurves, and compare them with the observed lightcurves at three wave-
lengths. The synthetic lightcurves are plotted in Fig. 6.1 as dashed curves. We did not
try to calibrate the absolute scale of the observed lightcurve and the synthetic lightcurve
because the uncertainty in modeling the outer annulus is comparable with the lightcurve
amplitude, so that it is hard to calibrate absolute brightness scale. Instead, the synthetic
lightcurves were aligned with the observed ones to compare the shapes. We notice that
the synthetic lightcurves almost simulate the observed ones, indicating that the overall
distribution of bright and dark terrains are retrieved correctly. The biggest difference ap-
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pears at longitude about 0◦ at all three wavelengths, where the observed brightness are
higher than model predicted by 0.015 mag compared to the 0.04 mag total lightcurve am-
plitude. The underestimate of modeled lightcurve amplitude could be due to features at
high latitude that cannot be modeled well. The slightly smaller lightcurve amplitude of
synthetic lightcurves indicates that, at least to the scale comparable to the size of disk,
we do not create features, and on the other hand, we may lose some features and fail to
simulate their effect on the disk-integrated lightcurves.
To estimate the relative error of the SSA deviation maps quantitatively, we cal-
culated the standard deviation for each longitude-latitude location according to the total
number of images for that location weighed by its cosine of emission angle in each image.
This takes into account the pixel resolution change due to the projection from disks to the
longitude-latitude plane. We found that for the area with latitude less than 50◦, the error
does not exceed 3% in the V-band map, and peaked at 1% level. At U-band, the same
analysis shows a maximum error of 4% for low-latitude areas, with most at 1.3%. The
SSA map at UV shows some large errors greater than 10% and up to 50% for less than
3% of the total area of the low-latitude surface, but most of it is at 2% level. All those
tests and the error estimate convinced us that, for areas with latitude lower than 50◦, at
least the big features seen on the maps are real. Small features could also be real, but their
shapes may have been circularized due to the limited spatial resolution.
6.4.5 Albedo features
The SSA features show local heterogeneity on Ceres, although variations from average
are very small. The features are quite consistent but with different relative strengths at
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three wavelengths (Fig. 6.5, Table 6.5). The most obvious, #2, the big bright area, is
centered at 130◦ longitude and 15◦ latitude, about 60◦ across, with an elongated shape.
Other small features appear to be circular, including the one at 0◦ longitude (#1), and the
series of features (#3-#5) along a diagonal line to the right of the biggest bright area. A
dark area (#7) to the left of the biggest bright area is open toward the South pole. Another
dark area (#8) close to the equator and to the right of #2 has a bright rim around it, and
is consistently dark at all three wavelengths. Its latitude is consistent with the “Piazzi”
feature reported previously (Parker et al., 2002), but an identification cannot be made due
to insufficient longitude constraints of the earlier observations.
Comparing the SSA maps at three wavelengths, or looking at the pseudo-color map,
we see that the features can be divided into at least two different spectral groups. One is
#2, which is relatively redder by 8% than the second group, including #1 and #3-#5. This
difference is confirmed by the different shapes of lightcurves at three wavelengths (Fig.
6.1), and in the later sections by the different trends of their spectra. The spectral variation




Hapke’s theory was developed with the assumptions of low albedo and low roughness
(Hapke, 1993). The roughness parameter of Ceres is modeled to be as high as 48◦, there-
fore it is probably not physical. Nevertheless, the modeled parameters provide good de-
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Table 6.5. Summary of features on Ceres’ surface. Their SSA at 555 nm for #1 to #6
are brighter than surrounding background, and for #7-#11 darker than surrounding area.
Index Longitude Latitude Size V-band SSA 330nm-555nm
(◦) (◦) (◦) (×0.073) Color (mag)
1 1 12 4 1.04 0.40
2 130 13 33 1.04 0.47
3 164 -32 5 1.04 0.41
4 208 -1 10 1.00 0.42
5 231 25 6 1.01 0.41
6 303 -23 13 1.02 0.46
7 43 -23 13 0.96 0.47
8 188 20 16 0.96 0.44
9 241 -25 12 0.96 0.44
10 245 35 10 0.97 0.43
11 280 -29 7 0.96 0.43
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scriptions of the limb darkening properties of Ceres’ disk, at least for the central part.
Since we did not see any systematic deviations with respect to incidence angle and emis-
sion angle, with the small scattering of model, it is fair to say that the geometric effects
in the reflectance associated withµ0 andµ have been removed, and the average normal
reflectance of the surface has been measured accurately. In this sense, the deviation maps
of reflectance as derived above are valid. The modeled roughness parameter,θ̄, may or
may not be the real roughness of the surface, and so is the single scattering albedo,w,
because it is derived together with the roughness parameter.
However, from earlier results by other observational means, the surface roughness
of Ceres is indeed high at scales larger than meters as detected by radar (Mitchell et al.,
1996). In addition, both the radar observations of Mitchell et al. and thermal modeling
(Saint-Ṕe et al., 1993) suggests the possible existence of a complex roughness structure
such as fractal topography. Thus the high roughness of Ceres could be real, but in a
form that is not consistent with the underlying assumptions in Hapke’s model, where
the distribution of the normal directions of surface facets on a rough surface was treated
as isotropic with a Gaussian distribution (Hapke, 1993). The fit to Ceres’ limb shows
that the highest relief on Ceres could not exceed 5 km (Thomas et al., 2005), if the high
photometric roughness is real, it must be at scales between tens of meters and kilometers,
and widespread all over the surface. The surface of Ceres is probably made of very smooth
materials at small scales as suggested by radar observations (Mitchell et al.), either like
the surface of some kind of crystal structure, or deposited by very fine grained particles,
but saturated with craters, or a blocky, chaotic surface at the sizes of tens of meters to
kilometers, even while it is relaxed at a global scale. Both Mitchell et al. and Saint-Pé e
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al. (1993) suggested the possibility of fractal topographical structure on Ceres’ surface.
Unfortunately, the size scale of roughness cannot be directly observed by photometric
methods from our current HST images. Dawn will provide images at resolutions as high
as 10 m/pixel (Russell et al., 2004), showing more details about surface topography.
A related questions is, whether or not the modeled single scattering albedo,w, is
real. From data modeling point of view, the covariance factor of the two modeled parame-
ter,w andθ̄, from our data is about 0.15, meaning that the models of those two parameters
are almost orthogonal. Therefore the interpretation of roughnessθ̄ almost does not affect
the interpretation ofw. And again, compared with earlier observations, the modeled geo-
metric albedo from our fitted parameters is consistent with earlier results modeled from
the IAU-adopted HG system (Tedesco et al., 1983; Lagerkvist and Magnusson, 1990).
Thus the modeled single scattering albedo should be real.
6.5.2 Color variations
The distributions of the SSA of Ceres at three wavelengths all show a unimodal shape with
very narrow ranges (Fig. 6.7). From the albedo maps, we can derive the color variations
of Ceres’ surface by dividing any two of them. Such ratio maps are shown in Fig. 6.8, and
the histogram of those color ratio maps are show in Fig. 6.9. But note that, because the
error in the SSA maps is about 2%, the error in the color ratio maps is about 3%. Given
the small color variations of Ceres of about 3% standard deviation, comparable with the
error, we have to be cautious about the color features we see on these color ratio maps.
Only big features with very distinctive color ratios, and consistent with the difference of
lightcurves at different wavelengths are considered to possibly be real. For example, in
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the color ratio map of 330nm/555nm, we believe that the big red region at about 100◦
longitude and the big blue region at about 220◦ longitude are spectrally different. But we
may not say for sure that the variations within the above two features are real.
As stated in the last section, the eleven features can be grouped into two different
spectral types as shown in Fig. 6.10 where the average deviation of the SSA from its
corresponding SSA of each feature is plotted as a functions of wavelength. Thus what
are shown here are not the spectra of each features, but their deviation from the globally
averaged spectrum. It is clearly shown that the eleven features can be divided into two
spectral distinct groups. One includes features #2, #6, and #7, with their spectra almost
aligned with the average spectrum of Ceres, but slightly redder (2%). Another group
includes all other features, with their spectra slightly bluer than average by up to 6%.
But caution has to be used when interpreting the spectral difference between features
because the uncertainties within the SSA deviation maps is about 2-3% as shown in the
upper right corner of Fig. 6.10, the subtle difference between the spectra of features is
probably not really resolved. Since we have not found good interpretations for the UV
spectral absorption band in Ceres’ spectrum, the interpretations for the subtle variation of
the spectra of those features have not been available.
6.5.3 The uniform surface of Ceres
Fig. 6.11 shows the range of single scattering albedo or the normal reflectance if the for-
mer is not available. The variations of reflectance are proportional to those of SSA for
dark surfaces, but not for bright surfaces. But they usually do not differ by much. At the
resolution of our HST observations, the SSA variations of Ceres are much smaller than
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Figure 6.7 The histogram of the SSA deviation from averages of Ceres at three wave-
lengths.
208
Figure 6.8 The color ratio maps of Ceres, derived by dividing the SSA deviation maps
at two wavelengths. Note, however, because the uncertainties in the color ratio maps are
comparable with the standard deviations of the color ratio (Fig. 6.9), caution has to be
used when considering whether features in these maps are real or not.
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Figure 6.9 The histograms of the color ratio maps (Fig. 6.8).
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Figure 6.10 The plot of spectral deviation from average spectrum of Ceres for the eleven
features as identified in Table 6.5. These spectra are plotted as the percentage deviation
from the average spectrum of Ceres (Fig. 6.2). What is emphasized here is the subtle
deviations of the spectra of features from the average. However, note that the typical
error bar of the SSA as shown in the plot are about 2%, which is comparable with the
spectral difference between some features.
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those of other asteroids, but close to some icy moons of giant planets. Below our reso-
lution, there could exist albedo patterns with large variations but within small size scale
such as a few kilometers. But given the size of Ceres about 1000 km across, and imaged
to more than 750 pixels in our observations, it is not likely that such patterns spread all
over the surface to affect the global albedo distribution significantly so that the albedo
distribution could be substantially different if imaged at a higher resolution, although the
range could be possibly extended by a small fraction. Therefore, Ceres’ surface is proba-
bly one of the most uniform surfaces of solar system small bodies measured to date. With
its unique spectrum, and a possibly high water fraction, Ceres has clearly taken a different
evolutionary path than other rocky asteroids.
Although there is a lack of spectral evidence for water ice on Ceres’ surface (Lar-
son et al., 1979), the presence of a UV emission at 308 nm to the north of Ceres’ limb
indicates the existence of a tiny amount of OH molecules that can only be produced by
photodissociation of water in sunlight, and the corresponding H2O production rate of 105
to 106 times smaller than that of an active comet may be the evidence of the existence
of water ice on or beneath the surface (A’Hearn and Feldman, 1992). The strong absorp-
tion feature at about 3µm (Lebofsky et al., 1981) was interpreted as being caused by
water molecules or structural OH groups embedded in between layers of clay minerals
(Lebofsky et al., 1981; Feierberg et al., 1981), and later thought to be an ammoniated clay
mineral (King et al., 1992). The best estimated density of Ceres implies about 25% water
fraction (Thomas et al., 2005). Thus the most acceptable composition of the surface layer
of Ceres is thought to consist of metamorphosed and/or aqueously altered clay minerals,
and a large amount of water inside. Starting from those results, the most recent model of
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Figure 6.11 The SSA or normal reflectance range of some asteroids and satellites, scaled
at the SSA. Objects are ordered by heliocentric distance from bottom to top. Thin lines
are for those objects without their SSA available. Data are all V-band unless otherwise
specified below. Eros: Li et al. (2004); Murchie et al. (2002a); Phobos: Simonelli et
al. (1998); Deimos: Thomas et al. (1996); Gaspra (410 nm): Helfenstein et al. (1994);
Mathilde: Clark et al. (1999); Ceres: this work; Ida: Helfenstein et al. (1996). The
measurement for the following objects are at 470 nm: Mimas: Verbiscer and Veverka
(1992); Enceladus: Buratti et al. (1990); Miranda, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania: Buratti and
Mosher (1991) Oberon: Helfenstein et al. (1991); Triton: Hillier et al. (1994).
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evolution (McCord and Sotin, 2005) predicts that water has played an important role in
heat transport and redistribution inside Ceres in its early evolutionary history.
Heated by the energy from gravitational accretion and probably radioactive decay
such as26Al (Grimm and McSween, 1989) shortly after its formation, Ceres probably
differentiated, with water ice reaching its surface (McCord and Sotin, 2005), formed an
icy crust globally, and may have had ice tectonics or water volcanism, like what is hap-
pening today on,e.g., Europa. Such geological activity would resurface Ceres by mixing
and/or depositing minerals on the surface, erasing major albedo and morphological fea-
tures. The lack of a dynamical family of small asteroids associated with Ceres, unlike
Vesta’s vestoids, is consistent with an icy crust that would not produce such a family.
The surface of Ceres was hydrated and/or ammoniated during this time. However, unlike
Europa, which has continuous energy input from Jupiter’s tidal perturbation to sustain
activity today, Ceres has cooled down as its internal energy sources depleted quickly, and
all activities tapered off as its temperature decreased. This does not necessarily imply that
water ice exists on its surface today. At least one comet, 19P/Borrelly, containing a large
fraction of interior water ice, has a dry and hot surface (Soderblom et al., 2004a). Actually
water ice should not be expected on the surface of Ceres, because it is always within 3 AU
(perihelion 2.55 AU, aphelion 2.99 AU), a canonical distance within which water is not
stable on the surface of any small body (Cowan and A’Hearn, 1979). The actual temper-
ature of the warmest area on Ceres was measured to be 235±4 K (Saint-Ṕe et al., 1993),
not favoring the existence of amorphous water ice or crust. Water ice on Ceres’ surface, if
existed, must have been sublimated over time and escaped from its weak gravity, leaving
behind hydrated and ammoniated silicates. If there is still some water ice on its surface
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today, it must be on the poles where the least sunlight is received. Unlike comets, which
have periodical violent activity during perihelion passages to alter their surfaces, Ceres’
surface is geologically dead today, with a hydrated but uniform surface left behind.
In 2015, the Dawn mission is scheduled to observe Ceres’ surface morphology,
determine the crater density, and thereby infer the age of the surface. Dawn can measure
the mineral composition with visible-IR spectroscopy, and the water-related hydrogen
fraction both on the surface and underneath with gamma-ray/neutron spectroscopy. This
will help us very much in understanding the history of Ceres.
6.6 Summary
In conclusion, Ceres is observed with HST ACS/HRC through three broadband filters
centered at 555 nm, 330 nm, and 220 nm. Images were taken at phase angles from 5.4◦
to 7.5◦, covering more than one full rotation of Ceres. The resolution of HST observation
is 30 km/pix, with the disk of Ceres imaged into more than 750 sunlit pixels, enabling
disk-resolved photometric analysis. The lightcurve of Ceres from the HST observations
is found to be well consistent with earlier observations (Tedesco et al., 1983). A spec-
trum of Ceres is constructed from our HST observations and earlier ones, showing a very
possible strong absorption band centered at about 280 nm with 30% reflectance of that at
555 nm. This spectral feature is not due to terrestrial atmospheric ozone contamination,
but its nature has not been identified. Hapke’s modeling yields good fit to the central
portion of Ceres’ imaged disk, and Minnaert’s model and a model that is modified from
the Minnaert’s model yields better fitting to the reflectance at outer annulus of Ceres’
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disk. The single scattering albedo of Ceres at 555 nm, 330 nm, and 220 nm are mod-
eled to be 0.073±0.002, 0.046±0.002, and 0.032±0.003, respectively. The surface of
Ceres is found to be very rough at the scales between ten kilometers to meters, with a
roughness parameter 40◦±6◦. The deviation maps of single scattering albedo from the
averages at three wavelengths are produced, showing a very uniform surface, at least at
the resolution of our observations. Eleven surface features defined by albedo and spec-
trum, are identified. The uniformity of albedo, together with the large water content as
indicated by its mean density (Thomas et al., 2005), suggests that Ceres could have been
resurfaced, probably by melted water or ice, after the heavy bombardment phase of solar
system formation, although small craters or other topographic features below the resolu-
tion (<60km) of these data may exist. In short, Ceres is proving to be a very important




Summary and Future Work
7.1 Summary
In summary, Hapke’s model has been briefly reviewed; some numerical simulations were
carried out to study the effect of irregular shapes on disk-integrated phase function mod-
eling; photometric properties of three objects, asteroid Eros, comet Borrelly, and asteroid
Ceres, were modeled with Hapke’s model, utilizing disk-resolved images mainly returned
from spacecraft, and from HST.
Hapke’s theoretical model (Hapke, 1993) is the most widely used model that cor-
relates the physical properties of a planetary surface with its photometric behavior. From
the bidirectional reflectance of a surface as a function of incidence angle, emission angle,
and phase angle, or from the phase function of an object, the photometric properties such
as albedo, roughness, porosity, particle scattering properties,e c., can be inferred. Some
hints of further physical properties such as the composition, particle size and size distri-
bution, and evolutionary history can also be found. The model has been applied to the
photometric data of many atmosphereless satellites and asteroids, including very bright
icy satellites and very dark C- and D-type asteroids, and has proved to be able to describe
the photometric data fairly well.
For small bodies in the solar system, shapes are almost never close to a sphere, and
the apparent disks are almost never spatially resolved from ground-based observations.
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Due to the complexity of Hapke’s theoretical model, it is impossible to integrate the to-
tal brightness over the surface of an irregular shape analytically, so usually a spherical
shape is assumed in modeling any ground-based small body photometric data. We have
carried out numerical simulations to study the assumption of spherical shape in mod-
eling the disk-integrated phase function of irregularly shaped asteroids. The method is
that, with an assumed non-spherical shape and uniform Hapke’s parameters across the
whole surface, the reflectance of each surface element can be calculated under a particu-
lar Sun-object-observer geometry, then integrated over the illuminated and visible surface
under that geometry to find the disk-integrated brightness. Repeating the above proce-
dure for a whole rotation of the body gives a rotational lightcurve. Then we calculate
such lightcurves under all possible aspect angles and whichever phase angles we want.
Taking those lightcurves as our input “data”, just like the observed lightcurves from the
ground for asteroids, but covering all possible geometries, we can study the phase func-
tion constructed from those theoretical lightcurves of an asteroid with “known” Hapke’s
parameters. Hapke’s disk-integrated phase function theoretical model is then applied to
the calculated disk-integrated phase functions, and the modeled parameters can be com-
pared with the original, or “true”, parameters to find out the effect of irregular shape on
the Hapke’s modeling in terms of the modeled parameters, or to evaluate the spherical
shape assumption in Hapke’s modeling to the studied irregular shape.
In our simulations, we assumed two non-spherical shapes, a triaxial ellipsoid and
Eros’s real shape, and assumed Hapke’s parameters for Eros as published by Domingue
et al. (2002). The main results derived from our simulations are, 1. For triaxial ellipsoidal
bodies, the assumption of spherical shape works well at the small phase angles that can be
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reached from the Earth, but not for large phase angles. and 2. If the shape is more irregular
than a triaxial ellipsoid, with large concavities, then the phase angle range within which
the spherical assumption works decreases dramatically, and usually has to be dealt with
case by case. Our simulation method can be taken as a forward simulation method to
be used with Hapke’s modeling iteratively in analyzing photometric data of small bodies
with known shapes.
With the help of numerical simulations using Eros’s real shape, we modeled the
ground-based phase function of Eros, and analyzed the goodness of our model. The op-
position height and width parameters are found from this model. Other photometric pa-
rameters of Eros were then determined from disk-resolved images returned from NEAR
Shoemaker spacecraft at seven wavelengths from 450 nm to 1050 nm. The single scat-
tering albedo,w, is a strong function of wavelength, and its value at 550 nm is found to
be 0.33±0.03. The asymmetry factor,g and the roughness parameter,θ̄, are almost inde-
pendent of wavelength, and their values are found to be -0.25±0.02 and 28◦±3◦, respec-
tively. The opposition height and width are modeled, only from ground-based data, to be
1.4±0.1 and 0.010±0.004, respectively. At V-band the modeled geometric albedo is 0.23
and the Bond albedo is 0.093. The fitted Hapke’s parameters of Eros indicate that Eros is
a typical S-type asteroid in terms of photometric properties. From earlier estimate of the
composition of Eros from its IR reflectance spectrum and laboratory measurement of the
optical properties of pyroxene and olivine, two compositional components of Eros, the
particle size is estimated from its single scattering albedo to be between 50 and 100µm.
This estimate is an example of estimating the physical properties of surface regolith on an
asteroid from its Hapke’s parameters.
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Similar photometric analysis has been performed for comet Borrelly, too, with the
disk-resolved data returned from DS1 flyby. Since the data are very limited both in qual-
ity and phase angle coverage, the uncertainty of photometric modeling is relatively large.
But as an attempt to apply Hapke’s disk-resolved modeling technique to a comet, it suc-
cessfully resolved the photometric heterogeneity on Borrelly’s surface. The variations of
photometric properties are studied by modeling Hapke’s parameters for each terrain in a
terrain partition modified from the version proposed by Britt et al. (2004) from a geolog-
ical point of view. The maps of Hapke’s parameters are constructed for single scattering
albedo (w), asymmetry factor (g), and roughness (θ̄). The single scattering albedo of
Borrelly varies by a factor of 2.5, with an average of about 0.057±0.009. The single-
particle phase function of Borrelly’s surface varies from an almost isotropic one (g=-0.1)
to a very backscattering one (g=-0.7), averagingg=-0.43±0.07. The roughness of most
of the surface of Borrelly is smaller than 35◦, but in some areas the modeled roughness
can be as large as 55◦, which may or may not be true because Hapke’s theory may fail for
high roughness. Nevertheless, those areas have different roughness properties from those
of others. The average surface roughness is about 22◦±5◦. Analysis with the geometry
of the Sun and the rotation of Borrelly shows that the large photometric variations are
probably correlated with cometary activity. The formation of fan jets is probably related
to a relatively high single scattering albedo, a strong backscattering phase function, and
a rough surface, indicating possible exposed or concentrated ice content on the surface
layer of the nucleus. Thermal modeling assuming a dry surface without sublimation of
ice gives a fit that agrees well with the simple 1-D temperature measurement from DS1
except for the small end, where the discrepancy can be fully explained by including ice
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sublimation that is consistent with the observed water production rate and the brightness
of the fan jet. The source regions of collimated jets can not be constrained well because of
the limited spatial resolution of temperature measurement, but a self-consistent tempera-
ture model is proposed to accommodate the 1-D temperature plot and water production
rate.
Ceres, the first asteroid discovered, is a target of Dawn, another NASA Discovery
Program mission scheduled to launch in 2006 to characterize two of the largest asteroids
in the Solar System, Ceres and Vesta. HST images at three wavelengths, 555 nm, 330
nm, and 220 nm, covering more than one rotation of Ceres, were acquired in Decem-
ber 2003 and January 2004 to map the surface of Ceres. The lightcurves of Ceres are
constructed from those images at three wavelengths. The V-band lightcurve is highly
consistent with earlier observations in its magnitude, amplitude, and shape. An aver-
age reduced V-magnitude of Ceres at 6.2◦ phase is measured to be 3.88±0.02 mag. The
lightcurve magnitude is 0.04 mag. Since the oblate spheroidal shape of Ceres is rotation-
ally symmetric, the lightcurve is expected to be produced by variations of surface albedo.
The difference of the shapes of lightcurves at three wavelengths indicates color varia-
tions over the surface. Combined with earlier HST observations (Parker et al., 2002) and
the 24-color asteroid survey (Chapman and Gaffey, 1979), the spectrum of Ceres at UV is
constructed, and a strong absorption band centered at 280 nm is identified. The reflectance
at band center is only about 30% of the reflectance outside the band, and the width of the
band is about 120 nm. The attempts to match this absorption band with laboratory vacuum
UV spectra or the similar spectra observed for Europa and Ganymede have been unsuc-
cessful. With the disk of Ceres resolved into more than 750 sunlit pixels, disk-resolved
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photometric study is enabled. These images are modeled with Hapke’s model, Minnaert
model, and a modified Minnaert model, coupled with the precisely determined shape and
size from the same dataset (Thomas et al., 2005), to find Ceres’ disk-averaged albedo and
surface roughness. The single scattering albedo of Ceres is modeled to be 0.073±0.002,
0.048±0.002, and 0.050±0.002 at 555 nm, 330 nm, and 220 nm, respectively. Then the
disk-averaged photometric model is combined with original images to retrieve the sin-
gle scattering albedo variation over the surface, and to construct single scattering albedo
maps in longitude-latitude projection. The albedo variation across Ceres’ disk in only
about 13% from minimum to maximum. The albedo maps show differences at three
wavelengths that is consistent with the color variations as indicated by different shapes
of lightcurves at three wavelengths. The surface of Ceres is uniform within 3% standard
deviation for albedo, and within 5% for color, making Ceres one of the solid bodies in the
solar system with the most uniform surface.
It is worth pointing out that the surfaces of asteroids and cometary nuclei reflect
different physical processes active throughout their evolutionary history. In our samples,
Eros has been dominated by collisions and cratering, Borrelly’s surface is controlled by
sublimation and outgassing, and it is not yet clear what process occur on Ceres as the
primary agents to determine the photometric properties of Ceres’ surface. Once we have
more and more asteroids and cometary nuclei with their photometirc properties studied,
we expect to understand their evolution better and better, and to know more about the
formation of the Solar System.
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7.2 Future Work
Thesis work is never the end, it is only the starting point of one’s scientific career. From
my graduate research work, I managed to master the expertise of photometric analysis
with Hapke’s model. Very naturally, the next step is to apply the techniques I learned to
more objects to study their physical properties, with the continuous support from the
data returned from space exploration missions, and to support future space missions.
In this section, some possible future work is projected as an extension from my thesis
work. Comet 81P/Wild 2, visited by Stardust in January, 2004, with 72 disk-resolved
close-by images of its nucleus acquired, is one of my next steps. Another object is
comet 9P/Tempel 1, the target of Deep Impact mission. With our knowledge base of
cometary photometry extended, we can make some comparisons among comets and be-
tween comets and asteroids.
7.2.1 Comet 81P/Wild 2
Comet Wild 2 was captured into its current orbit only 30 years ago as the result of a
close encounter with Jupiter (Sekanina and Yeomans, 1985). Its surface probably retains
the records of processes occurred at about 5 AU from the Sun, which was its perihelion
distance of the previous orbit for hundreds of years. There is no much recent processing
occurred after Wild 2 was captured to its current orbit. It is thus a Jupiter Family Comet
(JFC) that best represents the comets with longer periods and more primordial surfaces.
On January 2, 2004, Stardust successfully encountered comet Wild 2 with a closest dis-
tance of 236 km. The spacecraft returned 72 disk-resolved images of the nucleus (Fig.
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7.1) covering solar phase angles from 2◦ up to 110◦ (Brownlee et al., 2004). The resolu-
tion and phase angle coverage of those images make the dataset valuable in studying the
photometric properties of the surface of the nucleus of comet Wild 2.
All raw images of comet Wild 2 at the encounter, as well as the ephemeris data,
have been made available on NASA’s PDS SBN in University of Maryland College Park
(Semenov et al., 2004a,b). A triaxial ellipsoidal shape model is available (Duxbury et
al., 2004; Duxbury and Farnham, 2004), and a high resolution shape model has been
developed (Kirk et al., 2005) as well. The radiometric calibration of the Stardust images
is still ongoing, but will be available soon.
Photometric analysis of comet Wild 2, similar with that of comet Borrelly, can be
done for both disk-integrated phase function and disk-resolved images. Although ground-
based disk-integrated photometric data for the nucleus of Wild 2 are not available, the
whole-disk phase function can still be calculated by integrating the flux over the disk in
the Stardust disk-resolved images, and a very preliminary average brightness that only
includes the illuminated and visible part of the imaged disk, directly derived from raw
images, is shown in Fig. 7.2 as a function of phase. Clearly we see divergence between
inbound leg and outbound leg at about 60◦ phase angle. Our analysis shows that this
is not caused by geometric effects, nor is it caused by large shadows because they have
been excluded in calculating the disk-averaged brightness. It is most likely caused by
the effect of image doubling due to the optical system configuration. A quick-and-dirty
Hapke’s fitting to the outbound leg phase function yields its Hapke’s parameters except for
w: B0=1.4,h=0.052,g=-0.42, and̄θ=19◦ (dashed line in Fig. 7.2). The modeling of these
disk-integrated photometric data is of importance as a connection between disk-resolved
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Figure 7.1 Images of comet Wild 2 from Stardust spacecraft (Brownlee et al., 2004).
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analysis and ground-based phase function analysis. Since when analyzing ground-based
phase function, we have to assume spherical shape, which is obviously untrue for almost
all small bodies, the modeled parameters will be biased. The bias can be estimated by
comparing the disk-integrated phase function modeling and disk-resolved analysis from
the same dataset. Therefore the photometric parameters modeled from ground-based data
can be compared with disk-resolved analysis, and evaluated and/or corrected.
The shape of Wild 2 has been modeled with an oblate spheroid (Duxbury et al.,
2004), which can be used in disk-resolved photometric modeling. A shape model with
less than 100 m spatial resolution in the projected disk of Wild 2 and including big craters
on Wild 2 has been developed by Kirk et al. (2005), and will be more helpful. As a JFC
that has been perturbed close to the Sun for only a short time, the photometric properties
of Wild 2 will represent those of more primordial surfaces relative to Borrelly or Tempel
1, whose surfaces are believed to have been eroded for a long time in the inner solar
system.
There is another unique significance of studying the photometric properties of Wild
2. Stardust is still an ongoing mission with its primary scientific goal being to return the
first sample of cometary dust particles collected from the inner coma of comet Wild 2 to
Earth scheduled in January 2006. The photometric analysis of Wild 2 will disclose the
properties of surface where those particles are emitted, and help understand the processing
and modification history of those particles, providing a scientific background for any
future analyses of those returned particles.
The photometric analysis of comet Wild 2 from Stardust images is also very useful
in the preparation for Deep Impact, which is scheduled to arrive at comet Tempel 1 in just
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Figure 7.2 The average surface brightness of comet Wild 2 as a function of phase angle.
Note that this is a very preliminary phase function directly integrated from raw images of
Wild 2 from Stardust spacecraft. The y-axis is in uncalibrated arbitrary reflectance unit.
All solid symbols are for inbound leg, open symbols outbound leg. Shapes of symbols
represent exposure time: triangles 10 ms, circles 100 ms, and squares 35 ms. Dashed
line shows a quick-and-dirty Hapke’s fit to the outbound leg phase function. Symbols on
x-axis are satuated, and should be ignored.
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a few months, to do a unique experiment with the nucleus (A’Hearn et al., 2005, and next
section). From the point of view of both auto-navigation and scientific data acquisition,
the imaging sequence planning relies on the estimate of the photometric properties of
comet Tempel 1. Wild 2 provides an excellent analogue to DI close encounter with a
cometary nucleus. Therefore the photometric analysis of comet Wild 2 is not only a
practice of the similar work to comet Tempel 1 in the future, but extremely helpful in the
imaging sequence planning of DI.
7.2.2 Comet 9P/Tempel 1
Comet 9P/Tempel 1 is the target of Deep Impact, which will have a close approach with
the comet on July 4, 2005, and release an impactor to collide with its nucleus, creating a
crater, and excavating the fresh materials from the interior to study the primordial com-
position and characterizations of this old JFC. The Medium Resolution Imager (MRI)
and High Resolution Imager (HRI) onboard DI’s flyby spacecraft and the imager onboard
the impactor will return images of the nucleus with resolutions better than ten meters per
pixel. The phase angle coverage of the disk-resolved images will be between 27◦ a d 63◦,
much larger than that of ground-based observations, enabling us to study the photometric
properties of the nucleus.
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Figure 7.3 The CCD images of comet Tempel 1 from 2004 apparition (left) and 1994
apparition (right). (Figure 4 of Lisse et al., 2005).
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Table 7.1. Available ground-based photometric data for comet Tempel 1, not including
the data from DI observing campaign.
Telescope UT date Filters Heliocentric Phase angle Reference
distance (AU) (deg)
JKT 1m 1995 Aug R, V, B 3.51 14.9 Lowry et al. (1999)
HST 1997 Dec F675W 4.48 3.8 Lamy et al. (2001)
WHT 4.2m 1998 Dec R 3.36 13.94 Lowry and Fitzsimmons (2001)
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Table 7.2. Past phase function observing windows during DI observing campaign.
Photometric data are expected from observations during these windows. (Table 4 of
Meech et al., 2005)
Dates r (AU) Phase angle (deg) Mag
08/13/01-02/02/02 4.13-4.53 14.2-1.4 23.5-21.9
10/01/03-01/03/04 4.27-4.00 13.4-1.8 23.0-21.9
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An extensive ground-based observing campaign has collected many data of comet
Tempel 1 for years (Meech et al., 2005). Some data suitable for constructing a phase
function are listed in Table 7.1 and 7.2. Two images of comet Tempel 1 are shown in
Fig. 7.3. Its rotational lightcurve in both visible and IR are available from HST and
Spitzer Space Telescope (SST) (Belton et al., 2005), respectively. The size of nucleus is
estimated to be 14.4×4.4×4.4 km from lightcurves, and the V-band albedo is about 4%.
More results about the nucleus have been summarized in Belton et al. (2005).
With a large amount of ground-based andi situ data that either have been avail-
able or will be made available soon for comet Tempel 1, the photometric analysis of this
comet can be done fairly well. The nucleus extraction technique mentioned in Chapter
1 can be employed to find the brightness of nucleus from ground-based images taken
when the comet had developed coma. The disk-integrated phase function can then be
constructed and modeled. From the disk-resolved images that will be returned by DI, the
disk-integrated photometry of Tempel 1 can also be obtained and modeled, and compared
with that of ground observations.
From DI data a shape model for Tempel 1 will be constructed as has been done for
Borrelly, and the disk-resolved analysis is then possible. Very likely we will observe large
photometric variations on the surfaces of Tempel 1 like what we saw on Borrelly (Fig. 5.1)
because both of them are old JFCs. If so, similar to Borrelly, the surface of Tempel 1 can
be divided into several photometric terrains, and the photometric analysis can be carried
out individually for each of them. By doing this, the variations of photometric parameters
can be retrieved, and further analyses such as their correlation with active areas can be
carried out.
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The spectrometer onboard DI covers a wavelength range from 1µm to 4.8µm, cov-
ering enough thermal spectrum to enable good thermal modeling. A 2-D temperature
map of Tempel 1’s surface will be obtained, which is much better than the 1-D temper-
ature scan for Borrelly from DS1 (Fig. 5.17). The thermal modeling of this comet can
be done much better than of Borrelly, and the ice sublimation occurred on Tempel 1 that
contains much information about jet formation can be studied. This will also help us to
understand any photometric variations that are possibly correlated with cometary activity.
With ground-based data obtained for this comet for a couple of apparitions, and contin-
uous monitoring for the most recent apparition, hopefully the thermal modeling can be
correlated with diurnal and seasonal variations occurred on this comet. This will also
provide some clues about the thermal properties of the cometary surface.
Just as for Wild 2, the studies of the physical properties of Tempel 1’s surface also
have a unique significance, which is to support the primary scientific objectives of DI mis-
sion. Tempel 1 will be the first comet whose interior is excavated forin situ observations,
and the fresh materials without much thermal processing will be characterized. The space-
craft is equipped with instruments that are able to comprehensively study the properties
and compositions of the fresh materials from imaging and spectroscopy. The photometric
studies of its surface then allow us to study the environment where the excavation occurs,
helping thoroughly characterize the surface together with other observations such as spec-
troscopy. The comparison between the old surface and fresh interior help put the primary
scientific goal of DI into a broad context. The observations of crater formation will help
constrain the strength, density, porosity of surface, all of which are also correlated with
the photometric properties, and therefore can be compared and validated with photometric
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analysis. Long term monitoring of comet Tempel 1 in both the physical properties and the
chemical compositions of coma and nucleus, if available, will help model the formation
of jets, ice sublimation, and determine the evolution of cometary surfaces. The results
can also be compared and possibly correlated with that of Wild 2, a JFC whose surface
may well represent a transition stage from more primordial materials from formation to
the thermally processed surfaces.
7.2.3 Comparisons of photometric properties among comets and with dark asteroids
With the knowledge base of photometric properties of cometary nuclei expanded, we can
compare among comets, and with dark C- or D-type asteroids. The three comets with
photometric properties studied are all JFCs. But they have different dynamical histories.
Comet Borrelly and Tempel 1 are old JFCs, with their surfaces exposed to relatively
intensive heating from the Sun for a long time (Belyaev et al.; Carusi et al.). Comet Wild
2 is newly captured to its current orbit, with many topographic features on the surface
that have not been eroded (Brownlee et al., 2004). The comparison between them will
present a rough picture of the evolution of photometric properties of cometary surfaces
due to thermal modification.
On the other hand, comets are considered to form from beyond the asteroid belt,
where water ice condenses and is stable, out to the Kuiper belt. Dark C- or D-type aster-
oids are thought to form within an adjacent region at the outer rim of the asteroid belt.
Therefore we expect to see some similarities and transitions from dark asteroids to comets
(Hartmann et al., 1987). Some transitional objects such as comet 107P/Wilson-Harrington
(Ferńandez et al., 1997; Bowell et al., 1992), asteroid 3200 Phaethon (Williams and Wu,
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1993), comet 133P/Elst-Pizarro (Hsieh et al., 2004), and C/2001 OG108 (Abell et al.,
2003; Ferńandez et al., 2003), reinstate the connection and possible transition between
asteroids and comets. Comparisons of the photometric properties of comets and dark
asteroids will establish some connections between these two kinds of objects.
The photometric properties of some dark asteroids have been studied from both
spacecraft data (Clark et al., 1999) and ground data (e.g. Lazzarin et al., 1995; Barucci et
al., 1994; Fitzsimmons et al., 1994,etc.), and the property of dark meteorites have been
studied in the laboratory (Britt and Consolmagno, 2000). The photometric properties of
comets and asteroids can then be compared in terms of albedo, color, single-particle phase
function, porosity, and surface roughness. The albedo, color, and single-particle phase
function may relate to the compositions, the roughness may be affected by evolution
history and the size of objects, and the porosity may be related to both.
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